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Risk and relationship in mental health practice: a grounded theory of situational connection.

Kelly J Alexander

ABSTRACT

This thesis reports the findings of a qualitative study that answers the question, ‘How do
mental health practitioners working in adult community mental health settings respond
emotionally to the assessment and management of risk in practice?’

Current research relating to risk assessment and management in mental health practice
considers ways in which risk is understood and assessed, focusing primarily on definition,
application and technical processes. Less is known about the emotional effect of the riskrelated aspects of the mental health practitioners’ role.

This aim of this study was to explore the experience of mental health professionals by
considering: the ways in which they conceptualised risk, the emotional effect of assessing
and managing risk and, the ways in which their relationships with professional colleagues
and service users did, or did not, mitigate this effect.

The study was undertaken using grounded theory and collected data via in-depth, semistructured interviews with 18 participants, representing the range of disciplines usually
present in multi-disciplinary teams in statutory adult mental health care.

The main contribution of this study is that it provides evidence of the changing nature of
mental health practice and how this is creating new organisational and personal contexts for
iii

practitioners. The current focus in mental health practice appears to be the efficiency of
pathways for service users. This focus has led to organisational structures that reduce the
space and time practitioners have for connection with each other.

The remodelling of the organisational context is creating a new ethos in practice in which
practitioners feel less attention is given to their experience of relationship, skill and
therefore safety. This study has found that a consequence of professionals’ sense of lack of
safety is to assess risk posed by service users as higher than they would if contained in their
own practice. The evidence for this emerges from practitioners’ reflections on fragmenting
teams, changing working spaces, sense of isolation and responsibility, particularly in relation
to the care coordination role.

Enabling practitioners to feel emotionally anchored in their work context in relation to the
assessment and management of risk will facilitate the emotional management of the effect
of their role. The benefit for service users will be a greater focus on recovery and less risk
averse approaches.

This study concludes with a model for situationally connected practice that is the emerging
theory from the research. This theory was shaped by the analysis from participants for
whom situational connection was both present and absent. The conclusion is that greater
attention to facilitating situational connection for practitioners with regard to relationshipbased practice with colleagues will contribute to the creation of safer conditions for
practice.
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Glossary
Mental health
The World Health Organization defines mental health as, ‘a state of well-being in which
every individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life,
can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to her or his
community’, (WHO, 2018). WHO (2018) note that health does not mean the lack of illness
and this definition is included in UK government mental health policy, ‘Good or positive
mental health is more than the absence or management of mental health problems; it is the
foundation for wellbeing and effective functioning both for individuals and for their
communities” (HMG/DH., 2011, p.88).
Mental illness
Mental illness is a contested term. Current policy states that it is ‘A term generally used to
refer to more serious mental health problems that often require treatment by specialist
services’ (HMG/DH, 2011, p.89). Legal definitions refer to mental disorder as ‘any disorder or
disability of the mind’ (Mental Health Act2007, s.1(2)). However, this is generally thought of
as a medico-legal term that does not reflect the experience of those with mental ill health
(Coppock and Dunn, 2010). Definitions underpinned by social approaches to understanding
mental illness would favour terms such as ‘mental health problem or mental distress’
(Coppock and Dunn, 2010, p.8). For the purpose of this thesis, when considering historical
conceptualisations, I will use the phrase mental illness and where relevant in terms of legal
definitions, I will refer to mental disorder. At all other times, I will use the term mental ill
health to reflect the range of legal, medical and social definitions.

xiii

Adult community mental health services
The term adult mental health services refers to those services supporting working age adults
between the ages 18-65 (SCIE, 2012). They are usually located within the remit of a mental
health trust and include the delivery of community mental health services via adult
community mental health teams (CMHTs) (SCIE, 2012). The criteria for a person
experiencing mental ill health to be under the care of a community mental health team, as
opposed to a primary care practitioner, is severe or complex mental ill health (Rethink,
2017).
Mental health practitioner
For the purposes of this thesis, mental health practitioner or professional refers to qualified
professionals from the allied professions, that is, nursing, social work, psychiatry,
psychology and occupational therapy (Coppock and Dunn, 2010).
Multi-disciplinary teams (MDT)
The mental health practitioner groups mentioned above tend to form the core of multidisciplinary teams in adult community mental health services (Davis, Davis and Glynn, 2008).

xiv

Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis reports the findings of a qualitative study that answers the question, ‘How do
mental health practitioners working in adult community mental health settings respond
emotionally to the assessment and management of risk in practice?’
The study was undertaken using grounded theory and collected data via in-depth, semistructured interviews with 18 participants, representing the range of disciplines usually
present in multi-disciplinary teams in statutory adult mental health care.
Current research relating to risk assessment and management does not focus on the impact
of this role on the mental health practitioners that undertake it. This study explores the
experience of these practitioners, develops a theoretical understanding of that experience
and provides a unique contribution to the broader literature whilst also making
recommendations for practice.

This chapter provides a brief introduction to this study and its rationale, and an outline of
the thesis.

1.1 Context for the study
Much of the extant research in relation to risk assessment and management in mental
health services focuses on the technical process of this role and the structures available in
which to locate it (Wand, Isobel and Derrick, 2015; Gale, Hawley and Sivakumaran, 2003).
Some research has focused on how risk is conceptualised by mental health practitioners and
how this can lead practitioners to place service users within risk categories based on their
characteristics (Stanford, 2010; Warner, 2006). Other research has considered
organisational cultures and pressures that have an impact on the individual practitioner
1

(Robertson and Collinson, 2011; Larkin and Callaghan, 2005), with some exploring the
experience of mental health practitioners in managing complexity (Hood, 2015; Grotto et
al., 2015).

In addition, reviewing the literature in relation to risk assessment and management and
emotional impact has identified that the research focus is generally on one group of
practitioners, for example, nurses or psychologists (Tickle, Brown and Hayward, 2014;
MacNeela et al., 2010) as opposed to all professionals in the multi-disciplinary context (that
is, psychiatrists, mental health nurses, social workers, psychologists, occupational
therapists).

The gap in the research literature, which this thesis aims to address, is the emotional impact
of undertaking risk assessment and management as a particular task and across a range of
practitioners within multidisciplinary teams providing adult community mental health
services. The next section outlines the aims.

1.2 Aims of the study
In order to answer the central research question, this study addresses the following aims:
•

To investigate the meaning(s) practitioners attribute to the word risk in relation to
mental health practice;

•

To explore practitioners’ experiences of assessing risk in their daily mental health
practice and identify the consequent emotional responses;

•

To identify ways in which practitioners manage their emotional responses to the risk
assessment and management aspect of their role;
2

•

To consider the ways in which practitioners’ relationships with each other and with
service users affect this emotional response.

1.3 Rationale for the study
This research is located in my experience as a social worker in forensic mental health
services and as an Approved Mental Health Professional (AMHP) in general adult mental
health services. My experience as a frontline practitioner involved assessing and managing
risk whilst working in both inpatient and outreach services. Assessment took place in the
context of multidisciplinary team working.

My experience of this process was characterised by an awareness of the pressure to ensure
that ‘risk’ was managed as effectively as possible and duly recorded for future reference.
However, working in a multidisciplinary team provided support and a sense of shared
experience in relation to undertaking these tasks.

In reviewing the literature, I noticed that much of the focus of risk-related research and
support was about the processes of assessing risk and not on the impact of this role on the
practitioner. Literature on burnout did not address this specific context and generally
focused on single professional groups rather than multidisciplinary teams, which are the
primary mental health service structure.

When I was afforded the opportunity to undertake doctoral research, I returned to my own
practice experience to consider what might make a useful and original contribution to the
knowledge base on the assessment and management of risk in mental health practice. I
3

consequently chose to address the emotional impact of assessing and managing risk on
practitioners.

1.4 Ethics approval
Ethics approval for this study was obtained from the University of Bedfordshire’s Institute of
Applied Social Research Ethics Committee (Appendix A). As the research project aimed to
include mental health professionals, I also needed to gain ethics approval from the Research
and Development Committee of the Mental Health Trust in which the planned study would
be located. At the outset, I also planned to include mental health service users and so was
required to apply to the Research Ethics Committee of the NHS Health Research Authority
and the local Research and Development Committee via the Integrated Research
Application System (IRAS) for approval. Approval was gained to include both professionals
and service users (Appendix B). However, as will be explained in Chapter 15, I was advised as
part of the University’s doctoral research review process to pursue the study with
professionals only due to reasons of scale and manageability, which meant that I did not
make use of the approval in relation to service users.

1.5 Methodology
The focus of this study is to investigate the experience of mental health professionals in
their day-to-day practice. It is exploratory in that no hypothesis is being tested and that it
seeks to explore the lived experience of practitioners and so a qualitative methodology is
appropriate. The study uses grounded theory to address the aims. The strength of grounded
theory is that it ‘is derived from data and then illustrated by characteristic examples of the
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data’ (Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p.5). This means that the experience of practitioners drives
the development of explanations of practice reality.

1.6 Overview of thesis
The following is an overview of the structure and content of this thesis. This thesis is divided
into three parts.
Part I of the thesis contains the review of the literature.
Chapter 2 outlines the literature review process, including reference to search terms, search
tools and, inclusion and exclusion criteria to explain the resultant literature on which this
thesis is based.
Chapter 3 is the first chapter within the literature review. It offers background as to the
historical, social and political factors underpinning the current focus on risk in mental health
services. It highlights the context of a ‘risk society’ (Beck, 1992, p.19) and its impact on the
political response that focuses on the assessment, management and eradication of risk. It
demonstrates that health professionals, and mental health professionals in particular, work
in an environment where the word risk becomes synonymous with an all-pervasive core
element of their role.
Chapter 4 is the first of three chapters reviewing primarily empirical research studies and
addresses the meaning of risk in mental health practice. It looks at the development of risk
assessment approaches in mental health services and the attempts to refine and perfect
processes. In particular, it highlights the move to a structured professional judgement
approach as a way of combining clinical intuition with statistical analysis.
Chapter 5 considers the role of relationship-based practice in mental health services across
a range of relationships. It reviews empirical studies addressing relationships between
5

professionals and services users as well as cross-professional relationships. This chapter also
reviews literature that relates to the relationship between the professional and their
organisation, which sets the context for the worker managing the emotional impact of
working with risk.
Chapter 6 then reviews empirical literature considering the emotional impact of mental
health practice on the professionals. It explores the literature in relation to burnout and
reviews studies that look at the management of emotional responses in general, both at an
organisational and individual level. It highlights that the literature focuses primarily on
general work stress and burnout but does not identify the emotional response to
undertaking risk assessment and management specifically. This identifies the gap in the
literature to which this thesis makes a unique contribution.
Part II of the thesis outlines the methodology and method used in the study.
Chapter 7 restates the aims of the study and outlines the constructivist grounded theory
methodology adopted to address these aims.
Chapter 8 explains the methods used and provides details about the sample in relation to
selection, demographics and the process of completing the data collection. It provides a
description of the grounded theory analytic method and clarifies the data coding process.
Chapter 9 explores personal reflections on the experience of the research process. It also
includes reflections of the participants as they describe the experience of being interviewed
and the meaning that they brought to that experience.
Part III of this thesis presents the findings, discussion and emerging theory.
Chapter 10 outlines the process by which the data was analysed and provides examples of
how coding processes led to the chapter and section headings used. It also provides details
about the participants.
6

Chapter 11 is the first of three integrated findings and discussion chapters. It addresses the
ways in which participants experience risk in relation to their professional roles. It highlights
issues in relation to risk understanding and how this is shared within MDTs.
Chapter 12 considers the changing nature of mental health practice and the effect that this
has on practitioners. It provides a voice to participants with regards to the complexity of
their roles in assessing and managing risk and the organisational context in which they
operate. It explores the issue of relationships in practice.
Chapter 13 is the final findings and discussion chapter and highlights the experience of some
of the participants in particular, which I have called ‘Divergent voices’, and how their
experiences contribute to the overall thesis.
Chapter 14 outlines the emergent theory that explains participants’ experience and
proposes a model for mental health practice. Implications for practice are considered.
Chapter 15 concludes the thesis. It addresses its strengths, limitations and areas for further
research and summarises its impact in relation to understanding the emotional impact of
risk assessment and management on mental health practitioners.

1.7 Summary
This opening chapter has provided an overview of the thesis, its background and rationale. It
has introduced, briefly, the aims and design of the study. Part I of the thesis will address the
literature review in detail; Part II the methodology and methods; and Part III the findings,
discussion and emergent theory. The next chapter commences with a review of the
literature that provides the background to the research.

7

Part I: Literature Review
Part I of this thesis addresses the literature underpinning the research question. Part I is
divided into four chapters. Chapter 2 outlines the process followed to locate, select,
appraise and analyse literature. Chapter 3 summarises sources that provide the historical,
social and political context for the research focus. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 consider the extant
empirical and practice-based literature underpinning the research question and aims.

Chapter 2: Literature review process
This chapter will describe the process followed in order to review the literature. It will
include an explanation of the deconstruction of the research question into search terms and
the sources used to locate the research. The steps taken to assess and appraise the
literature will also be described.

2.1 Introduction
Hart (2011, p.13) defines a literature review as, ‘The selection of available documents…on
the topic, which contain information, ideas, data and evidence written from a particular
standpoint…and the effective evaluation of these documents in relation to the research
being proposed’. This chapter outlines the review undertaken to support this thesis.

2.2 Search strategy
Aveyard (2010, p.14) states that ‘a systematic review strives to identify comprehensively and
track down all the available literature on a topic, while describing a clear, comprehensive
methodology’. However, she also distinguishes a systematic literature review and a review
of the literature that is systematic (Aveyard, 2010). Whilst this might appear to be a
8

semantic difference, the former requires greater time and resource than is available to a
novice, lone researcher, as it aims to fully review the extant literature on the topic. My aim
was to review the literature in as thorough and methodical way as possible. In order to
achieve sufficient rigour, I developed and adhered to a search protocol (Appendix C) that set
initial parameters for the review.

Aveyard, (2010, p.77) comments that keywords should, ‘capture the essence of the research
topic or research question’. To achieve this, I began by considering the four aims shaping the
study that further defined my research question. I identified the keywords contained within
the aims and used these to formulate the search plan. I considered both keywords and
synonyms relating to each aim (Appendix C). At the outset of the searching, I used the
Boolean Operator OR in order to broaden my search, however, for later searches when I
was looking for research to address specific findings, I used the AND operator in order to
achieve a more focused search (Dundar and Fleeman, 2014). As many of the words had
multiple derivatives, I used the truncation technique that involves using an * to search for all
derivatives. For example, when searching for information about risk assessment I used risk
assess*, as this would also capture assess, assessing and assessment (Dundar and Fleeman,
2014).

In order to search for relevant literature, I used an online resource provided for students by
the University of Bedfordshire. DISCOVER is described as ‘your single search solution that
allows you to search most of our electronic resources’ (UoB, 2018). DISCOVER searches a
broad range of databases relevant to this project: Academic Search Elite, ASSIA, British
Nursing Index, CINAHL, Communication and Mass Media Complete, Directory of Open
9

Access Journals, EbscoHost Electronic Journals Service, ETHOS - Electronic Theses Online, ISI
Web of Science, Newsbank Newspapers, PsychArticles, PsychINFO, Sage Premier, Scopus,
SocIndex, and Zetoc. DISCOVER does not include a number of databases in its logarithm,
however, on reviewing the exclusions I noted that none were relevant to this study, for
example 19th Century Pamphlets Online. In order to cross-reference DISCOVER and ensure
that I was not missing relevant research by using this resource, I also directly accessed some
of the above databases: PyschINFO, SocIndex Full Text and SocIndex, and PsychArticles via
the EbscoHost platform and noted sufficiently similar search results.

In addition to the use of relevant databases, I directly accessed some journals, for example
the British Journal of Social Work and Health, Risk & Society. This was also to ensure that
database searches were not missing specific studies, as Aveyard (2010) points out that
searches based on keywords specific to the research question can miss relevant studies
from associated fields that would not be located using the keywords chosen. This was
important as research from several professional fields, for example, nursing and social work,
would be relevant to this study. Aveyard (2010) also suggests that searching by specific
authors who are known as experts in the field and reviewing reference lists of relevant
studies already located are useful ways to search. I used a combination of all these
techniques in this study. The results are reported in section 2.6.

Due to the broad scope of some of the keywords used, for example, risk, risk assessment
and risk management, I retrieved a large number of items on some of the initial searches. In
order to ensure that I did not discard relevant literature, I initially undertook a screening of
titles to remove those that were clearly irrelevant. I then established a set of inclusion and
10

exclusion criteria that allowed me to sift material further whilst remaining focused on my
research topic (Cherry and Dickson, 2014). The inclusion/exclusion framework (Table 2.1)
used is outlined in the next section.

2.3 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
The first inclusion/exclusion process was undertaken having completed initial searches and
involved using the limiters available in DISCOVER to manage the results (UoB, 2018). Bell
(2010) suggests limiters to de-select irrelevant research. The first limiter used was ‘peerreviewed’, in order to ensure quality and to limit the inclusion of magazine articles, book
reviews etc in the results. I also chose to use the language limiter and selected articles only
in the English language, as I am unable to read other languages and had no resources for
translation. The other limiter used was date.

All articles had to be in the date range. I decided the date range based on key events in the
formation of mental health legislation and policy that I considered to be relevant to the aims
of the study. As will be discussed in the literature review, 1996 was a turning point in the
direction of mental health policy and legislation with the deaths of Lin and Megan Russell. I
therefore decided to review literature across the period of 1996 to present. The only
sources included that were not within the date ranges were those deemed to be seminal
and which contributed to the topic, for example Menzies Lyth (1960).

With regards to geographic inclusion criteria, I included research from Western countries
with broadly similar conceptualisations of mental health and mental illness and similar
approaches to the delivery of mental health services. For example, research by Scott,
11

Doughty and Kahi (2011) and Sawyer (2009) notes a parallel experience of moves toward
community care in New Zealand as occurred in the UK. Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund
(2010) note recent changes to mental health legislation in Sweden that served to increase
the focus on risk. Acker (2010) comments on the emergence of evidence-based approaches
and standardisation in services in the USA that resonates with similar changes in the UK.
Research from countries without clear parallels to the approach to mental health care in the
UK was excluded.

Table 2.1: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Code

Criteria

P

Participants include social workers, psychiatric nurses, psychiatrists,
psychologists or occupational therapists

F

The focus of the research relates to the mental health field either with a
specific focus on risk, risk assessment or risk management, or one of the
related aims, for example, emotional impact of practice on practitioners,
coping strategies, relationships etc.

E

The article is reporting primary research

Prac

The article was based on the author(s) practice experience in the mental
health field but had been published in a peer-reviewed journal.

T

Theoretical articles that were not grounded either in empirical data or practice
experience.

D

The articles fall within the date range of the study, 1996-2018

Articles had to meet either P or F, E or Prac and D in order to be included. This meant that
literature was either linked directly with the participant group on which I was focused or
12

had mental health practice as its focus without a specific participant group. For example,
some of the articles selected focused on risk assessment tools not mental health
professionals. The article either had to be empirical or to be written by a practitioner from
the participant group drawing on their own practice experience. Practice-related articles
had to have been published in a peer-reviewed journal for the purposes of rigour.
Once selected as meeting the inclusion/exclusion criteria for the study, I undertook an
appraisal of the articles. This process is outlined in the next section.

2.4. Appraisal
‘Critical appraisal is the structured process of examining a piece of research in order to
determine its strengths and limitations, and therefore the weight it should have in your
literature review’ (Aveyard, 2010, p.93). In order to consider available appraisal tools, I
accessed the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) website. CASP provides tools and
training to practitioners to improve evaluation of research and to ensure better use of
evidence-based intervention in practice (CASP, 2018). CASP (2018) provide a range of
appraisal tools for different types of research, for example, qualitative, randomised
controlled trials etc. I did not want to use multiple appraisal tools and so decided to look at
those aimed at evaluating both quantitative and qualitative research. CASP’s (2013, p.2)
checklist for qualitative research suggests using two initial screening questions:
‘1. Was there a clear statement of the aims of the research?
2. Is a qualitative methodology appropriate?’
If the answer to both questions is yes, then the tool prompts the reviewer to use the
remaining 8 questions to evaluate the research (CASP, 2013). In order to appraise research
of different methodologies I adapted the questions. Appendix D provides a template of the
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article review structure used, including questions used for appraisal. Articles were uploaded
to NVivo (QSR International, 2015) and the review of each undertaken within the software
programme using this template.

As a novice researcher with limited experience of evaluation of research, particularly
research that is quantitative in nature, I exercised some caution in applying appraisal
criteria, as I did not feel in a strong position to the judge the quality of the work of others. I
also took into account that using the peer-reviewed limiter when searching databases and
sourcing literature primarily from academic journals, meant that articles had already been
subject to extensive review by field experts and so my default position could be to rely on its
quality.

2.5 Revisiting the literature
An idea associated with the grounded of theory of Glaser and Strauss is that the review of
the literature is not undertaken prior to data collection and analysis (Charmaz, 2014). The
explanation for this position is, ‘to avoid importing preconceived ideas and imposing them
on your work’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.306). However, as Charmaz (2014) notes, this original idea
was based on the premise that a researcher is a blank canvas in relation to their subject.
This has been disputed by subsequent proponents of grounded theory, particularly Charmaz
in her constructivist version, which affords centrality to the idea that the researcher brings
preconceived ideas to a project and needs to actively account for these in the review
process (Charmaz, 2014). Charmaz (2014, p.307) states that ‘Arguments for delaying the
literature review often assume that researchers remain uncritical of what they read and are
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easily persuaded by it’ concluding that it is improbable that a researcher will lack any
existing knowledge or understanding of the literature.

As is congruent with constructivist grounded theory, I completed an initial review of the
literature in relation to my aims, as explained. I also then returned to the literature once I
had concluded the analysis of the data and had commenced writing up the findings. This is
because, in keeping with allowing the data to lead, the findings that I extracted from my
analysis raised new issues and concepts that were not part of my aims and so had not been
considered in the initial review of the literature. In order to consider these findings and to
discuss them in detail, I needed to consider if other research was available that gave
context. Charmaz (2014) suggests the use of the constant comparison method, used in the
data analysis stage of grounded theory, as also appropriate for the review of the literature.
She comments, ‘Through comparing other scholars’ evidence and ideas with your grounded
theory, you may show where and how their ideas illuminate your theoretical categories’
(Charmaz, 2014, p.305). I have used a constant comparison method in Chapters 11-13 to
locate my findings within the literature, to consider how it contradicts or extends existing
understanding and, to develop an explanatory model for practice.

Consideration was given to re-writing the original literature review (Charmaz, 2014);
however, it seemed to me that if the literature review mirrored the findings, I would not be
able to argue that the findings were grounded in the data, as is congruent with grounded
theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Therefore, although I have included research located
post-analysis in the Chapters 11-13 in order to compare my findings to existing knowledge, I
have not retrospectively added this literature to the initial review.
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2.6 Literature review results
The number of articles retained from online searches, after the initial title screening process
was 207. Application of inclusion and exclusion led to the retention of 119 articles. The
appraisal process removed a further 31 articles that did not meet the focus or quality
requirements identified above or that had limited relevance to the project on reading,
leaving 88 articles from online searches for review and inclusion in the literature review. An
additional 11 articles were included from reviewing reference lists or located prior to the
research study commencing. Seven further articles were added after data analysis to
support the findings.

2.7 Summary
This chapter has outlined the approach taken to define the research question and develop
and implement a search strategy to undertake a review of the literature that is systematic. It
has covered steps in this process including use of key words, location and extent of
searches, application of inclusion and exclusion criteria and appraisal. The next four
chapters will summarise the literature in relation to the research question and aims. This
begins with Chapter 3, which explores the background literature.
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Chapter 3: Background: risk and mental health
To set the context for this research study, this chapter will begin by discussing post-modern
concepts of risk society and the historical, political and social constructions of mental ill
health. It will consider how these constructions contextualise current mental health practice
via legal and policy directives. This chapter combines theoretical literature with some
empirical findings to highlight key points. The aim of this chapter is to consider the broader
social and political context that underpins the contemporary experience of mental health
professionals and service users with regards to the assessment and management of risk.

3.1 Introduction
Conceptually risk has multiple definitions. Preoccupation with risk as a concept has emerged
over at least the last three decades in a range of political, economic and social contexts
(Webb, 2006; Kemshall, 2002; Parton, 1998; Kemshall et al., 1997). Generally, a negative
experience is inherent in the definition of risk; ‘the word has been pre-empted to mean bad
risks’ (Douglas, 1992, p.24). Hurst (2011, p.2) suggests that ‘risk is a multi-dimensional
concept that embodies the tension between an undesirable outcome and the probability that
the outcome will occur’. However, Heyman et al. (2010, p.16) suggest it inadvisable to
‘naively assume that the presence of a word reflects the existence of an entity’. Corbett and
Westwood (2005, p.126) add to this critique by describing the word as, ‘value-laden,
ethereal and subjective’. Hansson (2012, p.30) suggests that ‘The word “risk” has been taken
over from everyday language, where it is used (often somewhat vaguely) to describe a
situation in which we do not know whether or not some undesired event will occur’. Both
definitions and experiences of risk, therefore, are likely to be subjective and viewed through
multiple lenses, including social, cultural and political (Green, 2007). Understanding and use
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of the word risk has fluctuated; from a post-modern view, it is a social and political
construct that has come to describe the subtle and pervasive sense of threat associated
with modern society (Lupton, 1999). This chapter considers the advance of the ‘risk society’
(Beck, 1992, p.19) and the parallel process of changing conceptualisations of mental ill
health.

3.2 Risk society: understanding risk in a post-modern context
Risikogesellschaft (Translation: Risk Society) is the title of Beck’s 1986 work (translated into
English in 1992). Beck (1992, p.21) defines risk as ‘a systematic way of dealing with hazards
and insecurities induced and introduced by modernization itself’, which he named ‘reflexive
modernization’ (p.153). For Beck (1992), the scientific and industrial change associated with
modern society had an impact on the nature of risks as experienced by the individual.
Historical hazards included issues of poverty, famine or disease, most often localised. The
development of technology to simultaneously address and minimise risks, and to generate
wealth, has had the possibly unintended consequence of creating new risks that have no
national or geographic limitation. For example, Beck (1992) highlights global damage caused
by the development and use of nuclear energy to illustrate threat in the modern era. To
extend this example, Beck (1992, p.24) introduces the notion of the ‘boomerang effect’,
noting that the impact of nuclear energy is not a personal risk but a global one in that
personal health, wealth or geographic location cannot necessarily protect the individual
from the effect of toxic pollution, global warming or nuclear disaster. Therefore, the owner
of the means of production of the threat is equally at risk of its consequences. The
importance of this concept is that individuals cannot necessarily perceive or know the
threats to which they are now exposed as, Beck argues, one could in the instance of famine
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in medieval society (1992). The result, according to Beck (1992, p.22), is that, ‘in the risk
society the unknown and unintended consequences come to be a dominant force in history
and society’.

Adams (1998, p.180) critiques Beck’s position on risk suggesting that his theory has elevated
risk as the central feature of post-modern society and overstated the difference between
modern and historical risks, suggesting that ‘global destruction as a consequence of human
behaviour is not a new idea’. Adams’ (1998, p.180) view is that individuals perceive risk
through their own ‘cultural filters’, stating ‘Thus, the perception of the probability and
magnitude of some future adverse event (the most widely shared definition of risk) is shaped
by our previous experience’. Beck appears to contradict this point with the statement ‘the
concept of risk reverses the relationship between the past, present and future. The past loses
its power to determine the present. Its place as the cause of the present-day experience and
action is taken by the future, that is to say, something non-existent, constructed and
fictitious’ (1992, p.137), which seems to suggest that it is not previous experience that
underpins people’s response to risk but fear of the future, that is, the unknown. This is
supported by Douglas (1992, p.26) who suggests that, ‘risk seems to look forward: it is used
to assess the dangers ahead’. If risk can no longer be identified as present or future then
knowledge of risk, along with the power over management and limitation of such risk,
becomes a politicised issue (Douglas, 1992; Beck, 1992).

A consequence of the politicisation of risk is that the individual experiences a sense of
powerlessness in the face of unknown threat (Green, 2007). One of the effects of the
increasing fluidity of post-modern society and the ease of movement between locations,
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both symbolic and literal, has meant that along with opportunity and diversity has come an
increasing sense of disaggregation; that is, a disconnection from those things: family,
community, culture and tradition that anchors the individual and allows them to feel safe
and connected in their world (Bauman, 2007). The sense of alienation that comes with this
focus on change is unsettling and the response is to try to create safety. It makes sense then
to locate threat or risk in what you perceive to be the difference between past and present,
the unfamiliar other that has emerged in modern society, be this political, social,
environmental, religious, racial or other difference (Warner et al., 2017).

Warner and Gabe (2004, p.388) suggest that ‘Otherness is often the product of observations
of strangeness and danger in ‘them’, in binary opposition to the safety and familiarity
associated with ‘us’’. A stark example of this is the polarised debate about European Union
membership that reduced the argument to one of threat to the sovereignty of British
people from the ‘immigrant’ other, with little subtlety or nuance as to the way in which the
‘us’ and ‘them’ are intertwined and interlinked across generations of family and community
connection.

This concept of otherness can also be applied to understanding the experience of people
experiencing mental ill health. Scott, Doughty and Kahi (2011) identify mental health service
users as a group being othered as a result of approaches to risk in current mental health
service delivery. Radden (2012, p.2) also otherness to mental health service users and
suggests that rather than be subjected to a ‘failure of recognition’, in relation to a lack of
visibility, mental health service users have actually experienced ‘mis-recognition’, meaning
that ‘Mental disorder has been allied with otherness, with irrationality, lack of competence,
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deficient agency, identity and even humanity’. Such negative associations with the concept
of mental ill health are explored in more depth in the next section.

3.3 Risk and mental illness: defining mental illness
To understand the impact of the othering of mental health service users in the risk society, it
is relevant to consider how, similarly to the concept of risk, the concept of mental illness has
been defined within an historical and social context.

Understanding of mental illness in the Middle Ages was located in religious or supernatural
interpretations of the natural world. What is now labelled as mental illness was understood
as the work of the devil or aligned with lunar cycles, leading to the term lunatic (Coppock
and Dunn, 2010). Religious, spiritual or astrological conceptualisations of illness in general
gave way to a more scientific approach through subsequent eras, for example, Elizabethan
explanations were founded in the notion of the balance or imbalance of body humours
linked to four elements, that is, Earth (melancholic) air (sanguine) fire (choleric) water
(phlegmatic) and their impact on the mind (Coppock and Dunn, 2010).

During these periods in history there was no formal structure that provided care or
containment for those deemed to be ‘lunatic’. Bethlem Hospital, known as Bedlam and now
known as the Maudsley hospital, was founded in 1377 and is thought to be the first example
of an institution catering for people experiencing mental ill health, described as the
‘madhouse’ (Coppock and Dunn, 2010, p.26). At this time, social circumstances were the
greatest predictor of experience with ‘madness’ contained either in prisons, workhouses or
private institutions, or, at home, depending on social class and economic status (Rogers and
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Pilgrim, 2010). Such institutions were profit-making organisations that contained people
experiencing mental ill health and others deemed to be deviant, for example unmarried
mothers, for families with the means to pay and for whom the aims were not care and
treatment but concealment of shame (Coppock and Dunn, 2010).
The social context of the Victorian era, with the backdrop of the deserving and undeserving
poor (Means, Richards and Smith, 2008), led to the conceptualisation of mental illness as
defectiveness due to moral deviance or social badness. The response to those experiencing
mental ill health therefore became one of social control in the form of containment and
punishment. These early conceptualisations of people experiencing mental ill health or who
had a learning disability or other developmental disorder, set the tone for later
interpretations that can be seen reflected in language used, for example with the Mental
Deficiency Acts of 1913 and 1927 applying to ‘imbeciles, idiots, feeble-minded, moral
imbeciles’ (Means, Richards and Smith, 2008, p.34).

A key moment that changed the direction of views of mental illness from moral or social
deviance to a medicalised phenomenon was the First World War. Prior to the outbreak of
war, mental illness equated to genetic weakness that was associated with the working or
criminal underclass in Britain (Glasby and Tew, 2015). Mental illness was included in a list of
manifestations of social deviance that included criminal behaviour, physical and intellectual
disability, poverty etc. and extended the bio-deterministic view of the medical profession of
the time which was aligned with ‘the pseudo-scientific discipline of eugenics’ (Rogers and
Pilgrim, 2014, p.125). During the First World War, however, the phenomenon of shell-shock,
now more likely to be identified as post-traumatic stress disorder, emerged, but not only in
the morally and socially defective common soldier class but in the officer class (Glasby and
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Tew, 2015) and led to a ‘crisis of legitimacy’ for the bio-reductionist narrative, that is that
mental ill health could be explained by genetic fragility (Rogers and Pilgrim, 2014, p.125).
This development led to a shift that has seen a medically influenced discourse come to
dominate concepts of mental health and illness (Rogers and Pilgrim, 2014).

Beyond the First World War psychiatry as a profession began to side-line psychological and
sociological explanations of and treatments for mental illness in favour of a reassertion of
biological determinants (Rogers and Pilgrim, 2014). This is described as ‘the medicalization
of psychological abnormality’ for the purposes of the medical professional ensuring, ‘their
jurisdiction over madness’ (Rogers and Pilgrim, 2014, p.127). The introduction of the 1946
National Health Act was a pivotal moment that saw mental health moved under the
auspices of health services and community supervision (Means, Richards and Smith, 2008).

Since the First World War, this medically influenced discourse has dominated the
conceptualisation of mental illness. Radden (2012, p.4) describes this as shifting legitimacy
toward the ‘medical master narrative’. She notes that psychiatry was once a counter
narrative itself, challenging religious, moral or genetic deficit conceptualisations of mental
illness. However, although the medical paradigm is the prevailing narrative in contemporary
mental health services, it has begun to be challenged by mental health service users who
are asserting the relevance of their own experience (Radden, 2012). The evidence for this
move to acknowledging experts by experience is in the active service user movement and
the growing memoirs literature produced by mental health service users (Radden, 2012).
However, although experts by experience challenge the dominant psychiatric perspective,
psychiatry continues to create the norms and language associated with mental health and
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illness (Radden, 2012). Radden (2012, p.3) proposes that mental health services users need
a further paradigm shift to occur, amongst adherents to this medical perspective, in order to
be empowered to place their own experience at the centre of services, ‘Their struggle must
include being believed as credible knowers, as well as merely being heard’.

Although there has been a move away from earlier conceptualisations of mental illness,
these historical ideas of moral weakness and deviance continue to underpin current rhetoric
in relation to people experiencing mental ill health, with discourses of badness and
dangerousness still prevalent in the literature (Warner et al., 2017; Stanford, 2010; Hewitt,
2008). Douglas (1992, p.24) notes that, ‘the word risk now means danger: high-risk means
lots of danger’. Munro (2004a, pp.476-7) comments that ‘Mental health services have a dual
role: to treat people suffering from mental illness and to protect patients and others from
harm. Policy and practice in recent years has become increasingly concerned with the latter
role and, specifically, with the danger that patients may pose to others’.

These discourses also remain prevalent in media representation despite the efforts of
campaigns, such as Time to Change (a collaboration between the mental health charities
MIND and Rethink Mental Illness to raise awareness and normalise the experience of mental
ill health within the general population) to reduce the stigma associated with mental ill
health. Goulden et al. (2011) undertook a content analysis of a sample (n=1361) of
newspaper articles focused on mental illness. They found that from 1992-2008, there was
an increase in a more educative and open-minded tone in reporting in relation to illnesses
such as depression, which potentially led to a reduction in stigma. There was no change in
tone, however, in relation to diagnoses such as schizophrenia. Goulden et al. (2011) posit
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that this relates to the associations between this diagnosis and violence. Brown (2006)
suggests that the view that people experiencing mental ill health pose a risk to others is
more captivating than the view that they are vulnerable people requiring services, and
therefore is more newsworthy.

This view that people experiencing mental ill health are more dangerous than members of
the general population is held despite the lack of empirical evidence to support it (Hewitt,
2008). This view is supported by data from Taylor and Gunn (1999) who undertook a review
of the homicide rate correlated to mental ill health between 1957 and 1995. They found,
‘that about 10% of those convicted of homicide in England and Wales suffer from
schizophrenia, this would amount to 40-50 cases per year’ and noted that, at the time of
writing, this rate was falling by three per cent annually (Taylor and Gunn, 1999, p.10). The
conclusion to the study was that there existed a, ‘popular delusion that people with a
mental disorder are necessarily dangerous’ (Taylor and Gunn, 1999, p.9).

The media’s role is relevant here, as it appears to interpret and present instances of
violence by people experiencing mental ill health in a way that packages and explains the
phenomenon for the public, but which serves to reduce understanding of the complexity of
risk whilst increasing the perceived threat (Hewitt, 2008). Brown (2006) attributes this to
the public’s concern with being victim to random violence and the fear associated with this.
The media response to serious events involving people suffering mental ill health is mirrored
in the response to other incidents of health and care agencies being unable to eliminate risk,
for example, in relation to child death and child protection services (Warner, 2014). Brown
(2006) makes the point that this need to categorise people is a way of coping with
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randomness and chaos that characterises post-modern society. This reflects Beck’s (1992,
p.49) observation that ‘solidarity from anxiety arises and becomes a political force’.

This section has considered the development of historical, social and political
conceptualisations of mental ill health. The relevance of these constructs is that they have
created a ‘risk paradigm’ that shapes how risk is viewed, and which sets the tone for the
social responses to people experiencing mental ill health (Warner et al., 2017, p.1). As noted
by Beck (1992), such responses to threat can be expressed as part of a social consciousness
that serves to inform the political response to the group or groups generating the anxiety.
Such conceptualisations, founded in the need to minimise the threat to ‘me’ from the
dangerous ‘other’, become evident in policy approaches to risk assessment and risk
management within the field of mental health practice (Warner et al., 2017). These policy
drivers are considered in the next section.

3.4 Risk in contemporary healthcare policy and practice
One way in which the post-modern preoccupation with risk becomes evident in society is in
the emergence of risk-averse government policy. Sawyer (2009, p.442) clusters ‘AngloAmerican democracies’ in her exploration of how the changing political, economic and social
context of the risk society has led to changes in the perception of risk within healthcare in
these territories. Brown (2006) identifies that, within the UK, healthcare has been recalibrated toward a risk-led as opposed to needs-led service.

Brown’s (2006, p.353) analysis of the revisions to the 1983 Mental Health Act provides
evidence of how notions of risk had greater influence in terms of government direction than
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the needs of those experiencing mental ill health, referring to, ‘the asymmetric position of
risk as a centre claim and need as a peripheral one. The Government, in its role as arbitrator,
has been seen as displaying partiality towards the former and indifference to the latter’.
Glover-Thomas (2010) agrees and suggests that the New Labour government rejected an
opportunity to underpin new legislation with an ethos of patient self-determination and
fairness, in favour of public protection, when considering revisions to legislation. In the
foreground of the amendments was a nod to patient autonomy, for example with the
introduction of independent mental health advocates, but in the background was more
scope for compulsion, for example with the introduction of supervised community
treatment. For mental health practitioners ‘concerns about risk minimization, assessment
and management are playing an increasingly dominant part in determining their day-to-day
practice’ (Davis, 1997, p.109). Glover-Thomas (2010, p.599) suggests that ‘at a collective
level, the broadening of the mental disorder definition, the simplification of the compulsion
process and the introduction of CTOs…suggest a stronger focus on risk, its perception and
management’.

The 1950s glimpsed the future with the introduction of more effective anti-psychotic
medication that paved the way for further pharmacological advancement in the 1970s and
1980s (Coppock and Dunn, 2010). Although the debate about the nature, effect and efficacy
of psychiatric medication continues (Rogers and Pilgrim, 2014), there is little doubt that one
of the consequences of improved medical treatment outcomes was to facilitate the move
from the asylum to the community. This was reflected in policy in that the Percy
Commission (The Royal Commission on Mental Illness and Deficiency 1954-1957)
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recommended the relocation of treatment for mental ill health away from hospital settings
and toward community mental health centres (Glasby and Tew, 2015).
The most notable directive toward community care was enshrined in Enoch Powell’s 1961
Water Tower speech in which he described asylums as ‘isolated, majestic, imperious,
brooded over by gigantic water tower and chimney combined, rising unmistakable and
daunting out of the countryside’ (Glasby and Tew, 2015, p.31). This led to the decline of the
role of asylums as a place of care, or more likely containment, for people experiencing
mental ill health (Davis, Davis and Glynn, 2008). Referring to the experience of mental
health services users, Scott, Doughty and Kahi (2011, p.191) comment that
deinstitutionalisation resulted in ‘social exclusion of the 'risk object’’. This describes the way
in which people previously residing in asylums were supposedly to be reintegrated into
communities, only for them to experience social rejection and isolation in those
communities. In practice, the move from asylum to community care-based approaches
reduced the distance between ‘them’, that is, those experiencing mental ill health and ‘us’,
that is the mentally well citizen. The reduction in this sense of distance and boundary had
the effect of increasing the perceived sense of threat posed by people experiencing mental
ill health in the community.

Warner et al. (2017, p.8) note the ‘spacial reorganisation of mental health services’ and the
relocation of the control and exclusion associated with the asylums. Sawyer (2009) adds to
this debate in noting that both groups, service users and professionals, were deinstitutionalised within this process. Sawyer (2009) notes that the move from
institutionalised to community care for service users also moved the location of practice
from hospitals to the community for professionals and that consequently, they themselves
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are exposed to greater risks; ‘Community mental health workers are therefore required to
deal with increasing levels of acuity, need and complexity, while at the same time ensuring
the safety of their clients, themselves and the broader public’ (p.442). This, possibly
unintended, consequence of the relocation of the risk debate from a contained asylum
setting to the uncontained community setting lay the foundation for the risk agenda that
emerged in mental health policy in the 1990s.

By 1988, as part of the Thatcher initiated Griffiths Report, Community Care: An Agenda for
Action, Griffiths was announcing that mental health services were ‘everyone’s distant
relative and nobody’s baby’ (Griffiths, 1988, p.iv), intimating the notion of mental health
services as a ‘Cinderella’ service, that continues today (Means, Richards and Smith, 2008,
p.20). The Report recommended that local authority social services departments lead in
delivering community care; this recommendation was later evident in the National Health
Service and Community Care Act (NHSCCA) 1990 (Glasby and Tew, 2015). The introduction
of the Act is often pinpointed as a milestone with regard to the direction of mental health
policy generally, and the assessment and management of risk specifically.

The NHSCCA 1990and subsequent Care Programme Approach policy (DH, 1990) aimed to
address the conflict between social and health services as to which was responsible for
coordinating the care of mental health service users. The Care Programme Approach (CPA)
aimed to provide a health-led framework for the assessment and care of people
experiencing mental ill health in order to ensure joined up continuous care (Davis, Davis and
Glynn, 2008). Godin (2000) suggests that CPA quickly became a mechanism for ensuring
control of mental health service users living in the community, later stating, ’CPA, with its
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integral practices of risk assessment and risk management, has become a system for the
continuous monitoring and regulation of the lives of mental patients in the community to
prevent the eruption of the hazard they are believed to pose’ (Godin, 2004, p.348).

Although the introduction of CPA might have had benign intent to ensure interagency
working between health and social care and consequently coherent care for mental health
service users, events during the 1990s overtook this to some extent, creating an agenda of
risk management that reached a climax with the introduction of ‘Supervised Community
Treatment’ (Mental Health Act, 2007, s.17).

The sea change began with the killing of Jonathan Zito by Christopher Clunis on the London
Underground in 1992. The inquiry that followed this incident and consequent enquiry report
published in 1994, has been described as a ‘watershed moment in the recent history of
mental health policy’ (Glasby and Tew, 2015, p.55). Although the report noted that
Christopher Clunis had been let down by the system and did not conclude that community
care had either failed or should be reversed, the statement that ‘the serious harm that may
be inflicted by severely mentally ill people on themselves or on members of the public is a
cost of care in the community which no civilized society should tolerate’ set the tone for
what followed (Ritchie, Dick and Lingham, 1994, p.115).

The subsequent media storm put pressure on the Government to act to protect the public
from this perceived threat and the response, in 1994, was the introduction of a supervision
register for people discharged from psychiatric hospital. This was followed, in 1995, with
supervised discharge, a mechanism under the Mental Health Act 1983 that allowed for
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psychiatrists to impose conditions on service users in order for them to be discharged from
section to the community (Davies and Woolgrove, 1998). This move appeared to have
political as opposed to therapeutic aims in relation to the care and treatment of mental
health service users (Davies and Woolgrove, 1998).

Davies and Woolgrove’s (1998) review of the impact of supervised discharge found that it
was used primarily (in 63% of the supervised discharge orders applied) to manage the risk of
violence to others. They quote one social worker as suggesting that supervision registers are
‘part authoritarian, part authoritative, part befriending, part advisory' (p.31) and another as
stating it was ‘as though the governmental system is trying to construct a programme of
legislation and policy-making to replace the walls of the institutions which historically kept
people safely locked away’ (Davies and Woolgrove, 1998, p.33). The study’s conclusions also
predict the future of supervised community treatment when commenting that 'The
implications for civil liberties of mandatory medication in the community need to be
confronted, and its relation to the maintenance of community care policy evaluated' (Davies
and Woolgrove, 1998, p.33).

The seed for this future had been sown in 1996 with the killing of Lin and Megan Russell,
allegedly by Michael Stone, an act of violence that served to further heighten the sense of a
pervasive and present threat to the public from violent people experiencing mental ill
health. The election of the New Labour Government saw the arrival in office in 1997 of
Frank Dobson, as Secretary of State for Health. His announcement in Modernising Mental
Health Services: Safe, Sound and Supportive that community care had failed and had ‘left far
too many walking the streets, often a risk to themselves and a nuisance to others’ (DH,
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1998a, p.1) set the tone for a lengthy and adversarial debate about the nature and purpose
of the Mental Health Act 1983 and the revisions sought by the New Labour Government.

A key issue arising from proposed revisions to the Mental Health Act 1983 was that they
sought to remove the distinction between coercive care in hospital and coercive care in the
community (Davis, Davis and Glynn, 2008; Godin, 2000). Until this point, mental health
legislation had allowed for the detention against their will of people experiencing mental ill
health who met clear criteria for compulsory treatment under the Act. Key to this process
was that the person needed to be presenting as suffering from a mental disorder, that the
disorder was treatable, and that treatment could only take place in hospital (Mental Health
Act, 1983). The new proposals sought to bring this level of coercive treatment beyond the
hospital and into the community (Godin, 2000).

Community Treatment Orders (CTOs) were the mechanism, introduced by the 2007
amendments to the Mental Health Act 1983, by which Supervised Community Treatment
could be achieved (Lawton-Smith, 2010). Ostensibly, CTOs extend the detention of a person
experiencing mental ill health beyond the boundaries of the hospital and into the
community. It mirrors section 3 of the Mental Health Act 1983 in that service users can
remain under section for up to six months, which can be renewed. CTOs can require service
users to adhere to certain conditions, for example medication compliance or meeting with
the clinical team or be recalled to hospital for an additional period of inpatient treatment
under the Act. An original aim of CTOs was to reduce the effect of the, so-labelled,
‘revolving door’ service user, by providing a bridge between the hospital and the community
that supported this transition (Lawton-Smith, 2010, p.10). However, detractors comment
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that CTOs deny adults the right to make their own decisions about treatment once
discharged from hospital and that they are overly restrictive, contribute to social exclusion
and are unproven as effective (Burns et al., 2013). It is relevant that concurrent to this move
toward more restrictive legislation in respect of mental health service users, the New
Labour Government also introduced the rhetoric and practice of personalisation and
associated choice, rights and responsibility in health and social care policy (DH, 2007a; DH,
2004; DH, 2001; DH 1998a; DH 1998b).

Legal and medical approaches to conceptualising risk began to dominate during the 20th
Century (Brown, 2006) and continue to do so, culminating in Manuel and Crowe’s (2014,
p.341) statement of the ‘fetishized preoccupation with risk in contemporary mental health
settings’.

3.5 Summary
This chapter has considered ways in which historical, social, political and economic
environments create the context for conceptualisation of mental ill health and how this
dictates the experience of service users. In introducing Becks’s (1992, p.19) concept of ‘risk
society’, this chapter has argued that contemporary societal preoccupation with risk and
threat has filtered into the legislation and policy framework for mental health care. As
evidenced, this is apparent in coercive legal measures such as the introduction of
community treatment orders in 2007. The next chapter explores how this risk atmosphere
in legal, policy and service structures underpins the way in mental health professionals
engage with risk in their practice.
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Chapter 4: Meaning of risk in mental health practice
This chapter is the first of three reviewing empirical research in relation to the research
question. The aim of this chapter is to consider the ways in which the historical, social,
political and policy contexts, outlined in the previous chapter, influence mental health
professionals’ understanding of concepts of risk and how this influences their practice.

4.1 Introduction
The economisation of healthcare has been evident over recent years. Muir-Cochrane et al.
(2011, p.726) suggest that the marketisation of healthcare in many Western countries over
the last four decades has diminished practitioner autonomy and contributed to an
increasingly risk-averse culture in mental health services due to the ‘general perception that
all risks can and should be identified and ameliorated’. This supports Godin (2004) in
suggesting that risk assessment and management is at the forefront of practice ahead of
need. Green (2007, p.398) goes further in suggesting that health professionals in a postmodern context, that is doctors, social workers, nurses etc., who might view themselves as
located outside of structures of social control, are, in fact, all ‘active agents in the risk
society’, whose role is primarily the implementation of risk-related policy. Titterton (2005)
suggests that the concept of risk in health and social care is actually a broad and nebulous
one and that risk can mean different things to different professional groups. To
contextualise this point, in mental health practice, professionals might be referring to the
risk a service user poses to others in terms of violence or aggression or themselves in terms
of deliberate self-harm or attempted or completed suicide; they may be referring to the risk
to the health of a service user of not taking medication or of the iatrogenic effects of taking
medication. Stanford (2010, p.2) sums up this broad range of definitions in her summary of
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the ‘legions of polarised identities that cumulate around notions of risk—dangerousness and
vulnerability, independence and dependence, responsibility and irresponsibility,
trustworthiness and untrustworthiness, culpability and innocence’. This raises the question,
therefore, as to how mental health professionals understand the concept of risk and how it
underpins their practice, when some of the literature suggests that risk is undefined in both
broader society and specific practice (Heyman et al., 2010; Kemshall, 2010, 2002). This
chapter will explore some of the empirical research that exists in relation to risk and mental
health. The next section, ‘Defining risk as mental health professionals’, considers research
that has explored how mental health professionals understand risk as a concept.

4.2 Defining risk as mental health professionals
How risk is defined is an ongoing debate that argues simultaneously that it is both broad
and narrow, nebulous and precise. Stanford (2008) explored concepts of risk via a
qualitative study with 18 social work practitioners working across different settings in
Australia. Participants were asked to reflect on an intervention that they had undertaken
with a service user. Interviews with participants focused on their thoughts, feelings and
responses in relation to the intervention. Data was analysed to identify ways in which
dialogues of risk were evident in the participants’ responses and highlighted that risk was
most often referred to as a ‘negative construct’, that is, ‘associated with threats, harm,
abuse, violence, danger and negative outcomes’ (Stanford, 2008, p.214).

Nolan and Quinn (2012) concluded that risk is narrowly defined with a primary focus on risk
to self or others. This conclusion is based on a small study, undertaken in 2010, with seven
mental health officers in Scotland participating in semi-structured interviews to explore how
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professionals managed risk tension in their role. Although drawing on a small sample, Nolan
and Quinn (2012, p.180) identified that such narrow conceptualisations of risk limited both
professionals and service users leading to ‘discrimination, limited service provision, and the
reluctance to recognise social control as the other side of risk-taking’. Nolan and Quinn
(2012) are supported in their findings by Buckingham, Adams and Mace (2008). This was a
larger study (n=46) also with mental health professionals, which aimed to establish how
participants conceptualised risk. Conclusions were similar in that the researchers found that
participants organised risk into four main categories: suicide, self-harm, self-neglect, risk to
others.

These studies are supported by Hawley et al. (2006), who undertook a review of the content
of risk assessment proformas submitted by 53 mental health trusts. One of the study’s aims
was to identify the key risk categories included and, in support of both Nolan and Quinn
(2012) and Buckingham, Adams and Mace (2008), found that the core categories appearing
in the majority of risk assessment tools were: suicide, self-harm and risk to others.

Murphy’s (2004) qualitative study with 16 community mental health nurses also found
similar categories including risk to self and risk to others but extended the definition to
include risk of neglect and risk of vulnerability. Using data from questionnaires and focus
groups, Murphy (2004) noted that nurse participants recognised the impact of issues such
as social deprivation and substance use when considering risk of vulnerability. This is
supported by Sawyer (2009) who reported findings from a New Zealand-based study in
relation to how professionals interpret risk. Although these specific conclusions are drawn
from semi-structured interviews with a small sample of 13 managers and frontline
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practitioners, they are situated in a large study of 24 community-based organisations
providing care across different populations including professionals working with people with
a learning disability or experiencing a mental health problem and those working with older
adults. Sawyer (2009) concluded that definitions of risk were broad, including risk to self and
others, as expected, but also risk related to substance abuse and discrimination and, in
certain contexts, risk of legal challenge or risk to reputation and risk associated with not
making correct or timely interventions.

Welsh and Brown’s (2013) study with adolescents experiencing a first mental health crisis
(n=6) adds to this discussion. Although it is a small sample and with services users (which
was not included in the literature search criteria) as opposed to mental health professionals,
it adds relevant commentary on the issue of the potentially negative impact of being
labelled with a psychiatric diagnosis in terms of social exclusion and stigma and so is a useful
comparison to studies with professionals. The young people in the study acknowledged the
risk of discrimination in being open about their emerging diagnosis; a finding which supports
Sawyer (2009) with regards to stigma. However, participants also recognised the risk of
delays in the diagnosis and/or treatment of their condition and welcomed the support that
was provided as a result of assessment and diagnosis.

This contrasts the findings of Briner and Manser (2013) who considered that a lack of insight
from people experiencing mental ill health contributed to the definition of risk in mental
health practice. This conclusion is based on a Swiss study, with hospital-based practitioners
responsible for clinical risk management (n=11). Clinical risk management is defined as the
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processes by which organisations assess and manage risk in order to maintain safety of staff
and service users (Briner and Manser, 2013). Briner and Manser (2013) identified a range of
risk factors associated with mental health practice including absconding, risk of self-harm,
risk of violence to others, risks to staff (leading also to burnout), misdiagnosis, treatment
errors and risks associated with mental ill health; for example, substance abuse or noncompliance with medication due to side effects. Unlike Sawyer (2009), and Welsh and
Brown (2013), many of these risks are located within the service user, as opposed to the
service itself.

Themes of risk and risk decision-making are not exclusive to mental health practice. In social
work with children and families, for example, risk may mean risk of harm to a child, risk of a
family breaking down or risk of poor attachment. Similarly, working with older adults or
people with learning disabilities might require professionals to address risks of the
vulnerability to exploitation or of further organic deterioration. In physical healthcare, staff
members are working with risks, such as infection. Briner and Manser (2013), however,
suggest that risk definition is more problematic in mental health due to its definition being
less precise, particularly in comparison to the management of risks, such as the control of
infection, in physical health settings.

Much of the research summarised above focuses on the different ways in which service
users are a risk to self or others. There is some acknowledgement of the risks posed to
service users, particularly in relation to discrimination or social exclusion. Stanford (2010)
adopted a different perspective in considering the ways in which practitioners could present
a risk to service users. In her research with social workers in Australia, Stanford (2010) asked
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participants (n=18) to undertake reflective narrative accounts about a practice experience.
From a thematic analysis of these accounts that focused on the language of risk used in
relation to service users, Stanford (2010, p.7) identified four main risk categories that
provided evidence of the meaning practitioners ascribed to the concept of risk. The four
categories were, ‘client a risk’, ‘client at risk’, ‘worker a risk’, ‘worker at risk’. Stanford (2010)
identified that workers often ascribed meaning to these categories that saw service users as
either good (at risk) or bad (a risk) and that this in turn led to their sense of fear of or for
them. Participants’ perceptions of themselves as a risk to or at risk from was also primarily
based on these moral categories, that is, whether they saw the service user as vulnerable
and deserving of assistance or whether they saw them as a perpetrator and at fault for their
circumstances.

Warner and Gabe (2004, p.391) also comment on the notion of ‘moral diagnosis’ in mental
health practice that divides service users into categories of either ‘deserving’ or
‘undeserving’ of support. Warner and Gabe (2004, p.393) note that this categorisation is
based on their position on a ‘mad-bad’ spectrum. This spectrum assumes agency in the
behaviour of the service user and mirrors earlier notions of the deserving and undeserving
poor, mentioned in Chapter 3. This conclusion was based on a qualitative study that
undertook semi-structured interviews with 39 participants (33 social workers and six social
work managers) with a role in assessing risk (Warner and Gabe, 2004). Warner and Gabe
(2004) apply the concept of liminality to explain the ways in which study participants
interpreted risk as it related to service users. Liminality is described as meaning ‘a state of
being in-between’ or ‘uncertainty’ and in relation to mental health service users, as a
perception of ‘threat’ (Warner and Gabe, 2004, p.388). Participants in the study noted that
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an assessment of high risk could be associated with service users who provoked ‘the most
negative reaction and disagreement between professionals’ and was often associated with a
sense of wilful behaviour, which participants felt characterised a diagnosis of personality
disorder rather than mental ill health, on the part of the service user. Such categorisations,
however, related to the degree of risk participants felt a service user presented as opposed
to the nature, which was still most often articulated as risk to self or risk to others.

Despite much commentary on the undefined nature of risk in mental health settings, MuirCochrane et al.’s (2011) study with mental health professionals (n=15) working in hospital
and community settings seems to summarise the perspective of much of the literature.
Participants were asked to complete a risk assessment in response to a case vignette and
then participate in a semi-structured interview to explore their assessment. The relevance
of the findings from this study is that they are summative of the range of other findings
presented in this section, in that participants categorised risk as either ‘managerial’, that is,
as risk to others from the service user, or as ‘therapeutic’, that is, as risk to the service user,
which included a broad range of risks that might threaten recovery (Muir-Cochrane et al.,
2011, p.728).

From consideration of these research studies it appears that there is a clear range of
definitions associated with risk. What is nebulous and undefined in relation to the concept
of risk, then, is not necessarily professionals’ understanding but the ways in which they
apply their understanding. The frameworks used by professionals in order to make sense of
the knowledge gleaned through risk assessment then becomes relevant for consideration.
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The next section explores how risk assessment has developed in relation to mental health
services and considers some of the current processes and tools that underpin practice.

4.3 Assessment of risk in mental health settings
Risk assessment and management is a daily part of practice in mental health settings
(Grotto et al., 2015; Wand, Isobel and Derrick, 2015). In his 2010 study, Glover-Thomas
reviewed the effect of the 2007 Mental Health Act amendments on practice. It is based on
interviews with 20 stakeholders, including Responsible Clinicians, Approved Mental Health
Professionals (AMHPs) and hospital managers, about the ways in which the amendments
had been understood and implemented. A significant contribution of this study is that it
identifies a general belief that the impetus for the amendments was risk, and that the
assessment and management of risk is the central focus of contemporary mental health
practice (Glover-Thomas, 2010). An important area of enquiry is the knowledge base
underpinning risk assessment.

4.3.1 Knowledge underpinning risk assessment
The idea of the centrality of risk in mental health practice is supported by the findings of
Grotto et al. (2015) in their qualitative study with psychiatric nurses (n=11) working in
inpatient settings in Australia. The focus on risk in this study related to the nurses’
experience of managing absconding risk of people detained in hospital. The relevance here
is that Grotto et al. (2015) established that the main source of knowledge used by
participants to assess risk was gut instinct. The role of instinct in mental health practice is
explored in more detail in section 4.4.1, but it raises the question as to what knowledge is
used to underpin the assessment and management of risk. Participants in Muir-Cochrane et
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al.’s (2011) study also acknowledged the practice focus on risk and noted that a
combination of experience and instinct was an important source of risk knowledge.
A disparity between the two studies was that participants in Grotto et al. (2015) were
generally unaware of alternatives to instinct, such as risk assessment tools,
and so did not use them to inform their decision making, whilst Muir-Cochrane et al.’s
(2011) participants reported that they used formal assessment tools but coupled this with
‘instinct and integrity’ (p.731). The role of formal risk assessment tools is considered in
section 4.4.

MacNeela et al. (2010) also explored the notion of sources of knowledge that underpin
assessment in a study with mental health nurses in Ireland. This was a relatively large
sample for a qualitative study, as 59 nurses, recruited from eight inpatient and communitybased healthcare settings, were included in ten focus groups. The researchers wanted to
identify the ways in which nurses used knowledge to complete risk assessment tasks. They
noted that participants differentiated between ‘knowing the person’ and ‘knowing the
patient’ (MacNeela et al., p.1301), with the former referring to knowing the story of the
person and the latter to more general understanding of diagnosis and risk issues. MacNeela
et al. (2010, p.1304) concluded that risk assessment should represent a ‘convergence’ of
knowledge gleaned from a range of sources including informal relationships with the patient
as well as data gathered from systematic assessment and knowledge of pathology.

These studies highlight that there are, or have been, different approaches to assessing risk
in mental health settings and that approaches to the use of knowledge have informed these
models. Section 4.4 considers the main approaches that have historically, or do currently,
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underpin risk assessment in mental health practice, ‘Clinical judgement’, ‘Actuarial
assessment’ and ‘Structured professional judgement’.

4.4 Models for assessing risk
The following sub-sections consider three approaches to risk assessment in mental health
practice and identify the context underlying each. The congruence and incongruence
between the approaches is also explored.

4.4.1 Clinical judgement
A clinical judgement approach to risk assessment relies on ‘the subjective judgements of
individual practitioners’ (Hewitt, 2008, p.189). This view is based on a review of the
emergence of concepts of risk and dangerousness in mental health legislation from a mental
health nursing practice perspective (Hewitt, 2008). In support of this view from practice, in
their 1999 study with over 100 multidisciplinary NHS staff, Raven and Rix found that
participants believed gut feeling to be a relevant way of accessing initial risk knowledge
about a service user that would lead to the seeking out of additional information. Murphy
(2004) also found, in their study with community mental health nurses, little use of
standardised approaches to support instinctive risk assessment.

Godin’s (2004) study included interviews with 20 community mental health nurses about
their approach to risk assessment. Similarly, to Raven and Rix (1999) and Murphy (2004),
Godin’s (2004, p.353) participants relied on ‘professional intuition’ and viewed formalised
approaches as reductionist. They commented that standardised assessment generally
‘stifled creativity’ (Godin, 2004, p.353). Practitioners who held this view also tended to
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retain some confidence in the notion of intuition; whereas others felt that a blend of tools
and intuition was important (Godin, 2004).

This use of an eclectic mix of intuition and formalised approaches was supported by
Langan’s (2008) study, which focused on the experience of service users and the
professionals with whom they worked in relation to risk assessment. Semi-structured
interviews with 13 services users and 46 professionals were conducted. Langan (2008) found
that service users were often unaware that they were being risk assessed by professionals,
and professionals reported a lack of confidence in involving service users directly in the
assessment process. Langan (2008, p.477) identified that professional participants made use
of ‘mental checklists’ with regard to risk assessment. This suggests a somewhat hybrid
approach based primarily on gut feeling but with some systematic thought processes about
specific factors.

Participants in the studies of both Murphy (2004) and Muir-Cochrane et al. (2011) identified
that the ability to intuitively sense risk issues came with practice experience and noted that
it still underpinned much nursing practice specifically. One participant in Godin’s (2004)
study suggested that assessment tools were primarily useful to enable less skilled or
experienced practitioners to develop their intuitive responses and, thereby, their risk
assessment skills.

Several studies highlighted that the risk assessment practices of mental health nurses are
based primarily on clinical judgement (Grotto et al., 2015; MacNeela et al., 2010;
Trenoweth, 2003). In some cases, this appeared to be due to a lack of relevant assessment
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tools available (Grotto et al., 2015), but in others this was the implicit model of care
(MacNeela et al., 2010). Trenoweth (2003) undertook interviews with ten nurse participants
who described how clinical judgement approaches were more flexible in allowing them to
consider factors that are particular to the individual. Trenoweth’s (2003) participants
commented that connection with the service user allowed nurses to have a sense of that
person and that this would ‘lead to a lower, subjective perception of risk by participants’
(p.282). This links to what MacNeela et al. (2010, p.1298) describe as ‘tacit knowledge’ (that
is, ‘knowing the person’ versus ‘knowing the patient’). Nurses in MacNeela et al.’s (2010)
study thought that this type of approach was more the preserve of nurses whilst formal
assessment was the role of psychiatrists. Trenoweth’s participants (2003, p.282) also
identified how nurses rely on ‘tuning in’ to a service user in order to make decisions based
on tacit knowledge and preferred this as a practice approach.

Like Murphy (2004), Grotto et al. (2015) noticed that the nurses’ gut feeling appeared to
contribute to the assessment of service users despite the participants’ acknowledgement
that this was not a systematic process. Similarly, Woods’ (2013) Canadian study, also with
mental health nurses, found that participants did not conceptualise formal risk assessment.
Woods (2013) accessed a sample of 48 nurses and social workers via focus groups. Most
participants reported feeling comfortable with, and confident in, their clinical judgement in
relation to assessing risk. Participants in this study viewed formal risk assessment more as a
specific practice response to an event that has occurred or to prevent an event from
occurring, rather than an iterative process. Consequently, they were not aware of
structured tools and reported, perhaps surprisingly, that risk assessment processes did not
directly underpin risk management plans for service users (Woods, 2013). Woods (2013)
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noted that some participants did voice disquiet in relation to the skill level of less
experienced practitioners, as it was felt that clinical judgement was a skill that developed
over time. This mirrors the participants in Murphy’s (2004) study who commented that at
least two years’ experience was preferable for community mental health nurses to gain the
clinical skills needed for accurate clinical judgement-based risk assessment; although
Murphy (2004) noted that the two-year time frame seemed to be an arbitrary one created
by participants. On occasion, participants of Woods’ study (2013) described clinical
judgement as being akin to intuition, identifying ways in which information was gleaned
from interaction.

The findings of the study by Welsh and Lyons (2001) support Woods (2013) in suggesting
that nurses can have a sense of something being wrong with a service user in the context of
a therapeutic relationship just as would be accepted in other areas of life. Welsh and Lyons
(2001) compiled a case study from 29 risk assessments undertaken by mental health
professionals at a psychiatric inpatient unit. They then interviewed eight staff members
about their understanding of risk assessment using the case study. Welsh and Lyons (2001,
p.302) concluded that participants used a combination of ‘research evidence, tacit
knowledge and practical skills’ to attend to risk issues. They noted that the reliance on tacit
knowledge and experience was at odds with the preferred positivist approach now directing
much of Westernised health practice. They contested the preference for evidence-based
approaches, which state that knowledge is only valid if it is empirical, arguing that
knowledge from experience and sound clinical judgement should also be considered as valid
sources in practice (Welsh and Lyons, 2001).
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Welsh and Lyons’ (2001) support for intuitive practice is in contrast to Blumenthal, Wood
and Williams (2018, p.17) who comment, ‘It is striking that there is such widespread
privileging of intuition and subjective factors above historical factors’. This view is a
culmination of both their experience as therapy practitioners undertaking risk assessment of
people who have been violent in the context of mental ill health and research into
practitioner risk assessments. Blumenthal et al.’s (2010, p.444) study recruited mental
health practitioners (n=38) from a range of MDT professional backgrounds who worked in
CMHTs in the London area in order to explore the ‘relative contribution of actuarial and
emotive information on determining risk ratings of violence’. Participants were asked to rate
two vignettes containing statistically evidenced risk factors such as age and previous
violence and two vignettes including emotive factors, for example, more explicit accounts of
violence, lack of victim empathy and how the assessor felt in undertaking the assessment.

Similar to the findings of Warner and Gabe (2004) that assessments of high risk might relate
to negative feelings of professionals about a service user, Blumenthal et al.’s (2010) finding
was that practitioners were more likely to deem a service user as high risk in response to
vignettes using emotive language. Blumenthal et al. (2010, p.449) concluded ‘the results
indicate that the relative contribution made by emotive factors greatly outweighed actuarial
data in undertaking [risk assessment]’. Godin (2004, p.353) also questions the inclusion of
gut feeling in risk assessment practice, querying how it is different from ‘whim or prejudice?’

Warner and Gabe (2008) explored this in their study of social workers working within an
inner-city social services department in the mid-late 1990s. In a study that combined
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews, participants (n=33) were asked to identify
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service users on their caseloads whom they deemed to be high risk and then to rank them
from high to low risk (Warner and Gabe, 2008). The study found that service users who
were male were disproportionately assigned to the high-risk category by almost 2:1. The
authors make sense of this by acknowledging the over-focus on risk of violence to others in
mental health practice, which is primarily associated with men. Like the nurses in Murphy’s
(2004) study, who over-focused on risk of violence to others, participants in Warner and
Gabe’s (2004) study noted that they were more likely to deem violence to others as high risk
than they were risk to self. They associated this with greater fear of risk to others within the
profession and the community, as represented through the media. Furthermore, male social
workers seemed to be stating that they were less likely to be afraid of risk of violence or
subject to actual violence from service users than female social workers, suggesting on
some level it is their responsibility as men to be the gatekeepers (Warner and Gabe, 2004).
This speaks to practitioners’ engagement with social constructs of gender that is beyond the
scope of this research. However, it does imply that assessment of risk is through the lens of
the professionals’ own sense of themselves, their professional and personal persona and
their presence in relationships with service users. Female service users were more likely to
be viewed as high-risk in relation to risk of self-harm or behaviour that contradicts
prescribed gender roles, for example, violence to children, again relating to concepts of
gender inequality (Warner and Gabe, 2008). Warner and Gabe’s study is relevant here as it
provides evidence of the potential for the beliefs or values of the individual practitioner to
permeate risk assessment in unhelpful ways and supports Godin’s (2004) concern about the
factors underpinning unstructured, intuitive risk assessment that do not take issues of
practitioner bias into account.
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Participants in Woods’ (2013) study also questioned the validity of the clinical
judgement/intuitive approach, however, the context was in relation to being held
accountable for decision making following a risk incident, for example, after an incident of
completed suicide. Participants identified, probably reasonably, that an intuitive assessment
of risk would be poorly viewed in such circumstances. Amongst Woods' conclusions are that
clinical judgement alone is inadvisable as a risk assessment approach (Woods, 2013).
Hurst’s (2011) qualitative study used a single case-study method to explore the tension
between clinical judgement and formal risk assessment. The case study is of the assessment
of a young person by two practitioners related to risk posed to others. Hurst’s (2011, p.11)
position supports the view that professionals should retain the use of ‘intuitive decisionmaking’ in practice, as it allows them to comprehend ‘complex multi-stranded narrative’.
Despite this, Hurst (2011) suggests that a framework is needed to capture intuitive
responses of professionals to service users in a way that can contribute to risk assessment.
Hurst (2011, p.2) states that ‘intuitive professional judgements can complement empirical
methods of decision making’. The next section considers the emergence of such empirical
risk assessment methods in mental health practice by exploring ‘Actuarial assessment’.

4.4.2. Actuarial assessment
Actuarial approaches to risk assessment in mental health practice emerged from the 1970s1990s reflecting an evolving belief in the mental health field that dangerousness, that is risk
of violence to others, could be quantified and predicted (Corbett and Westwood, 2005).
Corbett and Westwood (2005) reviewed these developments from a mental health nursing
perspective and noted that the move toward actuarial assessment in mental health
reflected the general shift toward evidence-based practice in healthcare.
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Actuarial assessment is a formulaic approach that measures biological, psychological and
social factors in terms of their predictive value in relation to a future event (Corbett and
Westwood, 2005). They use sets of specific questions that, when answered and scored
according to weighting, have predictive value (Monahan, 2002). Blumenthal, Wood and
Williams (2018, p.13) explain, ‘Actuarial approaches to risk originated from the methods
insurance companies use to assess the chances of adverse events taking place…the actuarial
approach involves an examination of factors…historical factors have been found by research
to be statistically indicative of the likelihood of that behaviour reoccurring in the future’.
Such approaches are conversant with techno-rational thinking that accepts that multiple
variables related to any risk issue can be identified and their impact quantified (Littlechild
and Hawley, 2010; Fitzgibbon, 2008).

In the finance and insurance sectors, for example, risk is managed using a probability
approach based on identifiable variables within populations. For example, from statistical
data available, insurers can identify specific groups more likely to be high risk in particular
situations, such as driving (Littlechild and Hawley, 2010). Actuarial risk assessment is based
on an individuals’ membership of broad categories, such as, age, gender, geographic
location, and not on their specific characteristics, personality traits or life experiences
(Littlechild and Hawley, 2010). This model is successful in an insurance context, as the data
needed by insurance companies relates to broad groupings in which more risk factors are
located, in order that higher premiums can be charged to that group. Such actuarial
assessments in the mental health field have their roots in the work of Monahan and others
in the late 70s and 80s.
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In 1981, Monahan stated that ‘the best clinical research currently in existence indicates that
psychiatrists and psychologists are accurate in no more than one out of three predictions of
violent behavior over a several-year period among institutionalized populations that had
both committed violence in the past…and who were diagnosed as mentally ill’ (Monahan,
1981, p.47). Monahan’s work on actuarial prediction of risk followed. In 1997, he stated ‘I
believe that the use of actuarial instruments to support clinical estimates of violence risk ... is
the most exciting promising development in this area of mental health law’ (Monahan, 1997,
p.169).

The seminal study on which this claim is based is the MacArthur Risk Assessment study. This
large-scale study took place between 1992 and 1995 across several American states.
Participants were people recently discharged from psychiatric inpatient units (n=961). The
study contacted participants every ten weeks, for the period of one year. The aim was to
identify incidences of violence committed by the participants whilst in the community, in
order to develop a risk assessment tool that could reliably predict the factors most
associated with violence by people experiencing mental ill health in the community
(Monahan et al., 2001).

The MacArthur Risk Assessment Study was established against a backdrop of increasing
concern about public protection in relation to those diagnosed with mental ill health
(Monahan et al., 2001). Although the accepted view was that only some individuals
diagnosed with mental ill health would be violent, it was believed that practitioners, using
actuarial assessment, would be able to reliably identify them. Having evidenced the poor
level of accuracy with which practitioners could undertake this task, the MacArthur research
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aimed to address this challenge; ‘we were convinced, as we began to plan the MacArthur
Violence Risk Assessment Study, not only of the importance to mental health law and policy
of improving the validity of violence risk assessment but also that the path to achieving this
goal lay in an actuarial direction’(Monahan et al., 2001, p.9).

The MacArthur Study identified key associations between factors, such as prior violence,
childhood experiences, diagnosis and anger, with prevalence of violent behaviour (Monahan
et al., 2001). The Iterative Classification Tree was developed with the aim to ‘place all
patients into one of five risk classes for which the prevalence of violence during the first 20
weeks following discharge into the community was 1, 8, 26, 56 or 76%.’ (Monahan, 2002,
p.69). Monahan (2002) similarly describes that risk management is informed by actuarial
risk assessment based on where the threshold for risk of violence is drawn.

Actuarial assessment, however, has come under increasing criticism for its reductionist
approach to risk assessment that fails to recognise the individual as complex. Fitzgibbon
(2008) explored this phenomenon by reviewing probation files (n=72) to evaluate the
efficacy of an actuarial risk assessment tool used by probation officers in the management
of people who have both offended and experienced mental ill-health. The study sought to
identify whether practitioners were using the risk assessment tool effectively and whether
the tool itself was enabling the practitioner both to accurately assess risk and to make links
to interventions that would reduce the risk posed by the individual (Fitzgibbon, 2008).

In discussing the outcomes of her study, Fitzgibbon (2008, p.92) refers to the ‘ecological
fallacy’ and disputes that individual attributes can be derived from the membership of that
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individual in a group, community or other population. Fitzgibbon (2008) suggests that
actuarial risk assessment applies this thinking and highlights the ‘actuarial fallacy, whereby
the behaviour of individuals is spuriously inferred from the behaviour of groups’ (p.92).
Godin (2004, p.349) agrees and suggests that ‘The patient is no longer understood as an
individual but as an element within a population’. The difficulty with this thinking is that it
fails to recognise the individual as having a unique set of circumstances, including biological,
social, psychological and environmental, which combine in unforeseen ways to increase or
reduce risk at any given moment. It also fails to take into account that the alignment of the
conditions for the potential risk to be realised is most often a random alignment, as
protective and risk factors will constantly orbit around the individual; predicting what, who
and when poses a risk in any context is virtually impossible.

The conclusion of studies such as Fiztgibbon (2008) and Godin (2004) is that whilst statistical
support for decision-making and intervention can reassure the individual practitioner in
their day-to-day role of assessing and managing risk, there is a danger that the service user
comes to be viewed as a series of categories and not as an individual with a unique set of
circumstances. Fitzgibbon’s (2008, p.86) study also supported Warner and Gabe’s (2004)
contribution relating to the othering of clients in concluding that a, ‘shift to a risk orientation
tends to recast the client as a threatening ‘other’ who can be effectively deconstructed into
manifestations of various actuarially established indicators of risk’.

Hardy’s (2017, p.395) qualitative study with social workers (n=29) is relevant here, as it
sought to explore the effect of participants’ ‘risk thinking’. Hardy (2017) asserts that the
move toward actuarial assessment is often viewed as the cause of an increase in risk
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aversion in practice but disputes that there is cause and effect present here. Hardy (2017)
found that participants continued to rely on subjective views of service users in relation to
risk. Participants did identify an ‘ethical imperative’ to support subjective assessment with
actuarial data (Hardy, 2017, p.401), however, Hardy found that the use of actuarial tools
fluctuated and that ‘even where an agency had explicitly decided to use a tool which in
theory should limit the role of subjective knowledge, in practice this is still allowed for’
(Hardy, 2017, p.402). Hardy (2017, p.396) concluded that practitioners might ‘elevate risk
levels beyond those which actuarial calculations warrant’, which, he suggests, is
disempowering practice. Hardy’s (2017) view then is that criticism of the value of actuarial
assessment in practice does not recognise the useful contribution it can make to risk
assessment.

Littlechild and Hawley (2010) added to this debate in querying the usefulness of probability
data in relation to service users in terms of how practitioners are expected to use such
information, given that the model does not identify the specific individual within the group
who might pose the highest risk. This report drew on the findings of an earlier study, Hawley
et al. (2006), which explored the content of structured risk assessments used across NHS
trusts. Littlechild and Hawley (2010) question how a practitioner should be expected to
respond if a service user is deemed 100% likely to commit a violent act but has not yet done
so.

This question mirrors the practice situation that arose with Michael Stone, in that he had
been assessed by mental health services as having the potential for violence despite not
having yet been violent. After the killing of the Russells, the clamour was for mental health
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services to have the power to detain people pre-emptively, such as Stone, deemed to be a
risk of violence in order to prevent the violent act. Littlechild and Hawley’s (2010, p.214)
point here raises the implication of setting a threshold for such an intervention: ‘what if the
probability of the event were to be assessed as 90 percent; would this justify the same
decisions/actions as for a probability of 100 percent? And on what basis? The same question
then can be posed for an 80 percent probability, 70 percent, 20 percent or 1 percent?’

Littlechild and Hawley (2010) are considering the use of probability to inform risk decision
making in practice in terms of the usefulness of the statistics. Gale, Hawley and Sivakumaran
(2003) add another dimension to this debate with their study of the understanding of
concepts of probability amongst mental health practitioners. Actuarial assessments draw on
probability as their basis and assume, therefore, that users of such tools can engage with
this concept. This study asked a sample of 150 mental health practitioners and a matched
control group of 150 non-mental health practitioners (or with any healthcare work
experience) to complete a multiple-choice questionnaire testing understanding of
probability concepts (Gale, Hawley and Sivakumaran, 2003). Their key finding was no
significant difference in the level of understanding of probability between the practitioner
and control groups, with a 46% accuracy result. As the authors point out, this meant that
practitioners were ‘no more accurate than the control group and many conceptual problems
were highlighted’ (Gale, Hawley and Sivakumaran, 2003, p.417).

The concern for Gale, Hawley and Sivakumaran (2003) in this regard, is that practitioners are
more likely to have a role in the assessment of risk using either actuarial or intuitive scoring
tools. They contest that if a practitioner cannot apply simple probability concepts, for
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example, be able to assess a service user’s likely risk of suicide using statistical information
available about risk factors for suicide, then they might over or under estimate the risk in
relation to a specific person. The authors acknowledge that assessing real-world risk cannot
always be reduced to a statistical equation and comment that it might require the
practitioner to consider independent risk factors as well as those which are inter-dependent
but conclude that there is a deficit in skill in this area in mental health practice (Gale,
Hawley and Sivakumaran, 2003). This study did not consider that participants drawn to
health and social care careers, whilst probably studying mathematics to at least GCSE, might
not maintain or develop general statistical knowledge. Many mental health practitioners
focus more on the relationship-based aspects of their role, and assess in an intuitive way, as
outlined in the studies in section 4.4.1. Although they struggled with the probability
questions as posed, if asked a series of risk-related questions located in practice scenarios
with which they were more familiar, the accuracy rate might have been improved.

Jefferies-Sewell et al. (2015) added further to the discourse around the validity of actuarial
risk assessment by exploring effects on decision-making regarding risk. The study asked
psychiatrist participants (n=678) to respond to a short case vignette with a decision about
hospital admission. Participants received one of four differently presented conditions at the
end of the vignette, summarised as ‘numerical/high, percentage/high, numerical/low,
percentage/low’ (Jefferies-Sewell et al., 2015, p.21); with numerical referring to frequency.
Participants were more likely to admit based on a combination of numerical presentation
with the addition of the marker 'high'. Their conclusion was that psychiatrists are influenced
in their decision-making by the way in which information is presented, as the frequency and
percentage data was effectively the same. They refer to this as attentional bias, that is, a
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cognitive bias toward semantically-presented information, such as high or low (JefferiesSewell et al., 2015).

Ways in which professionals might use standardised risk assessment knowledge to inform
practice was also considered by Wand, Isobel and Derrick (2015). Based in Australia,
researchers designed a risk assessment and management survey (RAMS), which they used
to survey practitioners representing a range of health and social care professions; 48% of
surveys were returned(n=160). Respondents reported that they generally used standardised
tools to assess risk and felt confident in doing so (Wand, Isobel and Derrick, 2015). However,
the researchers contested the confidence of their own participants, noting that 65% of them
agreed that formalised risk assessment practices supported risk reduction, when Wand,
Isobel and Derrick (2015) assert that there is no evidence base for this. They concluded that
they were disconcerted by an apparent over-confidence in standardised assessment
approaches to understanding knowledge that had no basis in the empirical data.

This confidence in approaches with little evidence base is also highlighted by Paley and
McGinnis (2003), who report the outcome of a study undertaken in a mental health trust
and in conjunction with local social service and voluntary sector partners and, service users.
The Trust selected a specific risk assessment tool and piloted this within their services,
asking social service and voluntary sector partners to do the same. After the three-month
pilot period, 140 case notes were reviewed, and 52 multi-disciplinary staff surveyed. In
contrast to Wand, Isobel and Derrick (2015), Paley and McGinnis’s (2003) participants
reported widely fluctuating practitioner confidence in risk assessment skills that ranged
from feeling confident and skilled in assessing and managing risk to complete avoidance of
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this aspect of the role due to a sense of lack of expertise. Despite this, the conclusions from
the study indicate that managers, staff and, notably, service users, favoured a standardised
risk assessment tool that would facilitate communication between staff and provide
consistency for service users (Paley and McGinnis, 2003). The authors concluded that
introducing a standardised approach was to enable staff to ‘structure the way they think
about risk, record and document risk, and especially how they communicate about risk’
(Paley and McGinnis, 2003, p.17).

These findings provide relevant evidence in relation to the use of risk assessment tools and
suggest a move away from clinical judgement to a more structured assessment approach.
Littlechild and Hawley (2010, p.215) also comment on ‘normative models of decisionmaking’ that aim to standardise risk assessments by professionals and thereby minimise
bias. They critique such approaches as being based on the concept that the world is a
rational one and can be explained. Littlechild and Hawley (2010) also question the value of
intensive and costly training for practitioners in actuarial assessment, when it starts from a
flawed premise, that is, that practitioners can know and process sufficient detail about the
risk posed by a service user to render it measurable.

Sawyer (2009) suggests that a side-effect of this move toward standardisation is that it has
relocated governmental regulatory procedures within organisations and that this shift is
responsible for an explosion in documenting and monitoring the practice of professionals,
that is, the need to record every contact and decision in relation to service users. A parallel
concern for Sawyer (2009) is that the consequence of this shift for the practitioner is to
become deskilled, as the centrality of relationship-building and trust is replaced by
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standardised approaches. This relates to Fitzgibbon (2008), who noted that service users
become a series of problems or needs to be resolved or met and that the individual and
their social context is no longer relevant. This depersonalisation of the service user is the
antithesis of relationship-based practice and relates to practitioner burnout, explored in the
next chapter. Sawyer (2009) concludes that the focus of practice is now on its being
recorded and not on engaging with service users, and that this both deskills the professional
and negates the person. Similar to Muir-Cochrane et al.’s (2011) conclusion that mental
health professionals have experienced diminishing autonomy due to an increased focus on
risk, Sawyer (2009) suggests that the role of professionals with service users is increasingly
diminished to one that focuses primarily on risk documentation.

This critique of the failure of actuarial assessment to see the person as opposed to the
statistics led to another paradigm shift in approaches to risk assessment and management
and the emergence of a model that sought to combine the strengths of both clinical
judgement and actuarial assessment, whilst mitigating their limitations. This model is
explored in the next section.

4.4.3. Structured professional judgement
Woods (2013, p.808) suggests that a structured clinical judgement approach to risk
assessment, ‘is a dynamic process, which will utilize a combination of clinical judgement and
instrumentation, risk decisions are made utilizing the greatest amount of information
available about the client’. Doyle and Logan (2012, p.409) undertook a review of structured
professional judgement tools and noted that generally they contain six key steps: collate
information, identify risk factors including ‘historical, current, contextual, protective’,
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articulate risk concerns, consider at risk context and develop management responses and
finally, summarise the risk.

Littlechild and Hawley (2010) suggest that organisational ‘cultures of blame’ (p.226) mean
that practitioners are becoming less inclined to use gut feeling in their practice. Hardy
(2017, p.406) concludes that it is a fear of blame that drives risk aversion in practice, as
opposed to the use of actuarial assessment, and suggests that participants ‘are testifying to
the effects that the context within which they work impacts the judgements that they make
regarding the risk a service user poses’. Practitioners need to be supported in combining
clinical judgement based on their experience of the service user with identification of risk
factors that are evidence-based in relation to risk assessment in order to reduce subjectivity
(Littlechild and Hawley, 2010).

Green, Carroll and Brett (2010) summarise the key elements of structured professional
judgement (SPJ) as being: the acknowledgement of empirically-based static (for example
gender) and dynamic (for example, age) risk factors, the detailed review of previous
instances of violence and, the formulation of risk based on clinical expertise in integrating
these, not merely on adding up an actuarial score. Their study was a review of the use of
Historical Clinical Risk Management-20 (HCR-20) risk assessments in ten community forensic
mental health services in Australia. Data was collected by use of a structured questionnaire
sent to all the services. The HCR-20 is an example of a risk assessment tool that is based on
SPJ (Douglas et al., 2014). With ten historical, five clinical and five risk assessment items, it is
viewed as providing better assessment value than clinical judgement alone due to its clarity
and transparency. The HCR-20 is a good example of the move away from numerically scored
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risk assessment to the use of tools in which all factors relating to a person’s risk are given
primacy (Douglas et al., 2014). Green, Carroll and Brett (2010, p.539) state that, ‘As well as
being grounded in the research literature, such an approach ensures that clinicians assessing
risk will ask the right questions, efficiently analyse historical information, produce
judgements that are transparent and hence open to scrutiny, and also minimize the effect of
normal cognitive biases on judgment’. In addition to providing greater understanding of a
person’s risk, Green, Carroll and Brett (2010) suggest that SPJ tools can also support
relationship-building with service users by facilitating rapport about risk.

The use of tools such as the HCR-20 implies a unified move toward the use of SPJ in practice.
However, MacNeela et al. (2010, p.1298) note the sense of disempowerment felt by mental
health nursing staff who considered that essential risk related knowledge gained from their
close proximity to service users (that is, ‘tacit knowledge’), particularly in ward-based
settings, did not translate into contribution to risk-related decision making. Participants
reported that their contribution was under-valued by psychiatrists who favoured their own
‘knowledge of the patient’ (that is, knowledge of diagnosis and pathology) to inform risk
assessments (MacNeela et al., 2010, p.1304).

Although SPJ offers a more nuanced and subtle approach to risk assessment, that too has
been thought to have limitations. For example, Doyle and Logan (2012, p.411) note that,
‘Most of the tools described are derived from a prediction rather than a prevention
paradigm, so that conceptually they are designed to determine “if” a person is a risk rather
than “why”’. Efforts have focused on developing the usefulness of SPJ tools in relation to
direct practice. An example is the START risk assessment (The Short-Term Assessment of
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Risk and Treatability). The benefit of this assessment tool is that it operates on a strengthsvulnerabilities model and includes both the risk factors and strengths in relation to a service
user (Doyle and Logan, 2012). Doyle and Logan (2012) note the additional benefits of
integrating risk management into risk assessment with the use of risk formulation and
scenarios, commenting that ‘this is SPJ at its most refined’ (Doyle and Logan, 2012, p.409).
However, they also note limitations with tools such as START, commenting that within such
tools there remains scope for practitioners to be describing different things, for example,
what constitutes low, medium or high risk is undefined (Doyle and Logan, 2012).

This latter point of Doyle and Logan (2012) is reiterated by Gerace, Curren, and MuirCochrane (2013). Their study aimed to evaluate the use of a structured risk assessment tool
in an inpatient setting by asking mental health professionals familiar with the tool (n=14) to
apply it to a case scenario and then participate in an interview. Gerace, Curren and MuirCochrane’s (2013) conclusion highlighted the challenges in achieving practitioner
consistency and reliability and recommend that such assessments are undertaken by a
team. Collaborating as a team and developing risk formulation is a stance that is adopted as
standard by all the established SPJ risk assessment tools such as the HCR-20.

An important development with SPJ is that the emphasis has shifted not only to the need for
team collaboration in undertaking assessments but also to the need for relationshipbuilding with the service user in order to inform assessment of risk. More recent policy
directives have included guidance about the direct involvement of the service user in
assessing their own risk (DH, 2007b). Another key driver for change in risk practice comes
from commissioners through NHS England’s (2016) guidance Commissioning for Quality and
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Innovation (CQUIN). CQUINs provide a financial incentive to support providers to make
changes, with the expectation that the finance is required to get it going and thereafter the
change is part of the ongoing business. They are ‘intended to deliver clinical quality
improvements and drive transformational change’ (NHS England, 2016 p.3).

Fitzgibbon (2008) also concluded that it is the quality of the relationship that the
practitioner can build with the service user that means risk assessment tools can be
effective. Hardy (2017, p.407) disagrees and sees the subjective use or disregarding of
actuarial information in risk decision-making by social workers as an issue, suggesting that
this ‘raises doubts about the preferred remedy to risk aversion that many critics of the rise
[of actuarial assessment] call for. A renaissance in relational practice…would do little to
promote positive risk taking’. However, Fitzgibbon (2008) notes that assessment tools can
be useful in problem identification, informing intervention choice and achieving
engagement of the service user with the intervention. Tools such as the HCR-20 and the
START allow scope for practitioners to engage with service users about their own perception
of strengths, risk and protective factors, this then would seem to be the crux of the success
of SPJ, the need for connection with the service user.

Notably, current risk-related policy directives in mental health practice, such as Best Practice
in Managing Risk (DH, 2007b), identify both actuarial risk assessment and relationship
building within a framework of 16 best practice points, creating a context for SPJ. The use of
words such as ‘collaboration’ and ‘relationship’ within the policy in relation to the
engagement between practitioners and service users, suggests that relationship is indeed a
central principle underpinning current policy guidance for mental health professionals (DH,
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2007b, p.5). Furthermore, this policy contains a definition of, and a call for, positive risk
taking with people experiencing mental ill health that seems to be at odds with the
pervasive pressure for practitioners to eliminate risk altogether (DH, 2007b). As Blumenthal,
Wood and Williams (2018, p.3) suggest, ‘Fortunately, the field of risk is moving in the
direction of structured clinical judgement which attempts to integrate actuarial principles
with sound clinical judgement’.

4.5 Summary
This chapter considered the development of understanding and models for assessing risk in
mental health practice over the last three decades. It is evident from the literature that
tensions continue to exist with regards to actuarial versus intuitive schools of thought;
however, the middle ground appears to be occupied by structured professional judgement,
which allows the inclusion and analysis of a range of sources of data that reflect the
complexity of the human condition. As concluded by some of the research, however,
(Gerace, Curren and Muir-Cochrane, 2013; MacNeela et al., 2010; Fitzgibbon, 2008) the fact
that practice takes place in the context of human relationships cannot be avoided in the
assessment and management of risk. The next chapter explores this practice context.
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Chapter 5: Relationship-based practice in mental health
Chapter 4 explored how clinical judgement and actuarial assessment have blended to create
a structured professional judgement (SPJ) approach to risk assessment in mental health
practice. One of the essential features of clinical judgement retained by SPJ is the central
role of the relationship between the professional and the service user. This combination is
advised as good practice in current risk-related policy (DH, 2007b). This chapter considers
the current position of relationship-based practice within mental health services.

5.1. Introduction
Sawyer (2009) reflects on the marketisation of mental health practice and managerialist
trends that have reduced the sense of collaborative, relationship-based practice in mental
health services. Castel (1991, p.282) describes the changing nature of psychiatry as ‘a crisis
affecting the personalized relation between professional and client’. This relates to the
notion that the professional’s task is no longer to engage with service users but with ‘a
system of multifarious…expertise which supplants the old doctor-patient relationship’, a
process he terms the ‘epidemiological clinic’(Castel, 1991, p.282). Godin (2004, p.349)
develops this idea in commenting that ‘in its extreme, the epidemiological clinic involves the
demise of face-to-face contact between the patient and professional, and the dissolution of
the notion of the subject, as risk factors within populations, rather than concrete individual
patients, become the prime focus of health care practice’.

This view that it is the risk assessment process and not the service user at the centre of
practice is also echoed by Woods (2013), whose participants commented on how risk
information was gathered from a range of different sources around service users, including
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their records, as well as feedback from family, friends and other professionals. The question
here seems to be, how does an approach that draws on a range of risk-related data sources
that might surround, but not always include, the service user, contribute to relationshipbuilding in practice? The next section will consider this question in more depth.

5.2. Relationships with service users
Building relationships in mental health practice requires, ‘honesty and trust between staff
and services users, to personal tolerance, durability and humility in relating to service users’
(Robertson and Collinson, 2011, p.154). Despite this, there is little empirical literature on
the practice of relationship-building with service users that relates specifically to the mental
health field; with this topic given varying degrees of focus in relation to specific discipline
roles, for example, nursing, psychology and social work.

Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund’s (2010) qualitative study recruited nurses and mental
health workers (n=12) working in psychiatric residential units in Sweden to explore their
working experiences. Participants identified that building relationships and interpersonal
interaction remained the core functions of mental health nursing practice. This conclusion
is supported by Robertson and Collinson (2011) who explored the ways in which
practitioners engaged with positive risk taking. Positive risk management is defined as,
‘being aware that risk can never be completely eliminated, and aware that management
plans inevitably have to include decisions that carry some risk’ (DH, 2007, p.10). This
research was undertaken with two groups of experienced staff (n=20) working in
community assertive outreach providing care to people using adult mental health or
learning disability services. Robertson and Collinson (2011) found that therapeutic
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relationships between practitioners and service users required balance between
transparency and caution; in that too much control devolved to a service user could
generate feelings of stress that might lead to poor decision-making, rather than the
intended effect of promoting personal development through positive risk-taking.

Brown and Calnan’s (2013, p.243) qualitative study sought to explore this ‘dualism between
managing risk and meeting need’. They undertook semi-structured interviews with service
users (n=8), mental health professionals (n=10) and managers (n=3) across early
intervention, assertive outreach and community mental health settings. Their conclusion is
that the development of trust between practitioner and service users was essential for
finding a balance between managing risk and meeting need; ‘Trust was referred to by users
and professionals as fundamental to the openness of communication which was in turn
associated with quality outcomes in terms of risk and need’ (Brown and Calnan, 2013,
p.257).

Despite a lack of empirical literature, there is a wide range of practice-based literature
exploring concepts related to relationship-based practice that contribute to this debate.
Godin (2000) considers the role of relationship from the viewpoint of community mental
health nurses and acknowledges the challenge for the professional in relation to balancing
both the care and control agenda in practice. He describes these as polar opposite tasks that
categorise the role of community mental health nurses into ‘dirty’ and ‘clean’ (Godin, 2000,
p.1396). Clean work is the relationship-building aspect of the role, in which nurses seek to
develop a shared language and focus around the needs of the service user and to use
engagement and persuasion as their key tactics. Ruddick (2010), also a mental health nurse
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by background, explores the ways in which providing person-centred mental health services
is challenging for staff and services and suggests that a focus on relationship-building is
diminished in the contemporary context of outcome and process-driven practice.
Lunt (2004) applies this concept to psychiatrists in a practice-based article that draws on
experience of undertaking the psychiatry role from a recovery-oriented perspective. Lunt
(2004, p.94) identifies the concept of ‘dual superiority’, which he describes as the medical
model-oriented premise that professionals know what is best for the service user. Lunt
(2004, p.94) comments that ‘The role of assertive treatment is not to impose control over
circumstances of error and chaos, but rather to offer companionship that highlights options
while respecting the client’s right to choose. The notion is not to impose professional will, but
to offer a resource’. Lunt (2004, p.94) states that a ‘dual superiority’ approach is
incompatible with person-centred or recovery-oriented approaches and likens the clinical
role to illuminating a pathway for service users in order that they might choose from a range
of options available to them, concluding that there should not only be two options, that is,
the professional’s choice or the service user’s choice. Lunt’s (2004) view adds to the debate
about the role of relationship in mental health practice.

Both Ruddick (2010) and Lunt (2004) see the mental health practitioner as a companion to
the service user in the move toward well-being. Lunt (2004) suggests that the role of mental
health professionals is to enter into relationship with service users in order to join them
along a journey of recovery and that a consequence of this sharing of control is uncertainty
and anxiety about the risk inherent in supporting choice. This is aligned with the guidance in
Best Practice in Managing Risk (DH, 2007b) that encourages collaborative practice. On the
other hand, however, Godin (2000, p.1396) describes the coercive elements of practice as
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‘dirty work’ and views this as nursing staff relaying the messages from broader society as to
the rules and requirements imposed on service users in order to retain control.

A review of medical research evidence in relation to the role that relationships play in
successful therapeutic outcomes, suggests that it is the relationship that is important, as
opposed to the therapeutic model adopted (Pilgrim, Rogers and Bentall, 2009). Similar to
Brown and Calnan, (2013), the suggestion is that it is the interpersonal connection between
the service user and the worker that has value. Pilgrim, Rogers and Bentall (2009, p.245)
note that, in addition to empathy, an effective relationship between service user and
professional ‘includes rapport, hope, trust, common understanding and bonding’. Ruddick
(2010) agrees and suggests that the essential components of a person-centred approach to
relationships in mental health practice are not easily measured and therefore can be less
valued.

The role of relationship was also reviewed in a qualitative study (n=6) exploring the
emotional impact of one to one work where an ongoing empathic connection was essential
(Harrison and Westwood, 2009, p.203). The study participants acknowledged that
organisational culture and management practices can help or hinder practitioners having
both the time and resources to engage with service users to an extent that they feel able to
do a good job; this is reviewed further in 5.4 (Harrison and Westwood, 2009).

The benefits of a relational approach to service delivery are evident but this does not align
with the contemporary fascination with the ‘technical-fix’ approaches to service delivery in
which time and space for relationship building is diminished (Pilgrim, Rogers and Bentall,
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2009, p.248). Criticism of the current delivery of mental health services includes that it
segments and restricts the availability of therapeutic contact and time for relationshipbuilding and fragments the experience delivered to the service user, calling this ‘servicecentred care’ (p.26) and suggesting that, ‘Success…is in the statistics’ (Ruddick, 2010, p.27).
Relevant to this critique of mechanised approaches to practice, Southall (2009, p.482)
undertook an interview-based study with six psychology colleagues about their experiences
of managing practice demands and found that participants also identified a mechanistic
service approach that did not value relationship-based practice, referencing one participant
who commented that, ‘I feel it no longer matters to them whether or not I’m doing a good
job. What matters is that the boxes get ticked’.

What these studies suggest is that the current trend for evidence-based practice is all well
and good, unless it ignores the evidence for the role of relationships in health and social
care practice (Pilgrim, Rogers and Bentall, 2009). Pilgrim, Rogers and Bentall (2009)
conclude that, ‘A further implication of the case we set out is that health and social care
services dealing with people with mental health problems should attend primarily to the
quality of the relationships developed with their clients’ (p.248).

Increasingly, however, the time and space for therapeutic relationships is not available for
mental health professionals in the way they might wish it to be. Ruddick (2010, p.26)
suggests that ‘Time is often in short supply in mental health care systems... Time is
significant in the development of therapeutic rapport and an empathic understanding of
others. Time offers a reflective space for both nurse and client, where meaning can be
explored’. This point is supported by Aggett and Goldberg (2005) who undertook a single70

case study of relationship-based work in an urban CMHT. They found that in order to
engage service users, multi-disciplinary workers needed time to offer consistency of contact
in order to build facilitative relationships and that there was often a pressure to take early
action to manage risk, for example, by hospital admission, rather than support for working
with the person in a more collaborative way.

Warne and McAndrew (2006) undertook a review of research into the effect of the
involvement of service users in nurse training. This was based on their concern that the
discipline and organisational contexts occupied by mental health nursing did not support
relationship-based practice that fostered choice and autonomy. One of the concerns raised
is that organisational contexts no longer allow practitioners the time they need to achieve
therapeutic relationships with service users (Warne and McAndrew, 2006).

Such organisational contexts can set the parameters for professional helping relationships
and the extent to which the professionals can be in relationship with service users. Scott,
Doughty and Kahi, (2011) suggest that mental health practice has moved from a focus on
therapeutic need to a focus on risk, with greater attention paid to deficits and risk factors as
opposed to strengths and connection. This New Zealand-based study was with 37 peer
support workers and managers working across 14 agencies (peer support refers to when
agencies train people who have previously been mental health service users to offer support
to current service users). One of the relevant findings was that the benefit of the
relationship between the service user and their peer support worker was that it was rooted
in a strength perspective approach; this contrasted to what service users felt was on offer
from the mental health professionals with whom they worked. One of Scott, Doughty and
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Kahi’s (2011, p.192) participants commented, ‘One team’s coming from a very risk averse,
medical model approach. And we’re coming from an opportunity – risk is opportunity and if
you don’t take any risk you don’t learn anything sort of approach. But the safety’s in, I guess
safety’s not quite the right word. The container is the relationship (Geoff, manager)’.

Relationship-based practice here then, is being described as providing containment for
service users but that this needs to be in the context of supportive not restrictive practice.
Scott, Doughty and Kahi (2011) also comment on the tension that exists when practitioners
have the authority to overrule individual self-determination whilst, on the one hand, trying
to be in relationship with them. They do not offer a solution to this care versus control
tension other than the supportive element of practice being offered by workers in different
roles (Scott, Doughty and Kahi, 2011).

Contradicting this focus on risk and providing support for practitioners continued focus on
therapeutic work, to some extent, Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund (2010) note that a sense
of relationship has mutuality between staff and service users. Psychiatric nurse participants
in their study acknowledged that perceiving that service users valued the relationship with
the professional could renew their own sense of energy in their role. Some of the
participants described using themselves as an ‘instrument’ (Kristiansen, Hellzén and
Asplund, 2010, p.430) in order to engage service users and experienced failure to connect as
a personal blow due to the relational context of their work. Southall (2009, p.482) is in
agreement in noting a disconnect between the outcomes-driven practice of current mental
health service delivery and practitioners' sense of their ‘real work’, which is being in
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relationship with service users. She also notes that this is the aspect of their work which
practitioners find emotionally sustaining (Southall, 2009).

This section has considered the fundamental basis of mental health practice, which is the
role of relationships between service users and practitioners. However, practitioners’
relationships with their colleagues also need consideration as a core aspect of practice
experience and a mechanism by which containment can be provided, for the professional.

5.3 Relationships with colleagues
The way that the practitioner relates to a fellow practitioner is potentially simple and yet is
made complex by different clinical and professional roles that exist within the wider setting
of the MDT. This section explores this context.

Managing role complexity was explored by Hood (2015) in a qualitative study with multiagency practitioners (n=17) working on two child protection cases. Disciplines mainly
represented were social work, education and probation. Although the focus of this research
study is child protection, participants also included psychiatrists from child and adolescent
mental health services. Hood’s (2015) participants reflect on working within a MDT where
the care and control functions in relation to the service user(s) (individual or family) are
split. An example provided is that of a family support worker trying to build rapport with a
set of parents by distancing himself from the social work role of decision-making and
control. This finding implies that to engage service users and their families, different
disciplines need to adopt a position or perspective that aligns or distances them from the
dominant paradigm within the practice context. What is relevant here, is that Hood (2015)
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makes a link between the perception and negotiation of risk and hierarchies within the MDT
and notices that greater weight is often attached to opinions of those with higher
qualification or perceived superior professional status. The potential effect is that distance is
created within collegiate relationships in order to prioritise relationships with service users,
perhaps suggesting that the two are mutually exclusive. This builds on the evidence of the
distance between professional groups reported by Scott, Doughty and Kahi (2011), whose
participants noted how styles of communication between professionals changed when the
focus of discussion was risk, with professionals abandoning a more casual, personal
interactive approach for a more formal, audit-style one.

Manuel and Crowe (2014) provide further support for Scott, Doughty and Kahi’s (2011)
assertion of risk focus. They undertook a qualitative study with psychiatric nurses working in
both inpatient and community settings in New Zealand and noted that the manner in which
risk issues were communicated by the nurses was dictated, not by a focus on the needs of
service users but, by defensive practice (Manuel and Crowe, 2014). The example they
provide is of nurses choosing written over verbal communication of risk issues as a selfprotective measure. Congruent with Hood’s (2015) point about professional hierarchies,
Manuel and Crowe (2014, p.338) identified ‘shifting responsibility’ as an active process
undertaken by mental health nurses in which they sought to move decision-making onto
those they perceived as having more authority, to avoid being blamed for adverse events.

Recognition of the need for attention to be paid to the relationships between colleagues
was also an aspect of Bowles and Jones's (2005) study of the efficacy of whole systems’
working, which they define as linking the diverse range of professional contexts. This study
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recruited 14 multi-disciplinary participants (psychiatrists, nurses and social workers) working
across inpatient, community mental health and assertive outreach settings to participate in
a focus group. Participants identified the need for relationships between colleagues to be
developed in order for the ‘system’ to be responsive to service users. A key finding of
Bowles and Jones’s (2005) study was that participants identified the need for each part of a
system to be aware of and interact with one another, whereas their experience was
characterised by a lack of knowing about different types of team or team locations and
remit tension between specialist and generic teams, leading to lack of connection in the
provision of care. This finding implies that organisational contexts, as much as discipline
perspective, provide the backdrop for collegiate practice within mental health.

The literature summarised in this section contributes to an ongoing debate about the nature
of professional relationships in mental health practice, whether these are primarily
collegiate or antagonistic and whether they provide sufficient containment for practitioners
working within a stressful profession. What many of the studies have in common is that
they consider both individual and organisational factors as relevant to the experience of
practitioners.

5.4 Relationship with the organisation
The relationship that practitioners have with service users and with each other, as
individuals and in teams, are set in the context of the wider organisation in which they
operate. Thus, the relationship that develops between the organisation and the practitioner
can have a powerful influence on their performance and resilience. Practitioners often make
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a link between proceduralist approaches in practice and a general blame culture within the
organisational context (Grotto et al., 2015; Tickle, Brown and Hayward, 2014).

Tickle, Brown and Hayward (2014, p.107) suggest the need for a paradigm shift to ‘promote
cultures of learning over cultures of blame’ in order to support practitioners in the reduction
of risk-related anxiety and risk-averse practice. Wand, Isobel and Derrick (2015) also noted
that practitioner participants felt an organisational pressure that constituted a culture of
blame, meaning that individual practitioners felt responsible for specific events. Southall
(2009) identifies the concept of self-blame in relation to mental health practitioners and
suggests that, in the context of organisations that do not prioritise practitioner contact with
service users, practitioners can come to hold themselves responsible for not doing enough.

Warne and McAndrew (2006, p.66) see parallels in the experience service users have of
practitioners and the practitioner experience of the organisation in which they are located,
‘For the service user the nurse becomes a faceless, detached all powerful professional whilst
for the nurse the organisation is seen as a faceless, detached all powerful dictator of
services’. This is suggesting that there is a disconnect between how practitioners want to
engage with service users and each other and how organisations view practice priorities,
particularly in relation to assessing and managing risk.

In their exploratory study, Clancy and Happell (2017) interviewed 21 practitioners and 22
managers about the impact of a risk paradigm on the delivery of mental health services.
Managers in the study noted the move toward greater accountability in relation to the
assessment and management of risk for clinicians, and that one outcome of this was the
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increased focus on documenting risk issues. Rather than identifying risk assessment per se
as an area of concern, managers focused on the communication of risk and the need for
everything to be documented, with one participant commenting ‘if it isn't written down you
haven't done it’ (Clancy and Happell, 2017, p.41). Practitioners in the study viewed the
communication of risk more as a process of collaboration with colleagues, as opposed to a
procedure by which risk was documented, although commented on the numerous ways in
which risk was catalogued. Part of the purpose of risk communication was the sharing of
accountability. Clancy and Happell (2017) suggest that senior managers represent the
organisational drivers, which tend to be toward withstanding scrutiny, and that this sets the
tone within the organisation for practitioners. Practitioners, on the other hand, saw little
connection between the documentation and the actual job of assessing and managing risk
in relation to understanding the service user. Clancy and Happell (2017) conclude that this
means that mental health practice is increasingly about identifying risks and then managing
them, as opposed to a more holistic approach to the needs and care of service users.
Although, it is evident from their research that practitioners want to operate in a context
that allows for connection with both colleagues and service users.

Tickle, Brown and Hayward (2014) found that organisational culture clearly set the tone for
their participants’ attitudes to risk and that risk of harm to others as opposed to a recovery
ethos was identified as a central organisational focus by participants. They noted that this
seemed to be accepted without challenge, despite the effect it appeared to have on
reducing practitioner engagement with recovery-oriented approaches. Stanford (2011)
found that practitioners adopted different positions in relation to recovery. Face to face
interviews with 18 social workers highlighted a tension between a position where they
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‘advocated for and protected clients’ and one where they, ‘controlled and dismissed clients’
(Stanford, 2011, p.1523). Participants identified that the organisation within which they
were located provided the context for their tendency toward a controlling position as
opposed to an advocacy-focused one. For participants occupying the former position, the
experience in their organisation was one of isolation and fear of blame. Similarly, those who
adopted an advocacy-focused position also identified that a supportive, cohesive
organisational culture enabled them to do so (Stanford, 2011).

Manuel and Crowe (2014, p.336) also concluded that being accountable in practice had
come to mean ‘weighing up patients’ therapeutic needs against the potential for blame in
an organizational culture of risk management’. They suggest that one of the consequences
of this shift was a ‘culture of defensive practice fostered by the organizational culture of risk
aversion’ (Manuel and Crowe, 2014, p.336). Robertson and Collinson (2011, p.150)
comment on the need for balance between risk aversion and empowerment-based
approaches with regard to positive risk taking. Munro (2004b) considered the tension
between an audit culture in social work and meeting the needs of service users. She
comments that, ‘making social work ‘auditable’ is in danger of being destructive... focusing
on achieving outputs with little attention to user outcomes’ (Munro, 2004b, p.1). Achieving
balance relies on organisations demonstrating trust in their employees and practitioners
developing trust with service users (Robertson and Collinson, 2011).

This need for trust-based practice seems to be undermined by the focus on risk assessment
and management approaches driven by organisations concerned more with defensive
practice than with assessment as a therapeutic tool with which to engage service users in an
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empowering way (Wand, Isobel and Derrick, 2015). An alternative approach would be a
systemic response from agencies that sought to enable positive risk taking in order to limit
the impact of negative risk constructs and the associated defensive practice (Stanford,
2010).

Research exploring the concept of defensive practice in mental health settings is relevant to
this debate. Mullen, Admiraal and Trevena (2008, p.85) define defensive practice as
‘whenever a practitioner gives a higher priority to self-protection from blame than to the
best interests of the patient’. The authors categorise positive or negative defensive practice;
positive defensive practice relates to practices whereby professionals over-work a case with
regards to assessments, processes or record-keeping to assure against potential blame if an
untoward event occurs. Whereas, negative defensive practice relates to practitioners
avoiding certain service users or situations in order to avoid blame. Untoward risk events
can increase defensive practice at the individual and organisational level. Alexander et al.
(2000) undertook a survey (n=167) with psychiatrists based in Scotland. 67% of the sample
reported at least one completed suicide by a person on their caseload. Participants reported
that they did not then avoid working with people assessed as being a high suicide risk but
42% reported becoming increasingly structured in their approach to risk assessment, making
more use of available legislation in relation to risk management and becoming more
defensive in their practice.

The study undertaken by Mullen, Admiraal and Trevena (2008) was based in New Zealand
and sought the views of 86 practitioners (75% nurses/25% psychiatrists) in relation to
defensive practice. Participants reported high rates of defensive practice, particularly in
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relation to the safety of service users and admission and discharge rates. The authors note
that this is despite New Zealand having no-blame legislation that means that litigation
cannot be brought against individual practitioners. The authors ponder whether this relates
to a complaints culture and the impact of complaints on practitioners who, as part of the
system, can feel accountable for the whole. They also conclude that increasingly mental
health practice is driven by protocols and guidelines and that these, rather than providing
clarity within treatment plans, serve to limit person-centred creativity and clinical
judgement (Mullen, Admiraal and Trevena, 2008).

Other research has also established that the organisational context is important in relation
to a risk-averse or positive risk-taking agenda (Nolan and Quinn, 2012). The view of mental
health professional participants in this study was that there was a need to shift from a
blame culture to one of support/learning in order to encourage and support positive risk
taking. This reflects Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund’s (2010) findings which also
commented on the relevance of organisational culture. In their Sweden-based qualitative
study in residential psychiatric units they found that whilst nurses identified the collegiate
nature of relationships with their peers, they felt abandoned within the services in which
they were located. Key to this was the participants’ sense that organisational concerns
communicated a lack of value for their work, for example financial restrictions, reduced staff
to service user ratios and an expectation of lone working that felt unsafe. The researchers
described this organisational context as ‘strangled’, reflecting the nurses’ sense of
powerlessness (Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund, 2010, p.429). This mirrors the
powerlessness identified by Warne and McAndrew (2006) in relation to how organisational
contexts limited nursing staff from being able to focus on engagement and empowerment in
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favour of structures and processes.

Organisational models of practice give context to relationships between colleagues. Studies
by Nelson, Johnson and Bebbington (2009) and Johnson et al. (2012) found that the crisis
team model of working, which is one of close team work and support and high practitioner
autonomy, produced high levels of practitioner job satisfaction and lower levels of burnout
than other types of team working. Nelson, Johnson and Bebbington (2009) concluded this
by exploring role stress and satisfaction using a questionnaire-based study that reached 169
participants working in crisis, community mental health and assertive outreach teams.
Johnson et al. (2012) supported this finding with an extensive questionnaire-based survey (n
= 2258) conducted across inpatient and community settings in England. The findings of both
studies with regards to burnout are explored in the next chapter. The relevance here is that
although crisis teams exist in most mental health trusts to provide intense, short term
responses for service users in crisis, as a model of practice they appear to also contain and
support the staff working within them (Nelson, Johnson and Bebbington, 2009).

The ways in which practice contexts are constructed and how these foster cohesive or
disjointed practice was also explored by Hood (2015, p.149) who suggested that
connections between practitioners need to be strengthened but that practitioners also need
to be willing to ‘operate outside of their official remits or areas of expertise’. This meant that
practitioners would need to embrace a collective approach as opposed to an individualistic
one that saw practitioners only willing to take responsibility for their specific work area and
not the case holistically (Hood, 2015).
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This need for cohesion in mental health teams has been highlighted by other research.
Participants in Muir-Cochrane et al.’s (2011) study commented on the need for connection
and communication within community-based MDTs in order to foster good risk assessment
and management practices. This Australian study sought to explore how multi-disciplinary
practitioners (n=15) understood and engaged with risk assessment and management
processes. Participants valued a cohesive multi-disciplinary approach, commenting that
teams needed to be ‘Like five fingers of a hand, work well together’ (Muir-Cochrane et al.,
2011, Participant 5, p.730).

Larkin and Callaghan (2005), however, noted scant literature indicating that organisational
risk-related policies actually guide interprofessional practice. Their study recruited a sample
of 244 community mental health workers in London and asked them to reflect on their
experience of interprofessional working. A correlation was found between the presence of a
shared risk policy and a professional's perceptions of strong interprofessional working.
Similarly, Harrison and Westwood (2009) also found in their small study with therapeutic
staff that organisational practices were particularly important to reduce practitioners’ sense
that they hold the responsibility for service users in isolation.

Both studies found that organisations needed to create spaces for their staff as a means to
‘anchor them within a professional community’ (Harrison and Westwood, 2009, p.208;
Larkin and Callaghan, 2005). This point was also supported by Gardner, McCutcheon and
Fedoruk (2010, p.263) who explored the nature of supervisory support for mental health
practitioners and identified ‘formal structured supervision’ and informal ad hoc supervision
as the two spaces in which practitioners might receive support and guidance. The key
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finding was that participants needed boundaried, structured and reflective space in order to
manage the emotional demands of practice. Aggett and Goldberg (2005, p.88) make the
point that creating the space in which practitioners could practice was essential to them
meeting the needs of service users; they concluded that ‘The culture and ethos of the
supervision structure between manager and staff member reflected the work done between
worker and client, with workers needing space at the end of the day just to be listened to’.

This interface between individual and organisation was the focus of Menzies Lyth’s (1960)
seminal research with student nurses undertaken in a UK training hospital. Menzies Lyth
(1960) explored institutional practice and identified a culture of avoidance. Menzies Lyth
found that a high level of anxiety was experienced by practitioners, and that the
organisational response to this was to limit the opportunities for the nurse and the service
user to engage with one another. Menzies Lyth (1960) referred to the standardisation of
responses to clinical care and the task focused care approach as ways in which this was
achieved, ‘to some extent the reduction of individual distinctiveness aids detachment by
minimizing the mutual interaction of personalities, which might lead to attachment’ (1960,
p.445). Menzies Lyth concluded however, that the organisational approach that
endeavoured to reduce professional anxiety by limiting the opportunities for relationships
with service users, rather than facilitating the expression of emotion by practitioners, led to
a culture of avoidance, resulting in high sickness and staff turnover rates as well as poor
delivery of care. This theme remains a relevant one fifty years on with Warne and
McAndrew (2006), based on their review of nurse training, arguing that organisational
processes and procedures lead to practitioners seeing service users as a collection of
symptoms, as opposed to holistically. They comment that nurses continue to be trained to
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maintain a space between themselves and service users so as not to become too attached,
when the opposite is needed, that is, contexts need to be created to allow professionals to
build relationships with service users. Similarly, Tickle, Brown and Hayward (2014) conclude
that psychology participants in their study were ‘required to constantly negotiate between
competing roles, responsibilities and relationships, within the context of a perceived culture
of fear or blame and dominant concerns about risk’ (p.106).

5.5 Summary
This chapter has considered the ways in which relationships are organised at the individual,
team and organisational levels within mental health practice. It has established the link
between the organisational context for practice and the practitioner-service user dyad. It
also summarises literature, for example, Menzies Lyth (1960), Tickle, Brown and Hayward
(2014) and Hood (2015) that identifies a spectrum of practitioner responses created by this
interaction between organisation and individual. However, the literature is less specific
about the core elements of practice that cause this emotional reaction. It is implied that the
assessment and management of risk contributes to this, but a broader look at the emotional
impact of mental health practice is needed. The next chapter considers literature that has
endeavoured to explore and define the emotional impact of mental health practice on
practitioners.
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Chapter 6: The emotional impact of risk assessment and management on mental health
practitioners
Much of the risk assessment and risk management literature focuses on the mechanisms of
risk assessment and the actuarial versus clinical judgement debate. There is often scant
reference to the experience of the practitioner at the centre of the risk assessment process
and even less on the emotional impact of this role. This chapter explores this topic in more
detail.

6.1 Introduction
This chapter will first reference sociological understandings of emotion in order to provide a
context for exploration of emotional responses to risk assessment and management. It will
then summarise empirical research that contributes to understanding the emotional impact
of mental health practice generally, and risk assessment and management specifically. It will
explore a range of related research that addresses how practitioners manage the emotional
demands of practice more broadly and consider what it tells us about the ways in which
professionals experience the emotional impact of risk and its potential consequences.

6.2 Defining emotion
Within sociological discourses, ‘emotion’ is a contested concept (Turner, 2009; Williams and
Bendelow, 1998). Contexts in which emotion is understood range from biological
explanations that neurological responses to environment form the basis of all emotion, to
social constructionist explanations that locate the interpretation, intensity and expression of
emotion in ‘ideologies, norms, logics, vocabularies and other symbolic elements that specify
what individuals are to feel in particular types of situation’ (Turner, 2009, p.341).
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Williams and Bendelow (1996) refer to these polarised positions and critique both biological
determinism and social constructionist perspectives as replacing one dualistic interpretation
of emotion for another. According to James and Gabe (1996, p.14), Williams and Bendelow’s
contribution to understanding the nature of emotion is essential in identifying it as ‘the
missing link…for them the fundamentally embodied nature of human emotions means that
these emotions are uncontainable within any one explanation, be it biological, cultural or
social’. Williams and Bendelow (1996, p.34) propose an interactionist approach to
understanding the nature of emotion that would occupy the ‘space between organismic and
social constructionist accounts…[an] approach to emotions which seeks to interlock
biological and social factors, in dynamic rather than a reductionist, monocasusal way’.

Hochschild (1979, p.551) supports this non-binary approach to the definition of emotion;
the role of context underpins her concept of ‘emotion culture’, in which ‘feeling rules’
govern how, when and why people express or repress emotional responses. Hochschild
(1979, p.551) also integrates these seemingly opposite positions on the definition of
emotion, suggesting that it is ‘bodily cooperation with an image, a thought, a memory’.

Concepts of emotionality and rationality have extended the debate about the nature of
emotion. These are equally contested although viewed as two parallel but separate systems,
with the rational system emphasised as the basis of generic decision-making processes
(Lupton, 2013; Turner, 2009). Slovic et al (2007) maintain these two separate systems but
propose that in addition to rational judgement, emotional connection is also integral to the
decision-making process, ‘affect is an important component of human judgement and
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decision-making’ (p.1333). In Slovic et al’s (2007, p.1335) view, affect, that is emotional
reaction, can act as a short-cut to decision-making; this is described as the ‘affect heuristic’
and is explained as, ‘images marked by positive and negative affective feelings [that] guide
judgement and decision-making’. Williams and Bendelow (1998, p.xiii) also highlight the split
between emotional and rational thinking and suggest, ‘Rather than repressing emotion in
western epistemology…it is necessary fundamentally to rethink the relation between
knowledge and emotion’.

Slovic et al (2007) particularly applies the affect heuristic to the ways in which individuals
make decisions related to risk-taking and notes that decisions are as often underpinned by
instinctive, emotional responses as they are a rational weighing-up of pros and cons. Slovic
et al’s (2007) affect heuristic is relevant to a consideration of the ways in which mental
health professionals respond to the assessment and management of risk in their role, as it
recognises the role of emotion in individuals’ responses to risk.

Lupton (2013, p.636) also challenges the view of emotions as biologically determined,
seeing them instead as ‘social constructions’. She criticises what she sees as the narrow view
of the affect heuristic, suggesting that it focuses only on the individual. Lupton’s (2013,
p.636) view is that the affect heuristic model does not include ‘the social and cultural
complexities of risk understandings’ but instead argues that, ‘Both emotion and risk are
intersubjective produced through social relations’ (p.638). She questions whether risk taking
is always a voluntary process and instead highlights the ‘very distressing emotional states
associated with risks that are perceived as imposed upon people’ (Lupton, 2013, p.637).
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This understanding of emotional experience of risk applies to the risk roles of mental health
practitioners who have an imposed risk context in which they work. An integral part of the
role of the mental health practitioner is that they are expected to manage risks posed by
others, which in themselves could represent voluntary or involuntary risk-taking, as well as
involuntary risks to the practitioner that characterise practice; Lupton argues that such
involuntary risk is not explained by Slovic et al’s (2007) affect heuristic.

Instead, Lupton proposes an integrated model of understanding emotion and risk, ‘the
emotion-risk assemblage’ (Lupton, 2013, p.640), whereby emotion and reason are
integrated, and the emotion-risk dyad is seen as an interactive process, configuring each
other. Lupton (2013, p.644) concludes, ‘both emotion and risk are inevitably and always
configured via social and cultural processes and through interaction with other’s bodies,
material objects, space and place, and that emotions of risk judgements and understandings,
rather than being located within the individual, are fluid, shared and collective’.

Within the scope of this thesis, the core of wide-ranging discussions on emotions,
emotionality and rationality can be distilled into the following principles: First, that the
concept of emotion is contested. Second, that it is relevant to the assessment and
management of risk. That emotion as a concept is contested will underpin the emotional
expression and vocabulary of practitioners in relation to the assessment and management
of risk aspect of their role. It is likely that practitioner experience of emotion will be diverse,
as it is based in their own ‘different levels of reality - biological and neurological, behavioral,
cultural, structural, and situational’ (Turner, 2009, p.341).
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In order to consider the ways in which emotion emerges in practice, this chapter will
summarise the empirical research in relation to the emotional impact of mental health
practice on professionals thereby illustrating the ways in which concepts of risk and emotion
are relevant to professionals

6.3 Evidence of the emotional impact of contemporary mental health practice on
practitioners
Relevant to Lupton’s (2013) ideas on the role of involuntary risk taking on the emotional
experience of the individual, Grotto et al. (2015) note that managing the emotional impact
of the risk assessment and management aspects of mental health practice is often
considered an expectation of the professional role. Johnson et al.’s (2012, p.244) review of
stress and job satisfaction in mental health practice concluded that it is ‘unsurprising’ that
practice places emotional demands on professionals working in this context. However,
despite this, there appears to be little attention paid to the practitioner’s emotional
experience of assessing and managing risk.

An example is Littlechild and Hawley’s (2010) review in which the authors comment on the
practitioner as a risk assessment tool, as a way of describing the role that they play in
drawing together available risk information to inform decisions. However, the focus here is
on the propensity of the practitioner to allow their own bias to infect this decision and they
conclude, ‘individual biases in risk assessments and decision-making, the validity and
reliability of risk assessment tools utilized within the agencies, and inclusion of service users
and carers in the assessments…are key areas to be considered in the active development of
risk assessment methods’ (Littlechild and Hawley, 2010, p.227). In this list of the essential
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components of the risk assessment process, there is no mention of the experience of the
practitioner conducting the assessment, the need for them to be in relationship with the
service user or the emotional impact of the responsibility and accountability inherent within
the assessment of risk.

Mental health professionals often assume the role of conduit between service users and the
organisation responsible for their care; a role that can have detrimental emotional effects
(Southall, 2009,). This imbalance is likened to a state of ‘cognitive dissonance’, referring to
an uncomfortable emotional or psychological state when individuals attempt to balance
competing views or principles (Southall, 2009, p.482). There is a need for practitioners to
find such equilibrium in relationships with service users; what Southall (2009, p.481) calls
‘finding the middle ground’.

Research with therapists considering the emotional impact of one-to-one work where
empathic connection was an essential aspect of the role identified the danger of vicarious
trauma (Harrison and Westwood, 2009). Participants were asked to reflect on how they
managed their own well-being whilst also hearing concerning or distressing stories from
service users (Harrison and Westwood, 2009). Participants in this study reported being
aware of colleagues who left the profession in order to protect themselves from the
emotional impact of the work or had remained but were increasingly unable to provide the
depth of connection and therefore level of service needed (Harrison and Westwood, 2009).

There is a specific body of literature that is concerned with burnout in relation to health and
social care professionals. Burnout is constituted of three core categories, which are
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‘emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation, and reduced personal accomplishment’ and is
most often measured using the Maslach Burnout Inventory (Lloyd and King, 2004, p.752).
Whilst this does not address the risk assessment role specifically, it considers roles and
responsibilities as contributing to incidences of burnout. For example, Ramirez et al. (1996)
explored burnout and stress with consultant groups. Whilst Ramirez et al.’s (1996) study
focuses on oncologists, radiologists, gastroenterologists and surgeons, the findings have
relevance for consultant psychiatrists as the focus of the study was expectations of
consultants in the delivery of good care. 27% of participants met the threshold for
psychiatric morbidity (that is, met the criteria for a mental health condition themselves);
this was consistent across all four consultant groups (Ramirez et al., 1996). One of the
domains in which burnout was evident was in the context of relationships with service users
and carers as well as with their colleagues. Ramirez et al. (1996) suggest that autonomy,
good leadership and management, and sufficient resources to meet the needs of service
users were protective factors in relation to work-related stress and consequent burnout.

The findings of Ramirez et al. (1996) are supported and developed in a psychiatric-specific
context by Alexander et al. (2000). 33% of consultant psychiatrists (n=167) participating in
this study reported the effect of suicide by a service user as being personally challenging.
Responses included a range of physical and mental health issues including mood and sleep
disturbances and, as a consequence, a lack of clinical confidence (Alexander et al., 2000).

Stress and burnout in mental health roles is not limited to psychiatrists. Evans et al. (2005)
generally found that social workers working in mental health settings also demonstrated key
components of burnout in relation to stress, and poor satisfaction with their working life.
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Evans et al. (2005, p.147) define burnout as, ‘exhaustion resulting from excessive demands
on energy and resources’. The aim of this study was to compare the experience of Approved
Social Workers (ASWs) and non-ASW mental health social workers in relation to undertaking
statutory duties. Evans et al. (2005) undertook a large, national questionnaire-based survey
of mental health social workers, including ASWs (n=237 SW and 162 ASW). The study also
included a telephone survey with 60 mental health managers. Evans et al. (2005) found that
there was increased evidence of burnout in respondents who were Approved Social
Workers. The Approved Social Worker role (ASW), now Approved Mental Health
Professional (AMHP), is primarily associated with managing risk in relation to people
experiencing mental ill health. This comparative study is able to shed some light on the
impact of a primarily risk assessment and management role on social work practitioners
(Evans et al., 2005). The study found that the ASW role decreased job satisfaction and
increased burnout, with more than one third of ASW participants considering leaving their
job due to stress. As with Ramirez et al. (1996), the authors highlighted a range of issues
that needed to be addressed in order to improve this burnout rate, including the physical
environment, development opportunities and support in the role (Evans et al., 2005).

Acker (2010) also considered burnout with mental health social workers. Although based in
the USA, this study looked at mental health social work practice within a managed care
model, defined as ‘computers and technology, documentation and paperwork, empirical
validation of treatment methods, knowledge of brief treatment modalities, and a business
orientation in managing services in a profitable way’, which has several parallels to the
previously documented changes in mental health care in the UK over the last three decades
(Acker, 2010, p.591). This study used a large scale (n=591) survey to explore the link
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between competence and burnout in social work practice. Acker (2010) found a link
between workers’ own sense of their professional capabilities and burnout, concluding that
when workers did not experience conditions that enabled them to work at optimum
capability, they were more likely to experience emotional exhaustion leading to burnout.

Further research exploring the organisational context for burnout was undertaken by
McTiernan and McDonald (2015). Participants in this study were psychiatric nurses based in
community and outpatient settings in Ireland (n=69), McTiernan and McDonald (2015)
found that participants scored only moderately in relation to the core components of
burnout, although with indications of working in a stressful environment. A relevant finding
from this research, however, is that the context for the levels of stress indicated were
identified by participants as organisational, for example, ‘lack of resources, workload and
organizational structures/processes’, as opposed to individual, in terms of interaction with
or about service users (McTiernan and McDonald, 2015, p.214). This builds on findings from
Hanrahan et al. (2010). This study gained data from 353 psychiatric nurses working across
67 hospitals and sought to identify whether organisational factors contributed to incidences
of nurse burnout. The study found that burnout with psychiatric nurses was lower when
organisational contexts were more containing, for example, where there were sufficient
nursing staff to engage with service users, where nurse management structures were more
supportive and where nurses were able to develop good working relationships with,
particularly, psychiatrist colleagues (Hanrahan et al., 2010). This supports one of Southall’s
(2009) findings that organisational contexts within mental health services can actually serve
to reduce safe and contained practice, as opposed to promote it. Whether there is a
difference in the experience of those working in inpatient versus community-based settings
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was also explored by Lloyd and King (2004). This study also used the Maslach Burnout
Inventory to assess the experience of occupational therapists and social workers in
Australian mental health services. This was another large-scale study with 304 participants
completing postal questionnaires (196 OTs and 108 SWs). Lloyd and King (2004) found no
difference between practitioners based in community settings as opposed to inpatient ones,
although comment that this might reflect the model of care in Australian mental health
services that does not separate practice in these areas, but rather favours an integrated
approach.

Lloyd and King (2004) are contradicted by Johnson et al. (2012) who undertook a large-scale
study across nineteen mental health trusts in the UK, including staff working in a broad
spectrum of inpatient and community mental health contexts, exploring issues of staff
morale. Participants (n=2258) completed a series of tests relating to burnout, well-being and
satisfaction. This study is relevant as its participant group represents the multi-disciplinary
context in which mental health practice now occurs, although half of those participating
were qualified and unqualified nurses. Lloyd and King’s (2004) study did not find any
significant difference in the experience of burnout between the two disciplines, with both
scoring highest in the emotional exhaustion category of burnout, lower in the
depersonalisation of service users and lowest in the personal accomplishment category.
This, again, differs from Johnson et al. (2012) who found increased anxiety expressed by
mental health social workers compared with other discipline groups.

Johnson et al. (2012) found evidence of burnout was greater on acute inpatient wards than
it was in other more specialist wards or in the community. In support of this qualitative
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difference in experience, Happell, Martin and Pinikahana (2003) were surprised to find that
burnout was lower for nurses working in forensic settings than in general adult psychiatry,
as they felt this was not in keeping with the general view of forensic services as a more
unpredictable working environment. They used a survey to compare experience of job
satisfaction and burnout between forensic psychiatric nurses (n = 51) with general
psychiatric nurses (n = 78) (Happell, Martin and Pinikahana, 2003). A potential explanatory
thread emerging here is that the organisational context is essential and that, possibly,
forensic and specialist wards have more scope to focus on staff-service user ratio and more
containing risk assessment processes than general psychiatric settings.

In terms of explanation for how emotionally exhausted practitioners can also experience
personal accomplishment, the authors concluded that a ‘sense of achievement or
competence operates as distinct from emotional exhaustion and serves as a protective
factor’ and thereby limits depersonalisation (Lloyd and King, 2004, p.756). Lloyd and King
(2004) comment that their findings are consistent with much of the literature on burnout in
health and social care, noting that sometimes, but not always, social workers score more
highly than other groups and that experience of burnout is not consistent across disciplines
or practice settings.

Lloyd and King (2004) suggest that this is linked to differing individual and organisational
contexts and it is possible that research into the different organisational dynamics that
provide the context for the individual experience could shed light on the variations. Related
to this, Evans et al. (2006) found that a sense of being limited in decision-making
contributed to social workers’ poor sense of satisfaction in their role. This study explored
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the experience of burnout in mental health social workers (n=237). Workers were asked to
complete a series of measures of health, well-being and satisfaction. Evans et al (2006)
found a high level of discontent compared to psychiatric colleagues. Reasons for this
included the demands of the role, lack of autonomy in decision-making and a lack of value,
both for them as professionals and for social work as a profession.

One of the key conclusions of the Lloyd and King (2004) study is the need for further
research that identifies the characteristics of the emotional impact of mental health practice
in more depth. Johnson et al provide this in their 2012 study. They refer to Karasek's (1979)
model of demand-control to analyse their findings. This model suggests that those
experiencing high demand in their role can experience high satisfaction and low burnout if it
is linked with high autonomy and support. They found specifically, that lower demand and
higher autonomy were more associated with emotion management than high support,
suggesting that creating conditions which allow practitioners both time and self-direction to
undertake their role with mental health service users can support practitioners in terms of
the emotional impact of their work (Johnson et al, 2012).

Madathil, Heck and Schuldberg’s (2014) study with psychiatric nurses in America is useful
here as, similar to other studies exploring nursing experience in relation to burnout, high
scores in relation to emotional exhaustion were evident. However, one of the findings that
stands out is that this was reduced where leadership was seen as transformational.
Madathil, Heck and Schuldberg (2014) describe transformational leadership as proactive,
affirming, forward-thinking and inspiring. The study furthers notes that an aspect of this
style of leadership is the facilitation of open communication in a way that fosters autonomy.
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This has interesting consequences in relation to the previously documented move toward
more procedurally driven, outcome-based practice that has reduced practitioner autonomy,
and suggests that organisational factors are key when looking at the emotional impact of
mental health practice on professionals.

As mentioned earlier, the difference in rates of burnout with three different types of mental
health team: crisis teams, assertive outreach and community mental health teams was
explored by Nelson, Johnson and Bebbington (2009). Their key finding was that staff in crisis
and assertive outreach teams showed little difference in relation to job satisfaction and
none of the participants in the study met the criteria for burnout. Interestingly, community
mental health team (CMHT) staff scored the lowest on satisfaction. Ostensibly, crisis staff
managed the highest risk group in relation to self-harm and suicide and assertive outreach
highest in relation to risk to others. This is supported by Johnson et al. (2012) who found a
high level of emotional strain reported by practitioners working in community mental health
settings that was not explained by Karasek's model. The authors suggested that an
alternative explanation for this difference was needed. A possible consideration is that staff
in community mental health teams are more likely to work with a broad range of issues,
some associated with high risk, in a context less contained than ward or crisis teams or less
specialised than forensic services. Being accountable for such nebulous risk with a broad
range of service users could explain the emotional impact on this group of practitioners.
Risk assessment in community settings presents a greater challenge for professionals and is
likely to lead to increased uncertainty (MacNeela et al., 2010). Nelson, Johnson and
Bebbington (2009) add further depth to this by suggesting that crisis teams might report
higher job satisfaction because, despite the risk they are expected to manage, they also
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have clearly defined roles, experience a good degree of autonomy and will see the most
rapid changes in service users; all of which seem to be protective factors in relation to
burnout. In 2011, Onyett undertook a literature review of the burnout research conducted
between 1997 and 2010. Onyett (2011) was critical of the evidence base, suggesting that
differences in methodological approaches had led to contradictory results that were limited
in their generalisability. However, Onyett (2011, p.198) does provide a summary of factors
that have been established to protect against burnout, which supports previously
mentioned studies in including ‘Effective team working and good leadership, management,
support and supervision’.

The research literature on burnout is further contextualised by that relating to practitioner
anxiety. The findings of Menzies Lyth (1960) in relation to organisational and professional
anxiety in practice have been further developed. Grotto et al. (2015) found that mental
health nurses identified anxiety, guilt, distress, concern, sickness and dread as usual
responses to managing absconding risk in an inpatient setting.

Tickle, Brown and Hayward (2014, p.99) asked clinical psychologists located in community
mental health services across two NHS mental health trusts to identify, ‘what constitutes
risk’, ‘what constitutes recovery’ and how practitioners felt able to reconcile the two
concepts in their direct work with service users. They concluded that anxiety about risk
often appeared to drive decision making in practice (Tickle, Brown and Hayward, 2014). This
echoes Menzies Lyth’s (1960) study, which suggests that anxiety about decision making is
inherent in caring professions. She notes that if all information about an issue is available to
the practitioner, then the decision would be evident, and no anxiety would be experienced
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(Menzies Lyth, 1960). This is mirrored in Littlechild and Hawley’s (2010) conclusion that risk
assessment, particularly actuarial or evidence-based approaches, are based on the notion
that all information about risk can be available to the assessor when they believe this can
never be the case. Menzies Lyth (1960) suggested that it is the sense of not knowing the
outcome of decisions based on some but not all information that is anxiety provoking.

Mason’s (1993, p.195) concept of ‘safe uncertainty’ is relevant in this context as it captures
the notion that the ‘expert’ not only can, but should, hold a position of being uncertain with
respect to particular and detailed knowledge of a specific service user or specific problems
and yet certain about their own understanding of the way in which particular people or
problems generally present within their area of expertise. Mason (1993) argues that in
accepting both the person as expert and their own professional expertise, practitioners
promote a collaborative relationship out of which understanding, and solutions, can evolve.

These ideas emerged primarily in relation to family therapy but have a resonance for wider
contemporary mental health practice in that they provide a conceptual framework for
managing the anxiety that comes with practice. However, what this does, is create a
scenario in which practitioners are expected to tolerate the uncertainty that arises from
supporting change with a service user in order to achieve a successful outcome, whilst
simultaneously providing the organisation with certainty that service targets will be met,
and risk will be managed.

Concern about what is not known can often be the cause of anxiety that is hard to manage
and could lead to practitioners over attending or under attending to potential risk factors.
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Wand, Isobel and Derrick ’s (2015) findings support this in that their participants (mental
health practitioners in a health district in Sydney, Australia) reported adopting more
coercive risk management approaches when experiencing uncertainty about the risk posed
by service users. This builds on the research undertaken by Warner and Gabe (2004, p.397)
that suggested ‘that risk assessment by social workers can be understood as a process of
classification through which the uncertainties arising from their role under community care
may be managed’; effectively suggesting that risk assessment and management processes in
mental health practice are partly a way of managing the practitioners emotional response to
the risks posed by the service users as much as the actual risk posed.

Similarly, Robertson and Collinson’s (2011) participants identified fear about things going
wrong and consequent blame for their decision making. They observed, however, that
participants noted the importance of containing this anxiety in order to avoid acting too
quickly or restrictively in response to service users, thereby potentially jeopardising their
relationship with them; ‘participants insisted that they had to balance tolerating
unpredictability with taking actions that restored a degree of control and certainty in the
situation’ (Robertson and Collinson, 2011, p.157).

One of the key findings of Harrison and Westwood’s (2009, p.209) study was the need for
participants to address ‘complexity’ and ‘tolerate ambiguity’ both in relation to the service
users’ experience and their own emotional response. This is an important finding, building
on Mason (1993), as this acknowledges the need for practitioners to hold onto uncertainty
and the associated feelings. Harrison and Westwood (2009, p.210) conclude that it is
possible to acknowledge and hear the emotionally challenging content from service users at
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the same time as managing one's own reaction to this. In addition, being able to achieve this
can enable practitioners to facilitate development for the service user, that is, by holding
uncertainty and supporting them to find a recovery pathway. What is clear from the
research in relation to practitioner management of uncertainty, however, is the
organisational role in providing a secure context for this.

6.4 Managing emotional responses to risk
One of the conclusions to the research undertaken by Tickle, Brown and Hayward (2014)
was that talking about risk and sharing risk burdens with colleagues were strategies used by
participants to manage their anxiety about risk. Collegiate support and collaborative
decision making was seen as important to allowing practitioners to manage the risk
assessment and management aspects of their role (Robertson and Collinson, 2011). In
Alexander et al.’s (2000) study with consultants who had experienced the suicide of a
service user, legal and organisational review mechanisms were generally experienced as
perpetuating a culture of blame whereas collegiate support was identified as important for
practitioners during this experience, alongside mechanisms which enabled them to learn
from the experience. This is also reflected in Harrison and Westwood’s (2009, p.208) study
where participants identified the need to ‘counter isolation’. This was articulated as the
need to utilise consistent personal and professional relationships including, personal
networks as well as formal, informal and peer supervisory connections. A key benefit of this
was identified as enabling practitioners to enhance their self-awareness and ability to ‘selfmonitor’ and reinforces their commitment to implement self-care practices (Harrison and
Westwood, 2009, p.208). Conversely, McTiernan and McDonald (2015) found that nurses in
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both inpatient and community settings reported less benefit from social support, that is,
using the support of their colleagues.

Another relevant finding from McTiernan and McDonald (2015) was that both inpatient and
community based psychiatric nurses employed avoidance-based strategies in order to
manage the emotional demands of the job, although the only details about these strategies
is that they were aimed at ‘Diverting one's attention’, McTiernan and McDonald (2015,
p.215). This relates to Southall’s (2009) finding, in which participants reported quiet
rebellion in response to organisational edicts. Examples included avoiding meetings or other
corporate requirements under the auspices of service user contact, as opposed to openly
challenging management priorities.

Harrison and Westwood (2009) found that a sense of empathic connection with a service
user can be a protective factor as opposed to a risk factor for practitioners in terms of
managing the emotional impact of their role. This is an important finding in relation to the
role of relationship in mental health practice; as it suggests that a lack of sense of
connection or time to build a rapport can increase a sense of disconnection and therefore
potentially lead to an over-estimation of risk or a more reductionist risk management
approach.

6.5 Summary
This chapter has considered the evidence of the emotional impact of practice on mental
health professionals. It has reviewed some of the literature relating to burnout in order to
draw inferences with regards to the potential impact of professionals’ roles in assessing and
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managing risk. The chapter has also explored the role of the organisation in setting the
context for the ways in which practitioners are enabled to manage the emotional impact of
their work.

Part I Summary
This literature review began with a summary of the historical, social and political
developments with regards to the understanding of both risk and mental illness. It has
explored how such contexts influence the development of legislation and policy in relation
to risk. The review has also considered what is understood by risk and risk assessment in
contemporary mental health practice and introduced some of the ways in which risk is
assessed. The final two chapters of the review turn their attention to the experience of
mental health practitioners. The penultimate chapter has reviewed the literature on
relationship-based practice and considered how relationships with service users, colleagues
and organisations relate to the emotional impact of risk assessment and management. The
final chapter considers the general literature in relation to the working experience of
practitioners in health and social care. This chapter considers the research relating to
burnout and its relevance for understanding the emotional impact of risk assessment and
management specifically.

This review has identified that there is a broad range of research in relation to risk, risk
assessment and risk management. It has located this study within this framework. The
review has also identified that practitioners’ relationships with service users contribute to
their experience of assessing and managing risk. The review has also established that
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practitioners operate within organisations and that organisational factors are relevant to
their experience. Much of this research is undertaken with single discipline groups.

The gap identified in the literature is the limited research directly with multi-disciplinary
teams working in community mental health settings about the emotional impact of
assessing and managing risk in contemporary mental health practice and the role of service
users and colleagues in enabling them to manage this impact. This is the focus of this study.
Part II of this thesis outlines the research question and aims, and the methodology and
method used to explore this research question.
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Part II

Methodology and Methods

Part II of this thesis considers the methodology and method undertaken in order to answer
the research question. It also includes reflection on the methodological approach and issues
that arose in its application in practice. It concludes with a link to the findings of the study.

Chapter 7: Methodology
This chapter begins with an explanation of the aims and objectives of this research study. It
demonstrates the link to the methodological approach.

7.1 Introduction
The focus of this study is the assessment and management of risk. My area of interest
however, is not the technical processes of risk assessment and management but the
emotional experience of practitioners undertaking the role. There is a significant body of
knowledge in relation to categories of risk, approaches to risk assessment and the
consequent risk management strategies, as summarised in the literature review. However,
there has been less exploration of the emotional experience of practitioners involved in the
process of risk assessment and management and this is the gap in the literature that this
study fills. This chapter clarifies the study’s aims and methodological.

7.2 Aims of the study
The study’s central research question is, ‘How do mental health practitioners working in
adult community mental health settings respond emotionally to the assessment and
management of risk in practice?’ To clarify the question, I deconstructed it into the
following aims:
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•

To investigate the meaning(s) practitioners attribute to the word risk in relation to
mental health practice;

•

To explore practitioners’ experiences of assessing risk in their daily mental health
practice and identify the consequent emotional response;

•

To identify ways in which practitioners manage emotional responses to the risk
assessment and management aspect of their role;

•

To consider the ways in which practitioners’ relationships with each other and with
service users affect this emotional response.

Having established the central research question and clarifying aims, my next step was to
identify an appropriate methodology with which to undertake the study. The next section
outlines the methodology selected.

7.3 Methodology
Lazar (1998, p.8) defines methodology as ‘the fundamental or regulative principles which
underlie any discipline’ in relation to how that discipline conceives of and explores its core
business. As identified in the aims, this study has as its focus the experience of mental
health practitioners in relation to the emotional impact of the assessment and management
of risk. This involves engaging with the practitioners to hear about their multiple lived
experiences and thus is located in a relativist ontology that acknowledges the existence of
multiple subjective realities. The choice between a qualitative or quantitative enquiry was
determined, therefore, by the nature or core business of the study.

In order to answer my research question, ‘How do mental health practitioners working in
adult community mental health settings respond emotionally to their role in the assessment
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and management of risk in practice?’, I needed to engage with the experience of
practitioners as they participate in practice, as opposed to categorising the technical
structures in which their practice exists. I did not hypothesise about this emotional
experience or create a set of identified variables to test via experiment. My epistemological
approach was, therefore, indicative of a qualitative methodology. Woolgar (1997)
comments that qualitative approaches reduce the distance between the researcher and the
researched and given my aim was to engage with practitioners’ emotional experience,
reducing this distance was a primary concern.

7.4 Theoretical frameworks
Having located this study in a relativist ontology and qualitative paradigm, the theoretical
framework required clarification. It was evident that multiple theoretical frameworks might
underpin the nature of the study which sought to engage practitioners about their
experience in practice.

Phenomenology, for example, is concerned with the examination of the lived experience
and, perhaps more importantly, an individual’s perception of this experience (Smith,
Flowers and Larkin, 2012). Phenomenology involves engagement in detailed reflection in
order to understand how perception has emerged from experience. Phenomenology is
congruent with the nature of this project in that I was interested in exploring the experience
of practitioners. An alternative framework however, was that of social constructionism.
Harper (2012, p.90) comments that, ‘Social constructionists differ from phenomenologists in
that they do not see descriptions of experiences as windows onto a person’s thoughts and
feelings-rather, they view these as accounts that might be serving a range of interpersonal
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and societal functions’. This acknowledges that individual experience is situated in social
contexts that can influence the way in which it is perceived and understood by the
individual.

Constructionism deals primarily with the subjective way in which human beings make sense
of the world, that is, the way in which the language, symbols, accounts and concepts by
which humans understand the world are in themselves internal constructs (Lincoln and
Guba, 2013). Potter (1996, p.125) suggests that to define constructionism is contradictory to
the notion of constructionism in itself as, ‘it would imply that there was a simple thing that
could be neutrally and objectively described….and this would be a realist account’.
Constructionist approaches attend to the activities and actions in which people engage in
every day contexts and the ways in which they articulate these, in order to explore how
social realities are developed (Silverman, 2013).

A methodology underpinned by a social constructionist framework was, therefore,
appropriate for this research project because the aim is to understand how practitioners
have constructed knowledge and meaning in relation to risk in their practice and to explore
their subjective emotional response to these experiences and, how they manage them
individually and through relationships. The next section outlines the methodologies
considered for this study.

7.5 Choice of methodology
I was initially drawn to ethnography for this research project. O’Reilly (2009, p.14)
comments that ‘broadly speaking, ethnography is about exploring, uncovering, and making
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explicit the detailed interactive and structural fabric of the social settings that social
researchers suspect to be sociologically interesting’. Rachel (1997) suggests that
ethnography accepts that the world is a social interaction, based on the daily interactions of
people and this informed my thinking about observing practitioners in their work
environment in order to analyse how they engaged with risk as a concept. Toren (1997)
notes that the main data collection method of ethnography is participant observation that
allows the researcher to locate data that is unknown and therefore illustrative. Similarly,
Van Maanen (1988, p.3) comments that ethnography recognises that ‘Culture is not itself
visible, but is made visible only through its representation’.

My interest in ethnography was based on my view that conceptual understanding of risk
would be evident in practitioners’ dialogue with colleagues and service users and that this
might render cultures of risk dialogue visible. Toren (1997) supports this in suggesting that
data collected via ethnography provides an insight into the way in which others experience
and understand their world. Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2012, p.56) suggest that participant
observation creates an opportunity for participants’ voices to be heard without constraint of
specific questions or other parameters. O’Reilly (2009, p.150) agrees, suggesting that
participant observation facilitates ‘viewing the social world as the outcome of interaction
between the various actors in a setting’ and that ‘participation enables the ethnographer to
learn about events, feelings, rules and norms rather than asking about them’ (p.160). A
drawback that I anticipated in using ethnography for my methodology, however, was that
whilst participant observation might allow me to identify cultures through risk dialogue it
would be problematic in allowing me to capture the emotional impact of assessing and
managing risk on participants. I reflected that I would be observing interactions and
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surmising what feelings existed and so emotion would be identified through my
interpretations, not necessarily those of the participants. This dilemma could be resolved
using follow-up interviews to clarify observations with participants, but I was concerned that
this might be beyond the scope of the study in terms of numbers of participants who could
be both observed and interviewed. I also began to doubt whether participant observation
located with an ethnographic approach would answer my specific research questions and
concluded that it might not.

Another approach considered was thematic analysis. As an analytical approach, it would
have allowed data to be scrutinised and themes identified that take into account the active
role taken by the researcher in the recognition and naming of patterns (Braun and Clarke,
2006). Themes within a thematic analysis can be both ‘manifest’ and ‘latent’ (Joffe, 2012,
p.209), by which they can be both explicit and implicit in the data. Joffe (2012) suggests that
coding criteria must be precise when working from a thematically analytic perspective in
order to encourage objectivity. This approach would have been appropriate for the study, as
data can be both reviewed and interpreted for themes that specifically relate to the
research question. However, due to the exploratory nature of the research question and the
fact that thematic analysis guides only the analytical process, and not the research design
more broadly, it was discarded.

I also considered interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA); a qualitative approach also
focused on individual experience. Larkin and Thompson (2012, p.101) describe it as ‘giving
voice’ (capturing and reflecting upon the principle claims and concerns of the research
participants) and ‘making sense’ (offering an interpretation of this material)’. Aspects of IPA
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would have been appropriate for answering my research question, given its focus on
meaning and experience. However, IPA is most appropriate for small, homogenous
participant samples, which I did not anticipate in relation to my study with multi-disciplinary
mental health professionals. It also focuses on interpretation of the participants’ experience
by the researcher and I was minded to use a methodology that did not have this as a central
premise, as I wanted the participants’ voices to be clearest. I concluded that IPA could be
appropriate for this research study but that it did not suit either the research question or my
wish to present practitioners’ experiences.

On further exploration with potential participating organisations, it became evident that
participant observation as a data collection method was not agreeable to the gatekeepers,
as they believed it would lead participants to feel scrutinised by organisational surveillance,
as opposed to voluntary participants in a research project. This, coupled with my reservation
about its interpretative nature, meant that I made a pragmatic shift in the methodological
approach in order to secure access. Harper (2012) suggests that researchers should ensure
the best fit between their research question and methodology but that several aspects will
influence this decision, including but not limited to, preference, expertise and access.
Silverman (2013) advises that researchers select an approach that suits their area of enquiry
as opposed to moulding their research question to fit a favoured methodology. As I was
unsure as to whether ethnography was the best-fit for my research aims and because I was
unable to purse this method, I reconsidered my methodological options.

The aim of this project is to capture the lived experience of mental health practitioners and
to listen to their own definitions of, and relationship with, risk as a concept in their practice,
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to hear about the emotional impact of this aspect of their work and to listen to the ways in
which they articulate how their relationships with other practitioners and service users
mitigate or exacerbate the impact of their role. I also wanted the research project to be
exploratory in relation to practitioners’ experience rather than starting from the premise of
my own practice experience (explored in Chapter 9). One of the aims in starting with the
practitioner experience was that it would facilitate explanation of its complexity in relation
to risk in current mental health practice. In summary, I was interested in capturing, ‘the
layers of intersecting interaction and fluid meanings’ (McDermott, 2009, p.38) that reflect
multi-disciplinary practitioners’ own experiences. Consequently, I turned my attention to
another methodological approach, grounded theory, which I anticipated could provide the
research framework I sought. This is explored in the next section.

7.5.1 Principles of grounded theory
Grounded theory is an inductive and iterative process, meaning that concepts are derived
from the data; it is a methodology that involves concurrent data collection and analysis and
a constant comparison method to identify emerging categories, from which over-arching
theoretical concepts can be extrapolated (Charmaz, 2014).

Classical grounded theory was introduced by Glaser and Strauss in their 1967 book, The
Discovery of Grounded Theory. In this, Glaser and Strauss sought to move away from social
research approaches that substantiated existing theory toward a purposeful approach
aiming to generate new theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Glaser and Strauss (1967)
described their approach as purposeful, as they were not of the opinion that new theory
was an accidental by-product of research seeking to authenticate existing theory. They
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posited that traditional sociological research tended to use research data only to verify
existing theory and that to some extent this was a forced process as opposed to a natural fit,
that is, applying existing theoretical concepts to explain new data regardless of the
explanatory capacity of the existing theory in relation to this data (Glaser Strauss, 1967). The
Discovery of Grounded Theory explains that a key strength of the methodology is that it
allows the data to speak for itself; this was a departure from much of the sociological
research at the time, as theory was often devised from sources ‘other than the data’ and
then authenticated via research, as opposed to derived from the research itself (Glaser and
Strauss, 1967, p.6). As Glaser and Strauss (1967, p.14) suggest, their aim is to ‘theorize from
the data rather than from the armchair’.

Charmaz (2014) critiques the classical grounded theory of Glaser and Strauss, with whom
she had trained and worked, noting that it did not take account of the role of both the
researcher and participant in constructing the framework in which the research was located
and the reality of the participant. Charmaz comments that classical grounded theorists
‘erased the subjectivity they brought to their studies rather than acknowledging it and
engaging in reflexivity’ (2014, p.14).

This criticism of classical grounded theory as accepting the positivist notion of an objective
reality and giving centrality to a detached, unbiased research voice led Charmaz (2014, p.13)
to take a ‘constructivist turn’ in developing a new approach to grounded theory that ‘shreds
notions of a neutral observer and value-free expert’. Charmaz (2014, p.13) notes that she
wanted to bring ‘relativity and subjectivity into epistemological discussions of grounded
theory’. However, Charmaz (2014) also comments that she had begun to find limitations
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with social constructionist approaches to research per se. Charmaz (2014, p.344) defines
social constructionism as a, ‘theoretical perspective that assumes that people create social
reality or realities through individual and collective actions…social constructionists study
what people at a particular time and place take as real, how they construct their views and
actions, when different constructions arise, whose constructions become taken as definitive,
and how that process ensues’. Her criticism of constructionist approaches was that they did
not consider the role of the researcher in constructing their research. The distinction
between this and the ‘constructivist turn’ that Charmaz (2014, p.13) took, was that a
constructivist approach would recognise that both the researcher and the participant
contribute to the construction of research data and analysis of meaning, and that research
findings cannot be treated as ‘accurate renderings of these worlds rather than constructions
of them’ (Charmaz, p.14).

Lincoln and Guba (2013) explain constructivism as more a psychological process than a
sociological one, suggesting that individuals perceive and interpret the world and develop a
construct in order to make sense of this interpretation. This supports Charmaz’s (2014,
p.342) definition, ‘A social scientific perspective addressing how realities are made. This
perspective brings subjectivity into view and assumes that people, including researchers,
construct the realities in which they participate’. The key development from
constructionism, therefore, appears to be that a constructivist approach requires the
researcher to take account of herself in the research process.

Constructivist grounded theory approach holds two-fold relevance for this study. Firstly, it
takes into account that I am both a mental health practitioner with practice experience
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within the field of study and a qualified social worker adhering to professional ethical
principles (BASW, 2012) and cannot, therefore, adopt a research position that is either
objective or value free. Secondly, it encompasses the theoretical basis of this study, that of
social construction, in that it starts from the premise that participants construct their own
meaning of their experiences in relation to risk and relationships thereby creating a
subjective not an objective reality. As Silverman (2013, p.107) suggests, a key characteristic
of a constructionist approach to qualitative research is ‘to look at, and listen to, the activities
through which everyday actors produce the orderly, recognizable, meaningful features of
their social worlds’.

Charmaz’s constructivist grounded theory, therefore, provides a suitable framework for this
study as it acknowledges the constructionist underpinning of recognising that participants
create their own meaning whilst also allowing me to acknowledge my presence as a
researcher and ensures that the analysis is, ‘located in time, place, and the situation of the
inquiry’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.342).

7.5.2 Methods associated with grounded theory
Glaser and Strauss defined grounded theory as a less apologetic platform for qualitative
research that draws theory from ‘data on structural conditions, consequences, deviances,
norms, processes, patterns and systems’ (1967, p.18). This is a key strength of grounded
theory, as articulated by Glaser and Strauss. The main departure from other approaches is
that grounded theory does not seek to authenticate existing theory (Glaser and Strauss,
1967).
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Charmaz’s (2014, p.1) constructivist grounded theory method provides ‘systematic yet
flexible guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative data to construct theories from the
data themselves’. This meant that grounded theory provided both a structure in which I
could locate data collection and a concurrent framework within which I could undertake an
inductive process of data analysis. Urquhart (2013) clarifies that data collection and analysis
are concurrent in grounded theory, as the researcher links ideas emerging from the data,
and bases subsequent data collection on exploring and developing these ideas. Ultimately,
grounded theory endeavours to derive codes and then categories with potential to generate
theory (Charmaz, 2014; Tweed and Charmaz, 2012).

Tweed and Charmaz (2012, p.132) describe constructivist grounded theory using a ‘pyramid’
analogy (Fig. 7.1), beginning with a base of small, yet numerous line- by-line codes of
meaning that are grouped into broader categories of related meaning. Urquhart (2013) calls
these open codes and suggests that they allow the researcher to be open to ideas in the
data and to follow these leads. The process of open coding allows researchers to really
know their data (Urquhart, 2013).

The second phase of coding is focused-coding. Urquhart (2013) describes this stage as
selective coding and clarifies that its purpose is to identify open codes that seem to have a
connection to one another and that combine together to create a category. It is essential
here for the researcher to take a critical stance in order to be aware of the impact of self on
the coding process and to ‘help you refrain from imputing your motives, fears, or unresolved
personal issues to your respondents and to your collected data’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.133).
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The constant comparison method requires that the grouping of codes into categories is an
ongoing process alongside data collection. Glaser and Strauss (1967) suggest that constant
comparison is about comparing pieces of data from different sources and establishing
whether or not the second supports, augments or contradicts the first. Constant comparison
inspires and directs further data collection by identifying the emerging concepts that speak
to ‘a more sophisticated level of abstraction and interpretation’ (Tweed and Charmaz, 2012,
p.132), that is, the emerging theory. Urquhart (2013, p.19) calls this the ‘emerging
theoretical storyline’.

Theoretical coding
Identification of the relationships between
categories that have explanatory power in
relation to research aims
Focused coding
Initial connections between line-by-line codes
that groups data into categories
Line-by-Line coding
Multiple, small fragments of data, coded
around meaning

Figure 7.1. Constructivist grounded theory coding process (adapted from Tweed and
Charmaz, 2012, p.132).

Charmaz (2014) comments on another layer of coding introduced by Strauss and Corbin,
axial coding. Axial coding uses an analytical frame to elaborate and connect categories as a
move toward developing theory. Strauss and Corbin used a specific scheme to group data:
conditions, action/interactions and consequences (1998, cited in Charmaz, 2014). Charmaz
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is dismissive of this stage as the unnecessary application of a limiting frame to the data,
stating that, ‘Those who prefer simple, flexible guidelines – can tolerate ambiguity – do not
need to do axial coding’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.148) and implies that axial coding moves away
from the goal of grounded theory to generate theory from the data. Urquhart (2013, p.26)
appears to agree when stating, ‘Grounded theory, in my view, is, above all, about being
faithful to what your analysis of the data suggests rather than shoehorning the data into
some preconceived analytical framework’. Although Charmaz does not use axial coding, she
comments that she does ‘develop subcategories of a category and showed the links between
them as I learned about the experiences the categories represent’ (2014, p.148). To align
myself with Charmaz’s (2014) constructivist grounded theory, I did not apply an axial coding
stage in this study. However, I did use a two-stage approach to focused coding in order to
manage the number of line-by-line codes generated. This process is outlined in Chapter
10.2.

The final coding stage is theoretical coding. This is the process by which the connections
between focused codes are analysed. Theory is located within the relationships between
focused codes (Charmaz 2014; Urquhart, 2013). Grounded theory uses memos as an
analytical tool by which the researcher can make connections between the data with
explanatory power (Urquhart, 2013). This step, according to Urquhart (2013, p.107) is often
excluded from accounts of grounded theory, ‘producing what Glaser called conceptual
description’.

Underpinning all three stages of coding in grounded theory is theoretical sensitivity.
According to Glaser and Strauss (1967), this is the ability to engage with the data,
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recognising the connections between the concepts and their explanatory power. The ability
to infer connections from data is what allows for the construction of theory that explains
the participants’ experience. Charmaz (2014, p.161) defines theoretical sensitivity as, ‘the
ability to understand and define phenomena in abstract terms and to demonstrate abstract
relationships between studied phenomena’. Charmaz (2014) describes four processes which,
together, allow for the generation of theory, as opposed to ‘conceptual description”
(Urquhart, 2013, p.107). These four aspects of sensitivity do not occur in a linear process
and so can be relevant at different stages of a research project. For example, Charmaz
(2014) advises that connections made in line-by-line coding can contribute theoretical
plausibility, that is, the recognition of key ideas that provide theoretical direction.
Theoretical direction refers to the following of threads in the data to develop ongoing data
collection (Charmaz, 2014). This is a key strength of grounded theory, where data collection
and analysis are concurrent, allowing ideas arising from the data to be explicitly included as
part the interview schedule. Charmaz (2014) suggests that by following this process,
particular ideas or concepts achieve theoretical centrality, that is, that it is possible to make
connections between focused codes to achieve explanatory, theoretical codes that
encompass the data. This iterative process continues until theoretical adequacy, also
described as theoretical saturation, which means no new ideas are emerging from the data,
is achieved (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

Grounded theory, specifically Charmaz’s constructivist grounded theory, was a relevant
choice of qualitative methodology for this research study as it allows a ‘focus on processes,
patterns and meanings within context and that require the crucial examination of
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subjectivity of experience and thus lead researchers to begin inquiry from their research
participants’ point of view’ (Tweed and Charmaz, 2012, p.134).

7.6 Summary
This chapter has articulated the central research question and related aims of this study. It
has explained the consideration of relevant theoretical frameworks and methodological
approaches and clarified decision-making with regard to the grounded theory chosen. The
next chapter will outline the specific methods used to undertake this grounded theory
research project.
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Chapter 8: Methods
In this chapter, I outline methods used, specific steps taken to locate and recruit participants
for this study and the process of data collection and analysis.

8.1 Introduction
Several methods of data collection fit well within grounded theory and were available to me
in the design of this study. The next three sections consider: participant observation, focus
groups and interviews in more detail and explain the basis for the choice of semi-structured
interviews. The chapter then explains how the participants were identified and recruited.
The final section articulates the analytical process followed.

8.2. Participant observation.
As mentioned in the Methodology chapter, I initially considered participant observation as a
possible data collection method in the context of an ethnographic study. However, it is also
an appropriate grounded theory data collection method. Participant observation involves
the watching and recording of interactions within the field of study and subsequent analysis
to identify actions, interactions and connections (Rubin and Rubin, 2012). As mentioned,
access issues meant that negotiating participant observation was not favoured by the
gatekeepers of the study. Additionally, I was concerned about whether I would be able to
engage participants about their emotional experience from an observational perspective
without follow-up interviews being needed to clarify meaning and wondered if this would
present logistical issues in relation to interviewing all practitioners whom I had managed to
observe. On this basis, I discarded participant observation.
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8.3 Focus groups
Macnaghten and Myers (2007, p.65) suggest that focus groups lend themselves well to
exploring ‘shared and tacit beliefs, and in the way these beliefs emerge in interaction with
others in a local setting’. Focus groups can contribute to grounded theory as they seek to
generate concepts and their linkage and can be beneficial for ‘topics people could talk about
to each other in their everyday lives – but don’t’ (Macnaghten and Myers, 2007, p.65).
My concern with regards to focus groups, however, was that they can be less effective in
producing the depth of data about individual experience (Finch, Lewis and Turley, 2014). To
use focus groups, I would need to attend to group composition given the intended sample.
Questions that arose for me were, ‘would focus groups be multi-disciplinary or single
discipline?’ and ‘if multidisciplinary, what issues of power and hierarchy might influence
participants’ contribution and therefore the generation of data?’ Given that an aim of the
research was to explore emotional responses to risk assessment and management, group
hierarchies and dynamics could reduce the comfort level of participants in talking about
their own emotional experience. If single-discipline, I wondered how this would be
logistically organised given the geographical spread of the participants. Participants in this
study operate within their own discipline but also within and across MDTs. Managing the
sample to account for such dynamics could vary from problematic to impossible without
mapping all the interconnections between participants and how this might manifest in
group dynamics.

What was lost by not using focus groups was observation of the dynamics that might have
been present, however, without also undertaking follow-up interviews with participants
about their experience in the group and the meaning they attributed to their contribution, I
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would be making interpretative assumptions about the dynamics that could be more to do
with my own experience in single or multi-disciplinary working contexts than that of the
participants. This was also not congruent with the research aims, which asked how
participants view their relationships with colleagues, not how I view them. Interpretation of
observations was one of my concerns with regards to the nature of data gained from
participant observation and it remained so with focus groups and so I turned my attention
to options for data collection by interview.

8.4 Interviews
Rubin and Rubin (2012, p.3) describe interviewing as ‘one of the key naturalistic methods’.
They argue that qualitative interviewing allows researchers to listen to participants with a
diverse range of experiences in order to develop understanding of what those experiences
are like. Given its focus on hearing the unique voice of the interviewee, this data collection
method fits with the aims of grounded theory.

Interviewing is also consistent with constructivist grounded theory due to its sensitive,
flexible, open-ended, clarifying and explorative nature. One of the aims of using an
interview method is to learn ‘the participants’ words and meanings; and exploring the
researcher’s areas of emerging theoretical interest when a participant brings them up’
(Charmaz, 2014, p.84). Rapley (2007) acknowledges a broad range of interview approaches
and so this required exploration in order to establish the most appropriate type of interview
for this study.
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8.4.1. Interview types
Rubin and Rubin (2012, p.29) identify four classifications of interview-types, ‘focus groups,
Internet interviews, casual conversations and in-passing clarification, and semistructured
[sic] and unstructured’. These types share three commonalities. The first is that the
researcher is seeking depth in relation to the participants’ narrative, the second that open
questions are used in order for the participant to develop their response in a way that is
meaningful to them, and third that the interview schedule is a flexible tool designed to
develop a conversation with the participant (Rubin and Rubin, 2012).

Focus groups have been addressed in the previous section. Neither Internet nor casual
conversation were fit for purpose. Internet interviewing is primarily targeting very hard to
reach groups for whom privacy is paramount, which was not the case in this study as
participants were to be asked to reflect primarily on professional and not personal
experiences (although personal responses were elicited) (Rubin and Rubin, 2012). Casual
conversations are suitable for research where the researcher might know participants or be
collecting data over a long period of time to allow for relationships to develop. They are not
suitable for interviews with previously unknown participants or where questions are
multifaceted (Rubin and Rubin, 2012). Kumar (2014, p.177) includes structured interviews in
the range of styles available to qualitative researchers, although notes that these follow a
‘pre-determined, rigid and closed’ structure, which appears more in keeping with a
quantitative approach.

Semi or unstructured interviews are interviewing approaches used in qualitative studies
(Rubin and Rubin, 2012). Wilson (1996) specifies these further as face-to-face (structured or
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unstructured), telephone and postal. The key difference between the two main approaches
is that the semi-structured interview is organised around a specific subject area and an
interview schedule is used to gain the participants thoughts, feelings and experiences. This
structure does not preclude the asking of follow-up questions, but rather sets out the
territory of the interview in advance whilst remaining flexible within the one-to-one
interaction in order to follow relevant leads in conversation (Rubin and Rubin, 2012).
Unstructured interviews involve introducing the subject matter to the participant and then
following their lead in relation to direction of conversation without reference to set
questions (Rubin and Rubin, 2012).

Semi-structured interviews, therefore, allow the researcher to retain focus using a set of
questions in which to frame the interview in relation to the aims, rather than the open,
exploratory nature of an unstructured interview. Galletta (2013, p.24) describes the semistructured interview as providing a ‘repertoire of possibilities’. The semi-structured nature
allows both for a framework of enquiry relating to the central themes, whilst providing the
flexibility for participants to follow their own thought-process and thereby introduce new
ideas and concepts that relate to the central frame, but which expand it in new directions.
Semi-structured interviews can create an exploratory reflective space in which the
researcher and participant can both be present (Silverman, 2013; Galletta 2013).
McDermott (2009, p.46) comments that ‘Meanings...are not self-evident but rather emerge
through exchanges and interactions’.

Within constructivist grounded theory, a further distinction is drawn in relation to
interviewing. Galletta (2013) advises that semi-structured interviews can include open125

ended questions exploring the participants experience as well as theoretically directed
questions. However, theoretically driven questions are not consistent with grounded theory
and therefore are not relevant in my study, as I wanted the theory to come from the data.

Charmaz (2014, p.57) describes the difference between ‘informational interviewing’, that is
gaining specific facts about the participants and ‘investigative interviewing’, which is seeking
hidden details to expose. Constructivist grounded theory is concerned more with ‘intensive
interviewing’, that is, interviews that ‘create an open an interactional space in which the
participant can relate his or her experience’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.57). Wilson (1996) suggests
that the approach chosen should be congruent with the nature of your research question.
Consequently, I chose, a semi-structured ‘intensive’ interview approach that would allow me
to create the type of interview space I wanted (Charmaz, 2014, p.57). This would enable me
to engage with the participants to explore a range of experiences and emotions whilst still
making use of an interview schedule that retained the focus on the emotional impact of risk
assessment and management roles in practice, as this was the best fit in relation to my
research aims.

Rubin and Rubin (2012, p.36) introduce the concept of ‘responsive interviewing’ to describe
the interaction between researcher and participant in unstructured or semi-structured
interviews. The premise of this approach is that the researcher pays attention to the
building of a relationship with the participant, that they should not overly direct the
participant in responding to the questions but should follow-up in a convivial way to prompt
greater depth of response and that they should be concerned with creating a trusting
dynamic in which the participant feels that their disclosures will be dealt with carefully and
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with a view to maintaining confidentiality (Rubin and Rubin, 2012). Galletta (2013, p.47)
agrees, suggesting semi-structured interviews should be about ‘listening carefully to the
unfolding story, probing to ensure portions of the narrative are clear, and noting particular
details, events, observations, insights, and emotions within the narrative’. My practice
experience was useful in relation to this method, as I have skills in developing rapport
quickly with a wide range of individuals. I also felt comfortable being in a close,
interpersonal dialogue with participants and felt confident that I could listen to any content
or emotion that arose from the subject matter.

I think that my experience as a social worker also served to reassure the participants, (this is
explored more in Chapter 9). Explaining my practice experience seemed to aide rapport, as
Charmaz (2014, p.61) suggests ‘Knowing or just identifying some of your prospective
participants’ key terms in advance can help you form questions and put your research
participants at ease’. This was evident in my recruitment visits to teams and in the
introduction to interviews, when I sensed that my ability to relate to current pressures in
mental health practice overcame some caution on the part of participants. I had anticipated
that coming from a similar practice background and regulated profession as my participants
could reduce barriers. Wilson (1996, p.97) comments on the ‘legitimacy’ of the researcher in
relation to gaining the confidence of participants in academic research. Similarly, Charmaz
(2014, p.61) notes the importance of how one ‘appears’ to participants. However, it was
also important that I did not assume alignment, as I am from a social work background and
aimed to interview practitioners across a range of disciplines.
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One of the criticisms of qualitative interviews is that they are a performance, meaning that
they are constructed between the researcher and the participant and that they do not;
therefore, accurately reflect the experience of the participant alone (Charmaz, 2014;
Silverman, 2013). Rubin and Rubin (2012, p.38) note that in responsive interviewing,
‘Because interviewers contribute actively to the conversation, they need to be aware of how
their own opinions, experiences and even prejudices influence what they ask and what they
understand’. This relates to the need for reflexivity in the interview dynamic and for
researchers to be aware that they do not engage with the participant as a blank canvas.
Galletta (2013, p.24) identifies that semi-structured interviews allow for ‘reciprocity’
between researcher and participant, which means that the researcher can ‘probe…for
clarification, meaning making’. I reflect in more detail on the way in which this emerged in
this study in Chapter 9.

A second criticism regarding the level of authenticity possible within an interview context is
the suggestion that they can reflect a previous, as opposed to current, version of the
participant’s reality (Charmaz, 2014). Charmaz’s (2014) constructivist version of grounded
theory starts from the premise that research in itself is a construction and that, therefore, it
attends to the situation and construction of the interview, the construction of the
participant’s story and the construction of the interviewer/participant relationship, rather
than assume that research is an objective process. It is also interesting to consider the
possibility that the participants’ current version of reality reflects previous versions, as they
will not present a blank canvas in the interview process any more than the researcher. In
asking participants to reflect on how they felt their understanding, emotional responses and
ways of coping had developed over time, I was asking them to bring previous reality into the
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present in an explicit way. This challenges the criticism about the authenticity of interview
data, given that its purpose is to ask participants to reflect on and articulate how they
constructed meaning and understanding in a transparent way.

8.5 Preparing the interview schedule
The construction of my interview schedule was an important step in the research process.
Galletta (2013) is clear in stating that the research aims should be led by the review of the
literature and that questions flow from the aims. If these rules are applied, the structure of
the protocol should explore the participants’ narrative in a coherent way. As mentioned in
section 2.5, a notion often mentioned in relation to grounded theory is that researchers
should not engage with the literature prior to data collection to avoid pre-conceived ideas
about the data their study will yield. This assumption might have emerged from Discovering
Grounded Theory, (1967, p.37) in which Glaser and Strauss state, ‘An effective strategy is, at
first, literally to ignore the literature…in order to assure that the emergence of categories
will not be contaminated by concepts more suited to different areas. Similarities and
convergences with the literature can be established after the analytical core of categories
has emerged’. Urquhart (2013) challenges the way in which this has been interpreted and
suggests that, as researchers tend to base their research in areas of interest or practice, it is
unlikely that they will approach the topic as a blank slate. Her suggestion is that researchers
‘attend’ to this by acknowledging ‘pre-knowledge’ and ensuring that it does not sway
decision-making in an unrecognised way (Urquhart, 2013, p.7). Consequently, I did engage
with the research literature in order to support the aims of the study and to develop the
interview schedule.
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Galletta (2013) talks about using a segmented approach in her own research to categorise
questions and I grouped questions around the research aims: meaning, emotional response,
relationships with colleagues and relationships with service users, which provided a
structure that I thought would allow the interview narrative to unfold. Interestingly,
Charmaz (2014, p.64) suggests that ‘developing a set of questions helps researchers to
become aware of their interests, assumptions, and use of language’. However, I did not
initially recognise some inherent assumptions in the development of my aims and
consequent questions, as explored in the discussion of refining aims in Chapter 9.

Rubin and Rubin (2012, p.134) note that researchers can and do draw on their own
experience by ‘reasoning from what you already know’. This meant that I was able to frame
some of the questions in ways that I knew would be practice relevant for participants. I also
paid attention to whether the questions had face value and were aligned to the overall
research question. I wanted to ensure dialogue allowed expansive responses that gave the
participant permission to go in their own direction. I also considered whether the language
of the questions was overly complex or jargonistic, whether there were too many or too few
to allow for a meaningful conversation and finally, that they were interesting, although this
was a rather subjective view (Kumar, 2014; Rubin and Rubin, 2012). Galletta (2013, p.50)
comments, ‘The intent is to create a space to explore the complexity of your topic, and the
depth you achieve is largely dependent on the effectiveness of your opening questions’.

Charmaz (2014, p.64) prompts the novice researcher to consider ‘How would these
questions sound to someone who has had this experience’ and Galletta (2013) advises the
piloting of the schedule. In order to ascertain this, and not rely solely on my own ‘reasoning
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from experience’ (Rubin and Rubin, 2012, p.132), I invited two mental health practitioner excolleagues and one mental health service user, to meet with me in order to review the
questions. I was clear that the meeting was to review the questions and not to interview
them about their experiences. However, when reviewing the questions, I noted that
responses not only related to the nature of the questions but also began to answer them
and so the conversation became a pseudo-interview. I found this interesting and interpreted
it to mean that my questions ‘worked’ in that they elicited reflective and expansive
responses from my volunteers. I pointed out what had happened, and all three volunteers
agreed that they had found the questions to be of interest and had begun to relate them to
their own experiences. As Galletta (2013) suggests, balance needs to be struck between
suitably open-ended questions that allow the participant to narrate their story and a focus
congruent with research aims. I gained confidence from this that the interview schedule had
sufficient depth and balance to begin to address my research aims (Appendix E).

Despite testing the interview schedule in this way, during the first interview I undertook, I
realised that some assumptions underlying the questions were premised on my own
practice experience, for example in relation to what constituted a team. The reflexivity
required as part of this specific interaction and general process is considered more in
Chapter 9. What is relevant here is that I recognised that I needed to adapt the schedule to
ask about teams in a different way and so in subsequent interviews I explicitly asked
participants about what ‘team’ meant to them. The extent of recent organisational change
and its relevance to my research also became clear during this first interview and so I also
included a specific question about this in subsequent schedules (Appendix F).
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The final iteration of the interview schedule came after interview six (Appendix G). Up to
this point there had been discussion about structural change and its impact on teams, but
the new working context for care coordinators emerged in interview six in a striking way.
This is addressed in section 12.8 ‘Coordinating care’, however, it led to me re-working the
interview schedule in order to follow the direction of the data. The other addition here was
also a question about the experience of being interviewed itself (this is explored in section
9.5).

This approach is consistent with grounded theory, as the concurrent data collection and
analysis processes mean that the researcher looks at concepts emerging from the data and,
using the constant comparison method of looking for new data to explore the boundaries of
an existing concept, directs new lines of questioning accordingly (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).
In this way, it is possible to ensure that findings are grounded in the data.

8.6 Demographic data
A secondary data collection method that I used in this study was a demographic
questionnaire (Appendix H). The purpose of this was to allow me to describe my sample.
Although the findings of this study are not generalisable to a broader population due to the
methodological approach and sample size, it is necessary both for transparency and to
provide a context for the findings to describe the sample. It also confirms that the
participants reflect the general, professional make-up of MDTs in current mental health
practice. This is relevant to decisions made about theoretical sampling and theoretical
saturation in order to build the data set that are explored in 8.7.4.
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8.7 Sample
The sample sought was driven by the research question, ‘How do mental health
practitioners working in adult community mental health settings respond emotionally to
their role in the assessment and management of risk in practice?’ In order to answer this
question, I needed to gain access to adult community mental health teams and the
professionals working within them.

8.7.1 Accessing the sample
I recruited participants from a county-wide mental health trust located in South-East
England. Kumar (2014) notes that a variety of pragmatic reasons can affect the development
of a sample in qualitative research. Silverman (2013) notes that novice researchers will use
their own networks to gain initial access. I used contacts from my own practice to approach
professionals within the Trust and was directed to two service-line leads. Webster, Lewis
and Brown (2014) and Galletta (2013) advise of the essential role of gatekeepers in gaining
access. Gatekeepers know the scope and climate of the research field and can navigate
organisational barriers and facilitate contact with individual participants (Webster, Lewis
and Brown, 2014). In this instance, these gatekeepers were able to advise on the structure
of the organisation and the best approach to recruit participants. Webster, Lewis and Brown
(2014) do caution that the use of gatekeepers can mean that some potential participants
could be excluded by the gatekeeping approach taken, however, in relation to this study,
the approach was to provide access to teams in order for me to make a direct approach.

Access was delayed several times by changes in the organisation and management
structure. However, once agreement for the project to be undertaken in this Trust was
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obtained, my first contact was with senior managers working across the Trust who cascaded
my request to individual team managers; from where I was able to access participants.

8.7.2 Selecting the sample
The most effective way of accessing potential participants was to attend business meetings
for specific teams at which I generally met between 15 and 30 practitioners. I was able to
present the research study and distribute participant information sheets (Appendix I). This
was essential in terms of ethics as it allowed me to communicate that participants were able
to opt-in to the research, rather than there being an organisational expectation that they
would participate (Webster, Lewis and Brown, 2014). I circulated a sign-up sheet at the
meeting to capture immediate interest rather than leave practitioners to contact me
afterwards. I did this because I was concerned that, given the busy nature of their practice,
potential participants would not translate in to actual participants unless I acted quickly to
engage their interest. Charmaz (2014) suggests that sometimes novice researchers could
adopt a naïve position to avoid any sense of threat to the organisation or participants
caused by their enquiry. I did not think this was appropriate in this situation and found that
being open about my practice experience, its role in my pursuing this particular research
topic and the benefit I hoped the study would bring to practitioners, led to greater interest.
However, on occasion, despite generating considerable interest at team meetings, attempts
to follow-up with interviews failed due to practitioners’ time commitments, absence or
possible loss of interest.

A pattern emerged for data collection that involved attendance at a team meeting,
recruitment of a small group of participants, negotiating dates, times and rooms to
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interview participants and then returning to undertake the interviews. Due to the logistics,
and the need for assistance in booking rooms for interview from team administrators, I
tended to interview participants in clusters linked to specific teams. Silverman (2013) notes
that negotiating access means that researchers might need to be flexible about the design
of their study. Generally, I interviewed two to four practitioners over one to two days within
the team location. This is relevant, as it meant that I had to adapt the concurrent data
collection, analysis and comparison method undertaken as part of grounded theory and
interview in clusters (Tweed and Charmaz, 2012).

Interviews commenced with discussion of the study and its scope and completing the
informed consent document (Appendix J). This included negotiating issues such as recording
of the interview and anonymity and was explained in order to provide sufficient detail about
the study to allow professionals to decide whether they wanted to participate (Webster,
Lewis and Brown, 2014). As part of this process I explained that I would use the interview
schedule as a guide but that if the participant began to move into one of the later areas of
questions, I would follow this lead and then return to unanswered questions at the end of
the interview. This is consistent with Rubin and Rubin’s (2012) notion of responsive
interviewing and allowed for the development of rapport.

This approach to data collection lent itself to the constant comparison method in grounded
theory, as it meant that I completed, transcribed and undertook initial coding on clusters of
interviews, before moving to the next area team and repeating the process. Consequently,
data collection commenced in January 2014 and concluded in December 2016.
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8.7.3 Sampling approach
Initially, I commenced data collection with a purposive sample. Purposive sampling means
that participants are selected for a study because they meet the criteria required to explore
the research aims (Ritchie et al., 2014). For this study, a purposive sample meant qualified
mental health professionals, located in adult community mental health teams with
experience of assessing and managing risk. This included professionals from disciplines
generally present in multi-disciplinary teams: social workers, psychiatrists, nurses,
psychologists and occupational therapists (Davis, Davis and Glynn, 2008). As the study
continued, and consistent with grounded theory, I used theoretical sampling to develop my
sample. Charmaz, (2014, p.197) distinguishes between initial and theoretical sampling thus,
‘Criteria for initial sampling differ from those you invoke while doing theoretical sampling.
Initial sampling in grounded theory gets you started; theoretical sampling guides you where
to go’. Strauss defines theoretical sampling as, ‘a means whereby the analyst decides on
analytic grounds what data to collect next and where to find them’ (Strauss, 1987, p.38). The
aim in pursuing theoretical sampling is to target new data that delineates and solidifies the
developing analytic codes. It allows for the substantiation of the connections between codes
and achieves theoretical categories that are grounded in the data (Charmaz, 2014). This
process contributes to the distinctness of grounded theory (Charmaz, 2014).

As I proceeded with my research study, I noted that most of the early participants were
from social work, nursing and psychiatry. Strauss (1987, p.49) comments that ‘You realize
rather quickly where your holes are’ and Glaser (1978) identifies that as data is developed
and code categories take shape, grounded theory requires researchers to take the study in
the direction of the data.
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In order to develop early analysis into substantial and connected explanatory theoretical
codes, I needed to ensure that my sample reflected the full range of professions present in
an MDT. Glaser and Strauss (1967, p.47) advise that, ‘The basic question in theoretical
sampling… is: what groups or subgroups does one turn to next in data collection? And for
what theoretical purpose’. I recognised that in order to develop the ideas about participants’
practice experiences emerging from concurrent data collection and analysis, I needed to
include those currently missing from the study, specifically occupational therapists and
psychologists, to ensure that I added their voices to the data. Consequently, I did this by
contacting the service leads for occupational therapy and psychology within the Trust and
asking them to forward my request for participants via their discipline networks. This
resulted in me making contact with occupational therapists and psychologists for additional
interviews.

8.7.4 Theoretical saturation
Theoretical sampling continues until the researcher believes that theoretical saturation of
the categories has been achieved. Theoretical saturation is the point at which no new
categories are emerging from the data or adding ‘explanatory power’ to the existing
theoretical categories (Strauss, 1987, p.35). Glaser and Strauss (1967, p.61) suggest, ‘the
researcher becomes empirically confident that a category is saturated. He goes out of his
way to look for groups that stretch diversity of data as far as possible, just to make certain
that saturation is based on the widest possible range of data on the category’. Using
theoretical sampling ensured the full range of multi-disciplinary voices were present in the
study. This proved to be essential, as in seeking the absent voice of, particularly, psychology
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participants, and comparing the data from these interviews with existing codes, I made the
connections that resulted in the ‘Divergent voices’ category (The significance to this thesis
of seeking these voices is explored in Chapter 13). This created new categories as well as
developing and shaping other theoretical categories already identified (Charmaz, 2014). At
this stage, I noted that no new codes were being generated from the data.

Charmaz (2014, p.213) advises that data collection and analysis continue until, ‘you have
defined, checked, and explained relationships between categories and the range of variation
within and between your categories’. This is generally called ‘theoretical saturation’
(Charmaz, 2014, p.213; Glaser and Strauss, 1967, p.61). However, the use of this term has
been queried (Dey, 1999). Dey (1999, p.116) suggests that ‘saturation in this context may
seem a rather unfortunate metaphorical extension in which…the original meaning of
saturation has been extended somewhat inappropriately’. Dey (1999) is commenting that
saturation implies the absolute completeness of a piece of research, which, he considers,
over states the findings. Dey (1999, p.117) prefers the term ‘theoretical sufficiency’, which
means, ‘the stage at which categories seem to cope adequately with new data’. From my
analysis of the data, and particularly from the later psychology participants, I considered
that the new data was strengthening the exisiting theoretical categories and that they were
able to ‘cope adequately with the new data’ (Dey, 1999, p.117). The connections between
focused codes were well established and substantiated as a result of the theoretical
sampling undertaken and so at this point, it seemed evident that data collection could
cease.
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The next section explains the analytical process how this was achieved in relation to this
project.

8.8 Analysis
In this section I outline the analytical process undertaken and how it was directed by
grounded theory. Charmaz (2014, p.132) suggests that, ‘all elements of the analysis-the
data, codes, categories and concepts-are constantly compared within and between each
other. This comparative process entails looking for similarities, differences and nuances’.
After each cluster of interviews was completed and transcribed, I listened again to each
interview whilst simultaneously reading the transcript. This allowed me to check for
accuracy and review the content of the interview. Charmaz (2014) comments that the
advantage of transcription over note-taking is that many nuances and details are missed
with note taking that can be revisited with transcription. I compared each transcript with
reflective notes taken immediately after each interview to check for consistency with my
initial thoughts about the participants’ contributions. I found that there was a good level of
congruence here.

In order to code the data in a systematic way and to manage the large amount of data
collected I used NVivo (QSR International, 2015). The use of computer-assisted qualitative
data analysis systems (CAQDAS) is not uncommon in research (Silverman, 2013). Transcripts
were uploaded so that coding could be undertaken within the programme. I used NVivo 11,
to organise the data; NVivo allows the researcher to easily label segments of data and
multiple codes can also be applied to one piece of data to avoid premature analytical
decisions being made (QSR International, 2015). NVivo also aids the re-coding and moving of
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line-by-line codes into focused codes, which assists with the analytical process (Silverman,
2013). Due to the qualitative nature of the study and grounded theory methodology, I did
not use many of the functions available in NVivo, for example text searches and queries
(Silverman, 2013). I also used functions in NVivo to store and review the literature and to
create memos. NVivo became invaluable in relation to the line-by-line coding phase,
explained in the next section (QSR International, 2015).

8.8.1 Line-by-line coding
I commenced my initial line-by-line coding alongside data collection. As mentioned, due to
the way in which I accessed participants, that is, via team clusters, I tended to undertake
two or three interviews within a team and then transcribe and analyse these interviews
together rather than take a purist grounded theory stance and completing, transcribing and
analysing one interview before moving to the next (Charmaz, 2014). This was primarily a
pragmatic decision to tap quickly into interest, otherwise momentum was lost. It was also
easier for teams to arrange space and time for me to interview staff in clusters and so,
again, this was a pragmatic decision that enabled me to work with the gatekeeper
(Silverman, 2013).

Using a reflective journal alongside coding clusters of transcripts was an essential analytical
tool. Some useful insights emerged from these reflections that I was able to compare to the
transcripts to confirm that they were coming from the data. The transcripts and reflective
journal then informed the use of memos to develop analytical categories. Charmaz (2014,
p.162) describes memos as ‘pivotal’ in analysing codes to develop theory. Urquhart (2013)
suggests that memos are valuable in capturing thoughts and ideas about links and
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connections during the coding process as it unfolds. This process is both a key concept and
strength of grounded theory, as it encourages the researcher to think analytically from the
outset of the project and not just at the end of data collection. Strauss (1987, p.110)
describes it as a ‘dialogue’ between the researcher and their data.

Using memos allowed me to commence the process of making connections between lineby-line codes that generated new analytical codes to consider. As mentioned earlier, this
process in grounded theory is called theoretical sensitivity (Charmaz, 2014; Strauss, 1987;
Glaser, 1978). I was then able to bring connections transparently into subsequent interviews
by shaping the questions to explore new insights with subsequent participants. Urquhart
(2013) agrees that the goal of the grounded theory researcher is to link ideas emerging from
the data and base subsequent data collection on exploring and developing these ideas.
The downside of this approach to analysis, which was also affected by the data collection
phase spanning three years, was that in order to avoid putting cluster codes into concepts
prematurely and to remain as close to the data as possible in the line-by-line phase, I
generated a significant number of line-by-line codes. Charmaz (2014) suggests using gerunds
(verbs ending in ‘ing’ that are used as nouns) in line-by-line coding to keep the coding
dynamic and to focus on the action or process taking place. The advantage of using this
approach is that the initial codes I used were active, however, I generated some 1600 initial
codes, some beginning with the same word, as it was difficult to constantly think of new
ways of describing what was happening. As the list of codes built up, I found it hard to recall
and retrieve codes I thought I had already used, despite using NVivo (QSR International,
2015), and so toward the end of coding, was adding codes that I knew to be repeated or
similar to previous ones because it was less time consuming than searching the list to find a
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matching code. The advantage of this process is that I could be certain that these initial
codes remained close to the data and allowed me to create rich descriptions when I began
to focus the coding into more analytical concepts (Charmaz, 2014; Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

My first task on concluding the data collection and initial line-by-line coding, was to tidy the
data. I did this by reviewing all the codes, locating duplicate codes and combining them
where appropriate. I did not discard any codes at this stage as I did not want to focus my
attention in particular areas prematurely, so this was mainly about housekeeping and
removing repetition. Although this was a useful process to undertake in terms of refamiliarising myself with all the codes I had used, it removed less than one hundred codes.
This is possibly because I decided to err on the side of caution and retain a code when I was
not entirely certain that it matched another. In line with Charmaz (2014, p.160) who
described this process as ‘laboured’, this stage of coding was painstaking and timeconsuming. However, it also allowed my ‘active involvement’ with the codes, which meant I
was confident that they had been generated from the data (Charmaz, 2014, p.160).

8.8.2 Focused coding
The next process was to combine line-by-line codes by analysing the meaning in each,
linking them with similar codes and identifying focused codes. Charmaz (2014, p.111)
advises ‘concentrate on taking fragments of data apart and asking what meanings you glean
from these fragments’ in order to begin to generate analytical categories’. This process
required me to review the fragment, consider what was being said by the participant, go
back into the interview to check that the initial descriptive category was an accurate
representation of the participant’s meaning if necessary, and to link to with other fragments
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to create a focused code. I continue to use gerunds in naming focused codes, as I wanted to
retain the action or process evident in the code (Charmaz, 2014). This process was required
given the number of line-by-line codes I had generated. I combined codes in a way that
captured the analytical point I thought they made. Urquhart (2013, p.49) describes this as
‘the process of scaling up’. I then undertook a second stage of focused coding in order to
group again. This was necessary as I had generated so many line-by-line codes that
combining them into meaningful analytical groups required two iterations of the process
and ensured that I did not make premature analytical decisions to discard data. Urquhart
(2013) notes that some of the initial codes have sufficient explanatory power to be retained
as the fulcrum around which the focused code is organised. By repeating the process of
combining line-by-line codes twice, I was able to create 23 focused codes that represented
the data.

8.8.3 Theoretical coding
To make theoretical sense of the groups of focused codes, I next considered how the codes
generated related to the aims of my study and used this to label the groups, creating the
next level of analysis. Urquhart (2013) suggests that this is an essential stage in order to
argue for theory grounded in the data, but one that is sometimes overlooked. This can leave
the researcher with a range of descriptive categories but little sense of explanatory
connection between them (Urquhart, 2013). Glaser and Strauss (1967, p.109) called this
‘delimiting’ the theory, which means scoping out the clusters of focused codes to identify
what, together, they are saying. Glaser (1978, p.72) defined theoretical coding in more
depth than in the original Discovery of Grounded Theory in 1967 by stating, ‘Theoretical
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codes give integrative scope, broad pictures and a new perspective’. Glaser (1978) says that
it is this level of analysis that can contribute a new idea or perspective to a topic.

8.9 Summary
The process of reviewing the focused codes to locate broader categories of meaning
generated three key areas, which became the chapters of ‘Part III Findings, discussion and
emerging theory’. These will be outlined in Chapter 10. However, before moving to Part III,
Chapter 9 provides some reflection on key process decisions made during this study and
outlines the ethical issues that underpinned them.
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Chapter 9: Managing the research process
Chapter 9 offers reflection on the some of the methodological challenges that arose during
the study.

9.1 Introduction
This chapter considers issues of reflexivity and reflects on my status as a qualified social
worker and the ways in which this influenced the study generally and the interview dynamic
specifically. The chapter concludes with the participants’ reflections on the interview
experience.

9.2 Reflexivity
An iteration of one of the initial aims of this research was to explore ‘in what ways do
relationships contribute to the understanding and assessment of risk and the management
of associated role related anxiety for mental health professionals?’ As part of the
requirements for the internal University review of research progress (integrated at the point
of transfer from MPhil to PhD), I reflected on Strauss’s (1987, p.12) ‘generative statements’,
or as Charmaz (2014, p.30) described them, ‘sensitising concepts’ and concluded that this
aim was incompatible with grounded theory. As Charmaz (2014) suggests, a characteristic of
the classical grounded theory of Strauss and Corbin was its positivist leanings and adherence
to the notion of the researcher as objective. However, Charmaz (2014) describes her
approach to grounded theory as taking a constructivist turn in that no researcher can claim
to be value-free and that both participant and researcher construct the research narrative
together. Consequently, a reflexive approach has been necessary for me to render the
unconscious conscious in relation to my own ‘sensitising concepts’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.30).
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As mentioned, a central factor in scoping my research topic was my practice experience and
this clearly influenced my position. This influence is evident in my identification of anxiety as
an initial focus. A reflexive approach allowed me to recognise that the reference to anxiety
that crept into the aims is my own leftover from practice in a forensic setting working with
people who have committed offences, detained under Part 3 (Mental Health Act
1983/2007) and defined as high-risk, and is not necessarily the experience of practitioners in
general. By including anxiety within my aims, I was effectively imposing pre-conceived ideas
as to the emotional impact of risk assessment in mental health practice, as opposed to
approaching the emotional impact in an exploratory way. As Charmaz (2014, p.63) suggests,
‘a naïve researcher may inadvertently force interview data into pre-conceived categories,
and that undermines a grounded theory study’. Consequently, I realigned my aims to their
current iteration to be consistent with grounded theory.

Charmaz (2014, p.58) also cautions against accepting the interview participants as a
‘rational cast ’and suggests that the messiness of interviews, for example, fatigue,
distraction and contradiction, can often be lost in the way in which transcripts are analysed
and presented when written up. To reduce this potential effect, I wrote a reflective journal
entry after each interview that noted my initial thoughts and feelings and any data that I felt
had influenced the interview. I found that the diary became a reflection on how I had been
able to create space for reflection with the participant within the interview, how I had
engaged with or influenced this, and how my experience had led me to interpret what the
participant brought to the interview.
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One of the key issues that arose through the reflective diary was about my lack of
knowledge about the specific organisational context related to this enquiry. I was made
aware as I negotiated entry, that the organisation was undergoing structural changes in the
way it configured its service. Charmaz (2014) suggests it is essential for a researcher
considering organisational issues to become familiar with the ethos, structure, policies and
protocols of an organisation. On reflection, I initially learned about this at a distanced,
strategic level in terms of plans and new structures, but it was not until I began interviewing
participants that I learned about the effect of these changes on practitioners. However,
rather than this being a deficit, I now consider that not fully understanding the new
configurations and language of teams, for example, how services were clustered and what
they were called, proved useful, as in asking practitioners to explain how the changes had
affected them, I was able to glean more detail about their experiences in practice. It felt to
me as though the interview provided an opportunity for practitioners to be heard in a way
that they did not seem to feel their experience was being heard by their organisation.

Another specific example of this was the need to clarify the way in which I used the word
‘team’, as mentioned earlier, in relation to the development of the schedule. This
represented a moment of reflexivity, as I was able to notice and seek clarification about this
within the interview. Spencer and Ritchie (2012, p.232) suggest that reflexivity relates to the
way in which researchers ‘describe the research process, but also assess the impact of their
role and presence, and declare the values and theoretical orientation that have guided their
research’. Charmaz (2014) goes further in suggesting that it is the way in which a researcher
scrutinises their decisions and interpretations and recognises underlying assumptions.
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Recognising the way in which my practice experience had led to assumptions that had found
their way unchecked into my interview schedule represented a moment of reflexivity that
allowed me to take note of my own presence as researcher. It allowed me to reflect on my
assumption that ‘team’ was an objective definition when it is in fact as constructed as any
other concept, and for my research to follow this new direction. This awareness and
subsequent recalibration of the questions (Appendices E-G) led to the emergence of some
interesting data relating to how formal and informal reflective space is, or is not, created for
practitioners in contemporary mental health practice.

At the outset of the project I anticipated that participant responses to my questions would
focus more on the individual experience in relation to the emotional impact of the work and
my aims were to look at how experiences with colleagues or service users affected this.
However, as I undertook focused coding, connections emerged that related more to the
participants’ relationship with organisational structures and the absence of those with
colleagues rather than to those with service users. This created a tension between the initial
aims of the project and the data. However, in keeping with grounded theory, I followed the
direction of the data and explored these insights with subsequent participants. This is
significant, as ‘Part III Findings, discussion and emerging theory’ incorporates findings that
are aligned to the original aims alongside those that deviated from it. For me, this was
evidence of grounded theory in action, as I was theorising from the data.

Additionally, as I interviewed participants, I also realised that the process of being
interviewed for my project was providing an opportunity for the practitioners to reflect on
how structural change had affected them and so also included this as an explicit line of
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enquiry in later interviews. This is reported in section 9.4. The next section addresses my
effect on the interview process.

9.3 Interviewer effects
I have reflected earlier in this chapter on the effect of my practice experience in relation to
‘sensitising concepts’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.30). These related to my own practice experiences
that led to the initial idea and scope of this research study. I have also reflected on some of
the moments of reflection and reflexivity that shaped the direction of my study, for
example, regarding definitions of ‘team’.

There is a broader area for reflection in relation to my status as a qualified social worker.
One of the benefits of my status was the legitimacy this gave me in terms of accessing the
field of study. Galletta (2013, p.40) describes this as ‘insider research’, in terms of my
sharing characteristics (being a mental health professional) with my intended participants. I
think this worked for me on two levels. Initially, when negotiating access at a management
level, the dual status of academic and practitioner seemed to overcome some hurdles as to
my credentials. Being registered with the Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC, 2016)
added to this legitimacy in terms of it affording me accountability and regulatory status. In
terms of presenting my project at team meetings and in one-to-one interactions with
practitioners, having come from a mental health practice background I was aware of the
‘Cinderella’ status afforded to mental health services and the effect this has on those
working with the field, in terms of the sense of value afforded to the work done (Means,
Richards and Smith, 2008, p.20). I wondered whether being able to align myself with this
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broke down some initial barriers with regards to be being an insider as opposed to an
outsider in the perception of potential participants (McDermott, 2009).

Whilst constructivist grounded theory discards the notion of the researcher as objective, it
still generally views the interview dynamic as the researcher asking questions and listening
and the participant responding (Charmaz, 2014). Charmaz (2014, p.56) suggests it is onesided but also then notes that constructivist interviewing values the ‘interviewer-participant’
relationship and becomes ‘the site of exploration, emergent understandings, legitimation of
identity, and the validation of experience’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.91). This applied to the
interviews I undertook as I did not experience them as one-sided. In order to clarify
participant meaning, I found that it was sometimes useful to relate participant examples to
my own experiences to explore similarity and difference. As a result, interviews became
‘emergent interactions’ (Charmaz, 2014, p.91).

This might appear to be a departure from the semi-structured interview approach adopted,
however Rapley (2007) raises the issue of the stance of the researcher in interviews and
summarises the main positions taken as generally either neutral or rapport-based. A neutral
stance is more concerned with reducing bias, whereas rapport-based interviewing
approaches involve the researcher giving more of herself in the interaction in order to
facilitate dialogue. Rapley (2007, p.20) also suggests a third stance, that accepts that it is
unrealistic, and potentially inauthentic, for qualitative interviewers to claim a neutral
stance, as they decide on the questions, direct the interaction and choose the responses
they see as most relevant to their enquiry and therefore want to explore in more depth.
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This position is aligned to a social constructionist approach to research, which accepts the
co-construction of data (Harper and Thompson, 2012). As a result, it moves away from a
binary neutrality or rapport debate to one that focuses on interaction in the interview
context that is then evaluated in a reflexive way in the analysis, that is, that the researcher
should consider their influence on the data when analysing the meaning inherent in it. I
found that using examples from my own experience, rather than bias the data, was a good
way to clarify the experience and meaning of the participant and meant that I did not
assume that I understood due to my own practice experience. This was useful given the
reflexive awareness regarding anxiety and team mentioned previously. I felt that in this way,
my social work status was essential to this dynamic.

Converse to this, I also needed to accept that my status as a qualified social worker might
not always be an advantage. Modern mental health services are generally organised in a
multi-disciplinary context and whilst there might be an underlying assumption that
practitioners from health and social care will share values and perspectives, this is not
always the case and does not mean that conflict of approaches is avoided. Cooper (2009,
p.536) identifies ‘professional self-love’ as a potential barrier to multi-disciplinary working in
that professionals can view their own profession as maintaining superiority of ethical base,
practical skill, required intellect or moral high ground. It is impossible for me to know
whether my identity as a social worker helped or hindered in the accessing of participants. It
is not a question I asked of those who agreed to participate, and I will never know if others
avoided the project because it was social work driven. I was able to recruit a broad range of
professionals from across disciplines to participate and so am certain that I have multidisciplinary voices at the centre of the project.
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Within this reflection on the effect of my status and legitimacy, the role of power dynamics
is equally relevant. I mentioned in the discussion about access to the field that the
organisation had recently undergone significant structural change. I noted early on that
there was a strong ‘them’ and ‘us’ script coming through the data due to these changes. I
felt on occasion that my research was timely in providing an opportunity to vent politically
rather than reflect on personal experience. However, I realised that it was not possible, and
not for me, to separate out the personal from the political or to argue that these can be
separate. Sapsford and Abbott (1996, p.338) comment on ‘the power of the researcher to
determine what is important in a situation’. Organisational change was setting the tone for
personal experience of practice and asking participants to reflect on this meant that I was
respecting that, for some participants, personal and organisational contexts were
inextricably linked. Reflecting on this, the timing of my study is relevant in that key findings
might have been different at a different point of the organisational change process.

However, data collection was over a three-year period and so has captured a snapshot in
time of practitioner experience, as all such qualitative research does. Organisational context
gradually emerged in the data analysis as a core category for understanding how
practitioners manage the emotional impact of their role in the assessment and management
of risk.

9.4 Participants’ experience of being interviewed
At the end of the first few interviews, after I had turned off the digital recorder, participants
continued to reflect on their experience of being interviewed about this topic. The reflection
focused on the participants’ appreciation of having the time and space to think about the
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risk aspects of their role and the emotional impact of this. When I reflected on this and
began to note some of the initial codes in the data relating to participants organisational
experience, I wondered if this would be a useful question to be included in the interview
schedule itself.

The inclusion of this data relates to a constructivist understanding of the participants’
experience in that it acknowledges the co-construction of the interview (Charmaz, 2014).
The interviews aimed to access the constructs the participants had made about their
experience of assessing risk, working in teams and working in the organisation. The process
of being interviewed about these topics was also constructed as to meaning and it was clear
that it formed an important part of the experience for the participants. For the remaining
interviews, therefore, I included a specific question about how each participant had
experienced the interview.

Participants generally commented that it had been useful to reflect on their role in this way.
Arlene (psychologist) stated:
“Really interesting actually. I was quite worried thinking, ‘Oh my God, what am I
going to say?’! So, I’m surprised how much I did say. It’s been interesting to think
about risk, how I understand it… And how it’s quite complex risk, isn’t it, really”

Saima, also a psychologist, noted that the process of the interview had reinforced her sense
of how important it was to talk with colleagues:
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“I think…[it] is so important is for us to talk and it’s better to do more than less. So
yeah, it’s interesting because that highlighted to me that I think my experience
predating my work here, and also what I’ve learnt here, has been quite valuable”

Two participants referred to the positive experience of having the opportunity to take an
overview perspective. Nick, (OT), reflected:
“It’s very, very interesting, I have to say, I’ve really enjoyed the process of sitting and
thinking about it. Just thinking about my job as a whole anyway is quite useful ...it’s
nice to reflect on my own career and think, I’ve actually got a lot better at this.
Sally (psychologist) commented:
“Yeah, it was really interesting actually, because you sort of go along, risk is always
there at the back of your mind every day ... but to actually think about how risk is
overall and how I feel about it, is quite interesting and its quite helpful to be able to
sit back and think.”

The importance of having the space to talk to one another about the process of work and
not just the outcome was important to all participants, and this is reflected later in Part III.
Participants noted that being able to “think more broadly about risk”, in the work situation,
was rare (Nick, OT).

Several participants highlighted that the relationship with me, as the interviewer, was an
important part of the interview experience. It seemed that for some it was not just that the
process of reflecting on their construction of the risk experience was important but that it
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had been facilitated by forming an interview relationship and that my experience as a
practitioner was an important contributory factor. Arlene (psychologist) commented:
“I guess it’s quite nice that someone is interested! That you’re interested.”
Jenna (social worker) specifically highlighted my practitioner experience:
“It’s good to talk about it and actually know, I suppose with yourself as well, being a
previous practitioner and whatever, for you to be able to identify from what I’ve said
that the care coordinators do seem like they carry a lot of responsibility is actually
quite refreshing”.

These constructs of and comments on the interview experience highlight the importance of
the process of discussing work issues in general and risk in particular. The participants were,
however, also interested in the outcome of such reflections both in terms of their personal
understanding of how they managed the risk process but even in relation to a wider
understanding directly related to this thesis.
“I guess that’s why I signed up as well, because I do feel we hold a lot as mental
health workers, I really do, and so it feels like you’re contributing to that
research”(Arlene, psychologist).

9.5 Summary
This chapter has reflected on the research process and included reflections on learning
through reflexivity, the impact of the interviewer and the experience of the interviewees.
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Part II Summary
Part II has provided an explanation of the methodological approach and associated methods
underpinning this study. It has demonstrated the consideration of methodological choices
and methods in order to best answer the research question. It outlines the analytical
method associated with grounded theory. It also comments on the development of the
interview schedule and the process for accessing the sample. Part III presents the ‘Findings,
discussion and emerging theory’.
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Part III: Findings, discussion and emerging theory
Part III of this thesis sets out the findings. Chapter 10 starts by presenting the results of the
analytic process before identifying the key themes that will be the focus of the following
three chapters.

Chapter 10: Results
This chapter explains the process used to analyse the data and how the identification of
codes and connections between codes have formed analytical categories that, together,
form the basis of the findings and discussion chapters and the emerging theory, outlined in
Chapter 14.

10.1 Introduction
This section demonstrates how I applied grounded theory analytical methods to my data. It
gives an example of how line-by-line codes were combined to develop focused codes and
how these were grouped into theoretical codes in order to identify overarching theory.
Details of the sample are also included.

10.2 Analytical process and decisions
As stated in Chapter 8, I commenced the analytical process by considering each segment of
data on a line-by-line basis; naming it based on the inherent meaning I considered it to hold
(Charmaz, 2014). Across the 18 interviews undertaken, I generated 1600 line-by-line codes. I
then looked for connections between them to generate focused codes (Charmaz, 2014). If
necessary, this involved me returning to the interview transcript to check the context of the
segment. As previously mentioned, I did not use axial coding as this involves the use of
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categories applied to the data as opposed to generated from it (Charmaz, 2014). However,
in order to manage the quantity of line-by-line codes without prematurely discarding them, I
instead, sought to link subcategories to reduce the number and then repeated this process
in order to generate focused codes. Where appropriate, I used in vivo codes to capture the
specific words used by participants to describe their experience (Charmaz, 2014). An
example of this is the use of the word, ‘fragmenting’ in relation to team experience, which
then became the name of a focused code. This was done in order to stay close to the data.

Early in the study, it became evident that although participants were commenting on their
relationships with service users, they were not identifying these as the main source of
negative emotional impact in their role. Although I retained all the codes relating to
descriptions of relationships between service users and practitioners, during the analysis I
made a decision in relation to the study’s aims. Organisational contexts were identified by
participants as having a greater emotional impact. Practitioners’ relationships with the
organisation was not included in the original aims of the study; however, as this is a
grounded theory study, and this was clearly of significance, it was important to follow the
data coming from the participants. In the analysis, therefore, there is greater emphasis on
practitioner relationship with the organisation than with service users.

What was also evident in this analytical process was that there was a group of codes,
generated primarily by the psychology participants later in the data collection, which
seemed to be saying something different to the other two emerging core categories. It was
also evident that the differences in these codes strengthened the analysis of the original
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ones and were essential to the theory emerging from the data. I explored this code using
theoretical sampling and named these different voices as a core category in their own right.
The tables below give an example of the how coding groupings generated theoretical
categories for this study. It would be neither possible nor meaningful to list all 1600 codes
and how they were developed into focused codes and so I include an example of line-by-line
codes, how they were formed into focused codes and the overarching theoretical code that
explains the connections in order to demonstrate the analytical process.

Table 10.1 Development of a theoretical category
Line-by-line

Learning what is risky

Feeling reluctant to

Escalating a risk issue

First iteration

Working with different

decide about risk

Erring on the side of

types of risk

Holding all the risk

caution

Trying to predict risk is

Feeling anxious about

Finding ways to manage

an impossible task

my decisions

the crisis

Line-by-line

Defining risk

Being cautious

Assessing risk

Second iteration

Understanding risk

Carrying risk

Deciding about risk

Predicting risk

Recognising the

Negotiating risk

emotional impact

Focused code

Knowing

Theoretical code

Experiencing risk

Reacting

Acting

This table demonstrates the layers of analysis that generated the theoretical categories
reported in Chapters, 11, 12 and 13. Grouping the line-by-line codes together as in Table
10.1, evidenced ways in which participants defined and understood risk, responded to the
emotional impact of risk and the effect of this impact on their practice. I named the
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theoretical code here, ‘Experiencing risk’, as this seemed to encapsulate the participants’
responses in relation the first two aims of the study about meaning, experience and
emotional reaction. These findings are reported in Chapter 11.
Table 10.2 below shows the structure of the integrated findings and discussion chapters that
follow.

Table 10.2 Theoretical and focused codes

Experiencing Risk

Changing Nature of Mental

Divergent Voices

Health Practice
Knowing

Shifting ethos

Feeling Anchored

Acting

Changing contexts

Seeking proximity

Reacting

Fragmenting teams

Sharing responsibility

Changing spaces

Differing role identities

Losing connections
Sharing responsibility versus
working in isolation
Coordinating care

The following three chapters present the findings of this study in relation to the context of
contemporary mental health practice. Chapter 11, ‘Experiencing risk’, sets the scene with
regards to participants ‘Knowing’, ‘Reacting’ or ‘Acting’ in relation to risk. This chapter
provides the backdrop to practice experience, which is explored in detail in Chapter 12
‘Changing nature of mental health practice’. The final chapter, ‘Divergent voices’ examines
contradictory participant voices that serve to both challenge and strengthen the findings of
this study. These chapters summarise the crux of the issues facing practitioners in terms of
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the changing nature of mental health practice and the conditions for practice consequently
created.

10.3 Sample
This section describes the study’s sample. 18 mental health professionals were recruited
from ten teams located in one mental health trust based in the south of England. As a
qualitative study with a small sample, the results are not generalisable to a broader
population and so inferences have not generally been drawn from the composition of the
participant group. Having said that there are some strengths in relation to the study’s
sample.

A key strength is that all main professional groups usually located in multi-disciplinary
mental health settings are present. That is, six social workers, five psychologists, three
occupational therapists, two nurses and two psychiatrists. This means that it has been
possible to consider the experience of professional groups in relation to the research
question and explore potential meaning inherent in the similarities and differences of their
experience.

The average age of the sample was 39 years (oldest 62 and youngest 24). The average
number of years spent in practice was 15 years (longest 36 years and shortest 14 months).
This is relevant because some of the participants comment on the role they think age and
experience play in relation to their working context.
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The average time spent in their current teams was four years (longest 15 years and shortest
two weeks). This wide range of time spent in teams reflected the recent organisational
change that emerges as a key issue in the data analysis.

In relation to gender and ethnicity, four participants were male and 14 were female. The
demographic questionnaire asked participants to self-identify ethnicity. Of the 18
participants, two identified as Asian, one as black British, one as dual heritage, two as white
other and 12 as white British. The ethnic constitution of the group might reflect the
demographic of the region in which the Trust is located. A similar study undertaken in
another Trust elsewhere in the UK would likely render a different participant mix. The
findings do not draw inferences from these demographic details as the participants did not
introduce them as relevant.

Rather than refer to the participants using the code applied to their transcripts, I have used
pseudonyms that match their gender and, where stated, their ethnicity.

10.4 Summary
This chapter has outlined the analytical process undertaken and given coding examples. It
has also described the participant sample. The next three chapters present the integrated
findings and discussion.
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Chapter 11: Experiencing risk
This chapter addresses aims one and two of the study. The first aim was to investigate the
meaning(s) practitioners attribute to the word risk in relation to mental health practice, and
the second to explore practitioners’ experiences of assessing risk in their daily practice and
identify the consequent emotional responses. The interview schedule (Appendix E)
articulated these aims, addressing the ways in which participants conceptualise risk, how
this conceptualisation underpins their practice, and the extent to which they shared
understanding with colleagues. This generated a body of data articulating how participants
experience risk in their day-to-day practice, which provides the theoretical parameters for
this first chapter.

11.1 Introduction
These findings have been organised in accordance with the theoretical and focused codes
that were identified during analysis, capturing the nature of participants’ experience.
‘Centrality of risk’ locates the role of risk in the experience of participants practice. The next
section addresses ‘Knowing’, acknowledging not only how practitioners define or think
about risk but also ways in which their relationship with risk, as a concept, is developed.
‘Reacting’, considers how participants respond to the risk-related elements of their role with
a primary focus on emotional response, although not exclusively so. The final section
concerns ‘Acting’, in relation to risk. This section is not so much concerned with the ways in
which practitioners’ act to manage risk posed by service users, but rather explores the ways
in which participants feel their own practice changes as a result of ‘Knowing’ and ‘Reacting’.
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11.1.1 Centrality of risk
One of the key findings of this study is that it confirms the continued central role
commanded by risk assessment and management in contemporary mental health practice.
Study participants commented that risk generally provided the underpinning context for
how services are configured and delivered:
“Risk is at the forefront of everything really…appraising and assessing risk. It’s always
what you’re thinking about because of the nature of the patients that we see” (Erica,
psychologist).
This view was supported by a social work manager who observed risk as a “massive
proportion” of her role (Corine, social worker). Whilst another participant, also with a
managerial role, concurred,
“…our focus is on obviously quality of life and well-being...but ultimately…keeping
people safe...if people go for a hospital appointment, they can wait an indefinite
amount of time for that...there’s not necessarily a sense of urgency there whereas I
think with us, there’s an expectation that people could actually die, which is the same
as other health services, but it just feels different for us” (Freya, social worker).

The distinction between mental health and other health services here is interesting, with
the suggestion that mental health practice can come down to a matter of life and death,
though those working in fields of health care such as cardiology might dispute this point.
Although Freya did not articulate this, a possible explanation for the belief that “it feels
different for us” is that the death of a mental health service user can lead to the attribution
of blame to individual practitioners. Briner and Manser (2013) noted these different
philosophies of risk assessment between physical and mental health, suggesting that the
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assessment of risk is less advanced in mental health services, as they are not dealing with
issues such as surgery or infection but more nebulous and unpredictable risk of harm to self
and others. Inherent in the quote from Freya, however, is the difficulty of working with the
nature of mental ill health, specifically its unpredictability and some of the characteristics of
service users, whose sense of reality can impair their ability to engage with treatment in
ways that are less likely in other areas of health care. It is this nebulous nature that retains a
central focus on risk in mental health service delivery as distinct from other branches of
health care (Tickle, Brown and Hayward, 2014; Manuel and Crowe, 2014). This study sought
to explore the experience of professionals working in this field when faced with their role of
assessing and managing risk, specifically, their understanding of the concept of risk, the
emotional impact of this aspect of their role and the role of collegiate relationships in
mitigating this impact.

11.2 Knowing
By knowing, I am referring to the ways in which practitioners came to ‘know’ about the risk
they manage in their day-to-day roles and the range of influences on this knowing. This
section is divided into three categories that best summarised the participants responses:
‘Defining’, ‘Understanding’ and ‘Predicting’ and constituted practitioners’ knowing about
risk. ‘Defining’ focuses on participants’ abstract understanding of risk as a concept. Asking
participants to define risk and to reflect on their position in relation to risk led to the second
category of ‘Understanding’, which explores sources of information that underpin the
abstract knowledge. ‘Predicting’ emerged as participants reflected on the pressure to know,
in a predictive way, about which service users might pose a risk and when, and the
emotional impact this expectation to both anticipate and manage the future has on them.
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11.2.1 Defining
Participants in this study generally drew on three clear categories of risk: i) risk to others; ii)
risk of suicide; and iii) risk of self-harm. As Corine reflected:
“There is an umbrella way of identifying risk. So, in terms of if you speak of someone
who's self-harming, someone with suicide thoughts. Someone who may pose a
danger to other people, those things will all come under risk. The level and degree of
that self-harm or the level of those thoughts, or suicide thoughts, or how someone
plans to harm others” (Corine, social worker).
This view was supported and extended by Lisa and Jack to include some broader risk issues:
“…any behaviour that would either put them or someone else at risk of harm. So,
things like suicide, self-harm behaviours, but also kind of reckless behaviours. People
may have lots of sex with people, or take drugs…But also, violence and aggression
towards others, verbal aggression. There's quite a big range, but also things like selfneglect. Our safeguarding procedures are in place to look at managing risk. Then of
course you've also got risk to the children as well in terms of safeguarding them”
(Lisa, nurse).

“So, risk of alcohol use, say for example understanding what that risk poses to their
physical health but also about their long-term mental health really” (Jack, social
worker).
What is notable from these quotes is that risk is generally located within the service user, or
within their control. For example, “reckless behaviour” and “alcohol use”. This is also
illustrated in the following observation:
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“…a lot of times I’ve had risk and it’s not because of their mental health, it’s because
of their actions, their behaviour or something but not directly because of mental
health” (Chloe, social worker).
Other participants mentioned the sense of risk to themselves from service users:
“I guess risk on two levels, one is risk of what the person is like to the professional, so
when I’m having that face to face interaction with somebody, obviously I need to
assess if somebody’s had significant risk history, such as GBH and things like that…or
anger issues” (Saima, psychologist).
Some participants in this study also considered risk from an organisational standpoint, as
Corine commented:
“Safeguarding is part of that, managing the building is part of that, lone working is
part of that, so there’s lots of things...that’s what I’m thinking about, when I think
about risk” (Corine, social worker).
I noticed that reflections on risk did not seem to adopt a broader definition to include
external ‘threats’ to a person’s health and well-being. Jenna (social worker) makes mention
of general “vulnerability” and concern about financial exploitation of service users, but
there was little variety in the way in which risk was defined.

Findings from this study about the way risk is perceived by practitioners contribute to the
existing literature. For example, they support Langan’s (2008) conclusion that professionals
often disregarded risks, such as discrimination or social exclusion, posed to the service user.
Although there was acknowledgement of the potential for the financial exploitation of
service users from Jenna, other structural inequalities and their effect, such as
discrimination or social isolation, were absent from the discussion. This contradicts Sawyer
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(2009), who conversely found broad definitions of risk, including risk to self and others, in
addition to other types such as risks from substance abuse or discrimination.

Neither did participants in this study raise those concerns articulated by Briner and Manser
(2013), Welsh and Brown (2013) or Godin (2004) about the risk service users faced from
their treatment regimes. There was also an absence of comment on risks posed to the
service user by the practitioner, as highlighted by Stanford (2010). Scott, Doughty and Kahi
(2011, p.194) found an ‘existential anxiety’ that involvement with risk factors such as
suicide, self-harm and harm to others can bring about in practitioners, which, they
comment, might explain professionals’ narrow focus on these primary areas of risk. This is
supported by the narrow definitions offered in this study.

Sawyer (2009) also acknowledges organisational risks such as legal challenge or risk to
reputation. The comments of Corine (social worker) in relation to safeguarding and risk
associated with managing staff would align with this. However, this was a limited
conceptualisation offered mainly by participants with management responsibility and was
not a view articulated by practitioners generally.

One participant took the discussion of defining risk in a slightly different direction in
commenting on statistical notions in response to my questions about risk as a concept:
“We all worry about our patients and whether they'll…become more ill, or harm
themselves, commit suicide, harm somebody else…But risk is also a statistical term,
meaning what is the likelihood that...And that's...different from the actual worry
about the individual and the concerns that somebody is going to do something
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adverse to themselves or other…The fact that one in...I don't know what the figure is,
women of child bearing age, one in 30 are pregnant at any one time. Doesn't mean
because you're a woman of child bearing age you're pregnant” (Patrick, consultant
psychiatrist).
The comment from this participant about understanding of risk being ‘’different to the
actual worry” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist) implies that risk knowledge and emotional
responses to managing risks co-exist within practitioners; this idea is explored in 11.3.
However, with regard to statistical conceptualisation of risk, the presence of this lone voice
is congruent with research by Gale, Hawley and Sivakumaran (2003) who explored the
framework of understanding used by practitioners in assessing risk and found a general level
of discomfort with concepts such as probability. There was some evidence of discipline
disparity in these findings (Gale, Hawley and Sivakumaran, 2003) and, again, this is
supported by this study in the following comment from the same consultant psychiatrist:
“by and large I think psychologists and psychiatrists understand the numbers, but of
course the numbers are then applied to an individual, which can be meaningless”
(Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).
Although this is only one voice in terms of acknowledging the role of statistical calculations
of risk in this study, the view expressed is congruent with much of the research that
highlighted the shortcomings of probability-based approaches to risk assessment.

Participants in this study reflect on the use of formal risk assessment tools; this is explored
later in this section. However, the absence of support for statistical definitions of risk
assessment suggests participants are more aligned with the position of Godin (2004), who
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concluded that the consequence of statistically-based assessment was reductionistic for
service users.

These findings locate risk at the forefront of practitioners’ thinking about practice. They
identify a continued focus primarily on risk to self or others in relation to the definition of
risk, with very little acknowledgement of some of the broader risk issues outlined in the
literature. This will be re-visited in Chapter 14. What warrants further exploration here are
the points of congruence and incongruence in how participants defined the concept of risk
in more detail.

Similarities and differences were likely to be evident in the language of risk used by
practitioners and so one of the objectives of the initial set of meaning questions in this study
was to explore commonality in how participants understand and talk about risk. Participants
reported using a shared language, as in this example from a social worker:
“If people are ‘What are the main risks with this client?’, I know how someone would
be expected to respond, I get where the level ground is for that now and if I went to a
manager and said, ‘This has happened with this’, I know their answer and how they
would view it, would be similar to mine” (Chloe, social worker).

When participants reflected on shared language they also reflected on how this was shaped
and acknowledged that the nature of practice and the legal and policy framework have set
the parameters for risk language:
“The shared language probably does come from the training and the policies and the
forms that we constantly fill in, because they shape how you process and collect that
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data. In terms of language that probably is very much what shapes it. Does that
differ between my colleagues? I’m not so sure it does really” (Tina, OT)
Participants considered that agreement was not so much implicit in practice, as negotiated
as part of practice:
“…there was much sharedness but there was still…negotiation, bargaining,
rationalising it, understanding it and using that collective knowledge to reach that
common ground really. I don't think there was a massive gulf in between us but it
was part of trying to understand” (Jack, social worker).

“Not so much in language. I think in how risk is perceived, definitely, but language is
fairly standard, I think, isn’t it? We know risks are associated with certain things.
Obviously mental health pretty much has its set of buzz words really that you’d use”
(Tina, OT).
The second quote suggests that similarity in understanding does not necessarily result in
similarity in application of risk-related concepts. Participants attended less to language
used, reporting consistent use of standard practice terminology. Variance in risk
understanding was more evident in relation to how participants applied these concepts in
their own practice, as opposed to how they described or defined them.

An example of when shared language did not necessarily result in shared conceptual
understanding was evident when participants were talking about risk of suicide, as Brian
reflected:
“It’s a terrible term because if someone says, ‘I have the occasional thought that life
is not worth living, and I think what life would be like if I wasn’t around’, they say
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that’s suicidal, but then the person that’s pulled back from the train station, just
about to jump in front of a train, they use the same wording” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).
This implies that although concepts are generally understood in practice, perception and
understanding can happen using different descriptors and thresholds. The following
observations from a social worker also illustrate this difference:
“workers in the Wellbeing Team who do a lot of their contact by phone…working
with people who haven’t been unwell for a long time... Their perception around selfharm risk has been very high. So, they would come to me and they’d say, ‘This lady
says she’s going to kill herself’, and I’d say, ‘Okay, let’s discuss it’. Then I would say,
‘Well, it says in the notes that she’s been saying that every day for the last 10 years,
what’s different about today?’, and they’ll go, ‘Oh, well actually nothing really’. And
I just think gosh, that’s quite a difference. For me…I wouldn’t even consider that a
risk that needs to be responded to at that time” (Corine, social worker).

Buckingham, Adams and Mace (2008, p.1) found a “strong consensus” in relation to the cues
that practitioners used to assess risk, for example the information practitioners sought from
service users during assessment and the existing knowledge against which they catalogued
this information. The similarity in approach and cues used between the participants of
Buckingham, Adams and Mace’s (2008) study was sufficient to initiate the development of a
computerised risk assessment tool from the data gathered. What this suggests in relation to
this study is that the language of risk is generally shared by practitioners in mental health
practice. What Buckingham, Adam and Mace’s (2008) conclusion overlooks, however, is that
similarity in the use of language about risk does not automatically lead to similarity in the
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application of risk understanding, and so a shared instrument for assessing risk based on
congruence in language, but not reflecting incongruence in application, could provide a
flawed assessment.

This relates directly to a finding of this study, which is the location from which participants
tend to draw their understanding of risk. This included both the MDT in which they were
located and their membership of a specific professional group:
“I don't think I had that [shared understanding] at the beginning, I think I do now and
I kind of know where the level is as well for the whole team” (Chloe, social worker).
This concept of risk threshold in understanding and applying risk along discipline lines
manifested in the ways in which participants saw one another reacting to risk. For example,
a psychology participant suggested that medical colleagues were:
“Sometimes more risk adverse, and sometimes potentially a bit more reactive to risk”
(Sally, psychologist).
An occupational therapy view was aligned to this in suggesting that discipline-specific norms
might influence the nature of the reaction to risk,
“I don’t know if it’s something about the nursing training or nursing culture, but
again [they] tend to be that little bit quicker in perhaps responding to a risk than
perhaps some other therapists or social workers…there’s a definite sort of gap in
where they’re saying maybe we could try this or maybe we could try that, instead of
going straight perhaps to we need to get the crisis team involved. So very much
wanting to jump in and do something for the person rather than thinking how the
person might manage the risk themselves. Obviously, that varies between
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individuals, I’m not saying it’s a bad thing, but it definitely is a cultural difference I
think I’ve seen managing across professions” (Tina, OT).

However, the next quote contradicts the view of medical practitioners, specifically doctors,
being more or less risk averse than other professionals. An explanation for this could rest in
the view that individual practitioners hold of other professions based on experiences of
interprofessional working. Similarly, it could relate to the relationship with risk held by the
individual participant holding the view. Chloe, a social worker, pointed out that:
“I do think the doctor’s level [of risk definition] is probably quite a good guide of
where to go, I think their threshold is a bit higher. I think they’ll tolerate more, a bit
more. I think that’s the nature of their profession to do that as well” (Chloe, social
worker).
Sometimes this difference in defining risk was more apparent, and more problematic, when
participants talked about working with professionals from other fields or organisations:
“But the assessment of risk and its implications is often interpreted differently. GPs
particularly, we get so many referrals with ‘urgent’ written” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).

It is unsurprising to find contradictory views amongst participants representing the range of
multi-disciplinary professions and the previous excerpts all suggest that differences exist
both within and across teams and disciplines. This is supported by the view of one
participant who suggested that:
“the individual is probably a better predictor than the discipline” (Patrick, consultant
psychiatrist).
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Differences in understanding were also summed up as being about difference in responses
to risk, so that although participants might define risk in the same way, their personal
responses to it might vary more than their understanding of it, as Freya (a social worker)
explained:
“I think people have different thresholds and that varies from individual to individual
and I’ve noticed…that people, sometimes they might say something to me and they
feel they’re in a risk situation, but I don’t necessarily feel it is” (Freya, social worker).
This idea is also supported by this participant, who commented on what practitioners felt
able to cope with emotionally in relation risk:
“Because I noticed we have it quite a lot when we get to that point into the meeting
when for example what psychology will raise as a concern, quite often as care
coordinators we're thinking, ‘that's not that bad’. Our thresholds are different, I
think that's what it is, our thresholds are different maybe” (Kalpana, social worker).

These findings both develop and contradict Hood (2015), who identifies a link between how
risk is negotiated and professional status within the multi-disciplinary setting. Hood (2015)
notes that the articulation of risk views varies by profession, however, he concludes that
greater weight is attached to the opinions of those with higher status, such as doctors. This
study suggests that dynamics within and across teams and disciplines are more nuanced and
affected by a range of factors including, discipline, training, level of responsibility, personal
experience and personal tolerance.

Although it was evident from participants that risk definitions and language were ostensibly
the same across disciplines, participants’ observations imply different conceptual and
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emotional thresholds in relation to risk. This is explored further in later sections. The
language of risk appears to be generally generic and abstract using terminology that lacks
variety across the participant group, whilst variety exists in the application. In exploring
definitions and shared language, the source of risk understanding in relation to service users
was less evident, with the focus primarily at a conceptual level. I was interested to
understand how practitioners assimilate abstract ideas that come from ‘Defining’ with their
experience of engaging service users, in order to understand or assess risk. This is explored
in the next section.

11.2.2 Understanding
As explored in Chapter 4, there has been much discussion about the ways in which
practitioners gain and use knowledge related to risk in order to assess it in practice. Practice
models have moved through clinical experience (gut instinct) to actuarial assessment
(probability-based) to structured professional judgement. Participants in this study provide
evidence of how professionals continue to use instinctive, emotional responses to service
users as a source of information that allows them to understand and articulate risk:
“Well it was just a, a feeling in my body that I knew that I wouldn’t have had this
affect with another client, with a different presentation” (Saima, psychologist).

“I’ve done an assessment where I’ve got a gut feeling about somebody and that’s
such a difficult thing to explain sometimes, isn’t it?” (Lizzie, nurse).
Participants here are talking about how their visceral responses to service users constitute
important information about risk. They noted that intuitive experiences could both aid
decision-making and enable practitioners to maintain their own safety:
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“You sometimes do get that hair on the back of your neck goes up and you think,
‘don't go away, I’m just going to make a quick phone call,’ and you get them straight
into hospital” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist).
One participant described developing an “emotional hypothesis” about the risk posed by a
service user (Jenna, social worker), which was a position supported by others in other
disciplines:
“I see the risk assessment as an integrated part of the assessment at every stage. So,
it sort of overlaps with it all in one sense, and that is just part of the holistic
assessment and it includes your emotional reaction to them” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).

There is a broad range of literature that acknowledges the continued use of gut feeling in
assessing risk (Grotto et al., 2015; Murphy, 2004). Despite it being unsystematic in nature,
professionals from nursing and social work particularly have identified the value of their
emotional reaction to service users as a source of risk information (Woods, 2013; MuirCochrane et al., 2011). This is despite the findings of Trenoweth (2003) and Welsh and Lyons
(2001, p.301), who conclude that ‘tacit knowledge’, that is, knowledge gleaned from an
intuitive response to service users has seen its value diminished in light of evidence-based
practice.

The findings of this study are significant in that they contradict evidence that intuition has
been devalued in contemporary practice and provide evidence that mental health
professionals continue to rely on instinctive practice to make sense of risk issues posed by
service users. The findings also clarify that this applies across all disciplines working in
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mental health settings and is not limited to nurses or social workers. This study finds that
practitioners retain an appreciation of the contribution of intuition in practice and its role in
understanding service users and their risk.

Despite Godin’s (2004) concern about the potential for prejudicial responses to service users
resulting from intuitive practice, participants in this study recognised the flaws in risk
assessment by instinct, accepting that their emotional response to a person could influence
their awareness, as noted by a consultant psychiatrist:
“You keep it professional, but you do have different feelings. That's where I think
that the subjective thing gets really wonky because you shouldn’t rely too much on
that. I think the other thing is your own relationships as well. Like I think if it's a
young person that reminds you of one of your own kids or something, you're a lot
more protective” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist).

Another participant commented on how intuition was present in relation to risk assessment
but implied that emotional responses to service users would need to be supported with
additional risk evidence before action would be taken, although offers no comment as to
any mechanisms that might ensure this:
“I don't think it gets fed into the assessment itself, but I think it's something I would
definitely...It's just at the back of your mind” (Corine, social worker).
Participants also noted that their emotional response is a source of information in relation
to monitoring whether actions taken are sufficient:
“If I can sleep fine, not worry about it before I'm going to sleep. If it's not bothering
me while I'm at home, then I've probably done everything that I could have done, and
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it's reasonably under control. But if it disturbs me while I'm at home then that's an
indication to me that I need to think about what else I can do…I'm uncomfortable
with that risk, so either I've been forced to take a risk that I would rather not have
taken, or that I've missed something, or suddenly it occurs to me that shit I should
have taken that a little bit more seriously” (Lisa, nurse).

Participants who commented on the role their emotions played in practice often recognised
the need to make sense of the meaning of their responses, rather than merely react to
them. For example, one participant talked about the need to “sit” (Sally, psychologist) with
their feelings and reflect on them in order to undertake an objective risk assessment.
However, emotions are clearly acknowledged as a source of risk information by
practitioners:
“I think that’s quite important, because I think it influences your decisions if you’re
not able to sit with those things, that you’re going to be more reactive, less
tolerant...be able to think about those issues” (Sally, psychologist).
These observations on the value of intuitive responses provide evidence that emotional
connection and reflection continue to support practice. Some of the unstructured reflection
mentioned by Lisa and Sally relates to Langan’s (2008, p.477) finding about practitioners
using “mental checklists”. Findings from this study also suggest that participants use selfreflection to process intuitively gleaned risk information about service users and then use
this to inform action. Limits to this reflexivity were acknowledged, however, which
contradicts Godin’s (2004) concern that intuitive practice led to prejudicial risk assessment:
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“You can't know because you don't really know what factors you're bringing into it…I
think it makes you have different personal biases too” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).
Another source of information and understanding about risk identified by participants in
this study were formal risk assessment tools. Risk assessments for specific issues exist and
can be bought in by services to support assessment of specific service users. For example,
forensic services make use of the HCR-20, which primarily assesses risk of violence to others
(Green, Carroll and Brett, 2010); or START, which aims, alongside more traditional risks
posed by the service user, to incorporate a range of potential risks to them, for example
exploitation and exclusion. During this study, when talking about risk assessment,
participants were referring primarily to the Trust’s own risk assessment tool that existed
within the case recording database and so was exclusive to this organisation. Participants
noted that this is not an evidence-based assessment tool but more a way of recording risk
concerns during a person’s contact with services.

Some participants recognised the contribution and value of assessment tools in relation to
gathering information about the risk issues presented by specific service users:
“Obviously, we use risk assessments and that asks us particular questions and they
can be useful, I think we undervalue them sometimes, we think we’ve got it all in our
head but going through questions sometimes is quite, ‘Oh yeah, I’d not thought
about that’, and it gets you thinking” (Jack, social worker).
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More often participants talked about formal risk assessment as standalone paperwork tasks,
and viewed them more as a tool that allowed the defence of your practice by ensuring that
risk was documented, as opposed to a source of knowing about risk:
“Well it has much improved. I think we've gone through four different risk
assessment forms. So, we used to look at history of risk, current risk, environmental
factors, protective factors, risk management plans…then it changed, when we got a
new note recording system, it would be wonderful for a coroner, this huge risk
assessment form that broke literally everything down into separate boxes. So, from
self-harm to neglect of physical health to arson, to sexualised behaviour. You name it
there was probably about 20 things and you have to fill them out once for historical
and once for current. Then your risk management plan bit at the bottom, which was
wonderful, but it took hours. It also meant that a lot of people didn't read them
because they were so long…reviewing them was a nightmare. It felt like there was
probably about 30-40 boxes in this one form…an absolute nightmare. Although like I
say I imagine if there was ever an untoward event, if it was filled that well it would be
a fantastic tool, but actually the reality was people weren’t updating them regularly
because they were so tedious. People weren’t reading them that often, because it
took so long to read through them. So, they probably weren’t of that much value”
(Kalpana, social worker).

Further evidence is provided in the following observations from a nurse and a psychiatrist
participating in this study, who both comment on risk assessment as being a separate
process to building a relationship with a service user:
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“I think a lot of that is about when you meet the person, you get a sense that isn’t
possible to put on paper about their risk. A lot of that is about the connection” (Lisa,
nurse).

“If you were high risk what I'd be doing at the moment is going, ‘right we’re just
going to fill in this form. Okay do you have access to firearms,’ click, click, click. You
know I'd be filling in this really detailed risk assessment form, and I wouldn't even be
listening to you” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist).
This participant also queried the relevance of documenting risk assessments in relation to
gleaning useful risk information about a service user:
“It's just about filling in the boxes and ticking all the things, and it's got nothing to do
with what they do with the patient. So, it's just an admin task and they're just plonk,
plonk, plonk. It's a paperwork exercise” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist).
These observations imply that what is important for practitioners in terms of risk
assessment tools is how they enable them to develop a narrative with the service user in
which they can co-construct understanding of risk concerns in a meaningful way, as Jack (a
social worker) reflects:
“Actually, it was interesting because you lost the narrative in that because it was so,
there were 40 boxes to fill in and every one had to be filled out and you’d have
repeating the same thing about eight boxes and then there was no narrative, for me
the best risk assessments or the best assessments I see are a paragraph that
describes the situation and the nature” (Jack, social worker).
Losing this narrative can mean that the practitioner loses the contribution to knowledge
building that a risk assessment tool can offer:
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“My sense is that when something, unfortunately does happen to somebody then the
focus then turns back to us, is the risk assessment up to date…And I can totally see
why because that should be your representation of how you’ve managed the risk, but
I don’t think it captures those conversations you have in the room with somebody
about, you are showing you’re caring…That’s why we’re doing it, because we don’t
want this person to be harmed. So, I think if you’ve got that relationship it’s a lot
easier to show that” (Sally, psychologist).
This narrative and sense of connection, which allows for the development of knowing about
the risk of a service user, appeared to be key for participants in assessing and managing risk:
“And then if you get a high score, you've spent an hour with me, we've got to know
each other a little bit, but half the time I'm on the computer filling in a risk
assessment form. Then you score high, what do I do at the end of it, I say, ‘you've got
a high score, I'm sending you off to another team.’ How does that reduce risk?”
(Brian, consultant psychiatrist).

In support of some of the literature, the evidence from this study is that participants
primarily see formal risk assessment tools as a useful starting point for assessment (Murphy,
2004). This study provides additional evidence in support of Sawyer (2009) who also found a
move toward the task of documenting risk as separate from the process of engaging with
service users about risk. Glover-Thomas (2010) made a similar connection, noting that the
process of risk assessment did not necessarily support practitioners in how to actually work
with risk, which is the concluding comment of Brian above.
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The findings from this study also provide evidence that practitioners value the opportunity
to connect with service users so that risk assessment is collaborative. This acknowledges
Godin’s (2004) finding about the disconnect between the practitioner and the service user
in contemporary mental health practice. However, it challenges Godin (2004) and
Fitzgibbon’s (2008) findings that risk assessment has become a reductionistic, procedural
process that is not located in the relationship between the practitioner and the service user
because it suggests that, for practitioners, this is not a binary choice. Findings from this
study suggest that practitioners can operate risk assessment on two levels, a procedural,
recording of risk level and a level based in connection with the service user. MacNeela et al.
(2010, p.1300) noted the importance to practitioners of ‘knowing the person’ and this study
provides further evidence of this.

Participants in this study reflected on the sources of their knowledge about risk and how
this informed practice. They also recognised the continued pressure to know about risk
before the risk event occurred. These findings are explored in the next section.

11.2.3 Predicting
One of the discussions that ran alongside the ways in which participants ‘know’ about risk,
was about the limits to their knowing. This emerged in dialogue about the pressure
participants felt under to prevent risk instances from occurring. This reflects the conclusions
of Muir-Cochrane et al. (2011) who identified that the risk culture in mental health services
is based on the premise that all risk could be ameliorated. The multiple pressures felt by
participants to eliminate risk are evident in their comments on prevention, exemplified by
the views of Patrick (a consultant psychiatrist):
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“Then as a new consultant, my thoughts were, I suppose more about how on earth
do I predict this, do I prevent it? How am I supposed to...? So, I went into studying it
in some considerable depth, about how one can be expected to. You come to the
conclusion that you can't be expected to” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).
This is an interesting observation that contradicts Monahan’s (2002; 2001; 1981) body of
work about risk prediction that proposed that practitioners should be able to predict the
risk of violence in individual service users if they had access to sufficiently reliable actuarial
assessments. The previous observation is from a psychiatrist with over 20 years’ experience
and suggests that psychiatry has been moving away from a belief that risk can be measured.
Other multi-disciplinary participants also commented on the unpredictability inherent in
their role, ostensibly about ways of not being able to know:
“I suppose it’s a bit more unpredictable and a bit more difficult to put your finger on,
which is the unpredictability of it, you can’t ever say for certain which maybe if
someone has a physical illness, there’s a bit more certainty to what’s going to
happen” (Freya, social worker).

“So, you don't actually know when the moment of risk will come” (Lisa, nurse).

The only apparently dissenting voice came from a psychologist who felt that empathic
connection with service users could provide predictive information about risk. However, the
quote implies that what can be predicted is the distress that a service user might
experience, not how they might behave when distressed in relation to risk:
“Well, I think so because you can predict. You might be deluding yourself, but if you
have that sense of I understand your mental space, then you have a better chance I
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think of being able to predict the distress that they’re experiencing. It’s kind of an
empathic thing I think, but I might be slightly deluding myself…” (Erica, psychologist).

Notwithstanding this view, the general perception of participants was the sense of guess
work and underlying stress that this created, pervading their reflection on risk assessment:
“You can't know what somebody else is thinking exactly, you have to rely on what
they're saying, and how they're behaving as well as the past history. You can't predict
what it will be in an hour or a day, a month, a year whatever time” (Patrick,
consultant psychiatrist).

The following example sums up how changes in the circumstances of a service user can have
a significant impact, and how powerless the mental health professional can feel in relation
to predicting and preventing such situations:
“It’s really difficult. A good example is we had a lady… she’d always said she was
going to kill herself and that she was going to hang herself, if you went back in her
notes for the whole time she’d had contact with services, years and years, she’d
always said this. Then it kind of became a bit like ‘Well she always says this, and she
hasn’t done it in all this time’, so the risk was always there and documented but she’d
never done it, so you probably then, your threshold for that particular risk was a bit
reduced. What happened was unbeknown to us, her boyfriend phoned her up and
said, ‘I don’t want to be with you anymore, can’t take this anymore’ and he had been
really supportive, and she hung herself. Didn’t tell anyone that she was going to do
it, she just did it. But she was well supported, she’d had lots of intervention,
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psychology, crisis team. It was just an impulsive act, that you couldn’t predict but
when you looked back…” (Freya, social worker).
This observation provides evidence that managing uncertainty and unpredictability in
practice has an emotional toll on practitioners. The impact of this experience is explored in
more detail in Chapter 12.

This theme of not knowing about risk was summed up, somewhat wryly but insightfully, by
one consultant psychiatrist participant thus:
“You know Donald Rumsfeld once said there are known unknowns and there are
unknown knowns, and unknown unknowns” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).
The pressure to identify “unknown unknowns” (Patrick) was viewed as coming from a range
of sources, both internal and external. External pressure was seen as coming from
politicians, the press and the public:
“I think in the press and the politicians. In anyone who studies the subject you
haven’t got a hope of doing that, any more than you can be a football team that
guarantees you never lose a match. The only football teams that don't lose a match
never play any. So, the only way I can guarantee not to have any suicides on my
caseload is to not have a caseload” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).

Participants saw how this external pressure had a top down influence within the
organisation that led to the pressure they felt personally in this regard:
“This might be hearsay, but my understanding is that our chief exec says that there
should be no suicides in the Trust, and you think, well we’re working with mental
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health, you can’t ever predict that, you can’t guarantee that there will be no suicides
because we’re working with very distressed people” (Sally, psychologist).

Interestingly, one of the psychiatrists participating in the study reflected that this move
toward absolute knowing was a symptom of the general changing nature of psychiatry and
its greater focus on risk prevention:
“I came in to treat illness, I didn't come in to prevent risk...Yeah and the trouble is if
you take the best oncologists and the best cardiologists saying smoking causes heart
disease, we get Magdi Yacoub to go around trying to stop people smoking rather
than doing heart surgery. You're sort of pushing them into a different domain. The
psychiatrists have been moved out of the domain of mental illness into prevention of
things happening, it's problematic” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).

“The problem is that if you don't predict it you're damned and if you do predict it
there are so many false positives…People want doctors to…be infallible, and then
when they're fallible they blame the individual. Rather than the fact that there's no
way you can make those predictions of dangerousness or risk to others” (Patrick,
consultant psychiatrist).

Participants acknowledged that there was a pressure on them to ‘know’ risks in order to
predict and prevent and saw this as an unrealistic goal. However, it was a practice reality for
participants that underpinned their day-to-day experience:
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“Well one is arguing that one monitors them 24 hours a day, you've then also got to
have interventions that will prevent them, and that becomes massively intrusive. You
realise this is actually unachievable” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist).

These findings are congruent with some of the literature that demonstrates that it is
unrealistic for practitioners to have certainty in relation to risk assessment as it is based on
the premise that the world in general, and people within it specifically, are rational and
predictable (Littlechild and Hawley, 2010). The observations from participants also support
other findings about the emotional impact of the pressure to be certain (Grotto et al., 2015;
MacNeela et al., 2015).

The emotional impact of practice was a strong connecting thread throughout the data in
relation to ‘Defining’, ‘Understanding’ and ‘Predicting’ risk. This is explored in more detail in
Chapter 12. However, participants articulated a range of ways in which they responded to
practice demands. The nature and scope of these reactions is explored in the next section.

11.3: Reacting
By reacting, I am referring to the ways in which practitioners react emotionally to the risk
assessment and management aspects of their role. Reacting differs from responding as it
can include immediate, uninformed responses as well as more thought through, informed
ones. An important part of the grounded theory underpinning this study was not to start
from a premise where I hypothesised as to the most emotionally demanding aspects of
participants’ roles. My pre-conceptions and how these were managed were explored in
Chapter 9. Indicators of the emotional reactions began to emerge when asking participants
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to reflect on their understanding of risk as a concept. However, in order to avoid
assumptions in data collection, I asked participants to identify the aspect of their role that
had the greatest emotional effect and to identify how that emotional effect manifested.

Some of the emotional reaction described by participants was as a direct result of their
interactions with specific service users, as demonstrated by Sally (psychologist):
“It’s usually either a client is telling me they’re feeling unsafe or they tell me
something that makes me think somebody else is unsafe, particularly children” (Sally,
psychologist).

Participants felt that they were often a conduit for the emotional experience of service
users, with one participant describing herself as “an emotional vessel” (Arlene,
psychologist):
“Well, I think trauma [as the most difficult aspect of the role]. I think my whole
caseload there’s not one person that hasn’t some form of...and I mean trauma, not
unhappy neurotic experience but prolonged experiences through childhood, through
adolescence and into adulthood” (Arlene, psychologist).

Harrison and Westwood (2009) found that a key task for practitioners with a therapeutic
role in health and social care services was to hear, manage and contain the emotional
experience of service users that was often traumatic, whilst maintaining their own wellbeing. Participants in this study were explicit in naming a spectrum of emotional reactions in
response to assessing and managing risk in practice:
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“Yes, well it’s the main thing, it’s the stuff that keeps me awake at night and makes
me worry on the way home from work and stuff, that’s all about risk, if it wasn’t
about risk, it can wait, it’s not really that important” (Freya, social worker).
Participants in this study described cognitive disturbances such as racing or ruminative
thoughts, particularly at night, whereas others described more somatic responses, that
included, panic, lethargy or exhaustion, breathless or tightness in the chest as their
responses to the risk-related aspects of their role:
“There would that kind of flooding of anxious feelings like butterflies in my stomach
and heart racing and things and thinking very fast about what I needed to do” (Sally,
psychologist).

“I went away in October and I was away for three weeks and I was having
nightmares in the third week still, about work. I know it’s definitely made me unwell.
Last January, I’d only been here three or four months when…I had to go to the
doctor’s and they said I’d pulled the muscles behind my eyes and down my neck
because I’d strained them so much through stress. It is quite an impact and I think if it
wasn’t that I did love the job so much and it’s actually a job worth doing, but it got to
the point where I was so stressed that my normal menstrual cycle went out the
window and I want to have a baby soon and I said if it keeps making me stressed to
the point that it’s going to affect me being able to have children, then I'm just going
to look for another job” (Chloe, social worker).
Participants also reported feeling inhabited by emotional responses during their evening,
weekends and time off. When returning to the work environment after a break, rather than
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reporting a sense of feeling rested and refreshed, participants reported a sense of dread
about what they might find:
“Then to go back into it is like [sighs] ‘Oh God’” (Arlene, psychologist)
Participants in this study described stress reactions that could arguably meet the threshold
for burnout if measured:
“We’re all stressed and we’re all trying to do a job, but I just think how I feel now is
I’ve done this for 18 months and I sort of think, ‘I don’t want to be doing this for
another 18 months’” (Freya, social worker).
“Yes, I have had it in my career. I had one point when I had a burnout, yeah. I then
reduced my caseload and had some time off sick” (Arlene, psychologist).
One participant in this study identified stress caused by feeling out of control:
“It’s much worse than I thought and I’ve done everything actively that I can through
supervision, I went on the managing stress and wellness in the workplace, whatever
it is, the training course that [the Trust] provides and that was kind of useful and it
was good at just recognising, but I just feel that so much is out of my control, that
you can’t resolve everything and I think because it’s out of your control, that’s why a
lot of the time it doesn't ever go” (Chloe, social worker).
Another participant commented on anxiety and linked this to a pervasive sense of not being
able to get everything done:
“But I suppose those pressures of … And I was literally saying on the Thursday and
the Friday, ‘I hate going on annual leave’ because you’ve got to sort out, you’ve got
to cover, you’ve got to make sure that everything’s right before you go and again it’s
those anxieties that come out with that when I’m off” (Lizzie, nurse).
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For others, it was not so much about getting it done, as getting it wrong and being blamed
for poor decision-making:
“And sometimes it boils down to I'm doomed if I do, I'm doomed if I don't. If they're
in hospital and they continue to escalate behaviours and they take their life,
somebody will say, ‘Well actually did you at some point not think hospital was not
beneficial.’ But if they are in the community and some day they take their life
somebody will say, ‘Actually why were they not in hospital?’ (Corine, social worker).
“Yeah, I think probably anxiety, or I guess, because anxiety is quite a medical term, so
fear that something’s going to go wrong and that I’ll be to blame for it” (Sally,
psychologist).
Some of the more newly-qualified staff (under two years post qualified) participating in this
study also reflected on their emotional responses and located them within their perceived
lack of experience, assuming that over time this would reduce:
“So, I think that the anxiety around that is my lack of experience and my lack of
knowledge” (Chloe, social worker).

“I think [about] it going wrong. I’ve never had, touch wood, serious incident things
happen with my service users as of yet and I think that it going wrong and something
bad happening, something very detrimental happening like a death or something like
that is probably where most of my anxieties would come out” (Lizzie, nurse).
However, this belief was contradicted by the response of two experienced, senior
practitioners (over ten years’ experience) who suggested that anxiety remained a core
reaction in practice, regardless of seniority or capability:
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“I’ll be honest there are times when I’ve come into work and the first thing I’ve done
is checked [electronic record] to see whether there’s been any input since I’ve last
seen them. So, all of that sort of thing, it’s about responsibility” (Victoria,
psychologist).

“That’s always at the back of my mind and I suppose certainly with things like when
you're going away at the weekend, when you’re going away at the end of the day, if
you're going away to take any leave, that’s always a niggle” (Tina, OT).

The theme of anxiety and not knowing in relation to risk was central throughout the
interviews in this study and clearly manifested in ways that were likely to be of detriment to
the health and well-being of the practitioner:
“It’s the ‘What if?’ that happens so when I had a client that had a diagnosis of
personality disorder, I kept having dreams that they were killing people and then
when I couldn't get the client sectioned, I was having dreams that they were killing
themselves or something bad had happened. A few times when I’ve had clients that
have made me uneasy because of the way they present, one case particularly
because there was some sexual history with that person, criminal sexual history, they
didn’t like working with me because I was female but there was no male for them to
work with and then I was having nightmares that they were raping me” (Chloe, social
worker).
Participants in this study reflected on the ways in which they managed the demands of their
role in order to manage its emotional effect on them; some of the behaviours reported
included arriving early, working late, working longer hours than expected, working on
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weekends, checking the phone or e-mail in their own time, all in order to manage the
anxiety inherent in the role:
“I spend a lot of time at evenings and weekends remembering decisions I’ve made
and thinking about clients. Quite a significant amount if I'm being honest. Most days I
will go home quite stressed. I used to go straight on the laptop and start typing away
and looking at stuff, I'm not doing that anymore because I can’t cope with having to
carry on at home” (Freya, social worker).

One of the key findings of this study is the extent of emotional reaction to the risk-related
elements of their role named by the participants, which included: worry, agitation, anxiety,
uncertainty and fear. One participant described herself as “being blown sideways” (Arlene,
psychologist) by the emotional impact of engaging with service users’ experience and risk.
This adds to current research highlighting how practitioners experience anxiety in response
to their role (Grotto et al., 2015; Tickle, Brown and Hayward, 2014; Godin, 2004). The
emotional response described by participants in this study manifested, physically,
emotionally and cognitively in practitioners across disciplines and with varying levels of
experience. These finding contradict those of Murphy (2004) whose participants felt that
practice experience did lead to a greater ability to manage the emotional impact of practice.
However, they support Robertson and Collinson (2011) who found that professionals were
particularly fearful of being blamed for decision-making; participants in this study spoke of a
similar fear of getting decisions wrong.

Participants here acknowledged the level of stress and the range of responses that had led
to their own or colleagues’ experience of burnout. These findings are supported by the
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literature on burnout that has found that practitioners across health and social care
disciplines generally met the criteria for burnout in relation to role stress (Johnson, 2012;
Evans et al., 2006; Lloyd and King, 2004). Some of this research (Evans et al., 2005) notes
how greater responsibility for risk is more likely to lead to burnout. Participants in this study
commented on not knowing how long they would continue to manage in their current roles
due to the emotional impact. Curtis, Moriarty and Netten (2010) identified that
practitioners from health and social care professions, particularly social workers and nurses,
would reach the point of burnout at an alarming rate, sometimes as quickly as within seven
years from the point of qualification to leaving the profession.

It is significant to note, however, that the source of the worry or anxiety was not the
management of risk per se, but the impact of organisational change or structure, on
participants’ ability to engage with service users and colleagues in order to manage risk.
This was also a conclusion of Tickle, Brown and Hayward (2014), who highlighted how
organisational contexts set the scene for practitioners’ engagement with service users and
that this could tend either toward a focus on risk or toward a focus on recovery; and the
tension between the two meaning that practitioners struggle to create a context in which
both were equally present.

Participants in this study also identified the organisational context as contributing to their
sense of anxiety about risk:
“I think the organisation is extremely risk adverse, which yeah I can understand,”
(Sally, psychologist).
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“This organisation takes a very, stick to the letter of the policy, law, doesn’t really like
therapeutic risk and comes down on you like a ton of bricks if you have been seen to
be taking risks…what they perhaps call inappropriately” (Nick, OT).

Wand, Isobel and Derrick (2015) established that systemic organisational pressure exerted
on practitioners, constituted a culture of criticism that rendered individual practitioners
feeling responsible for risk events. Similarly, participants in this study frequently referred to
feeling left with the responsibility for risk. Explanations for this were located in shifting team
structures and participants’ feelings of isolation in their role – these issues are explored in
more detail in the next chapter. However, the emotional impact of this on practitioners is
evident:
“I think because you don't know where your responsibility lies and where someone
else’s does and what you have to do, what is the client’s responsibility, what is the
team’s responsibility and I think my anxiety about risk is much higher because it felt
like it was all on me, so then it was like I was managing all the risk” (Chloe, social
worker).
One of the more senior participants in the study, who had a managerial role in services,
acknowledged that there was a real, as opposed to imagined, organisational expectation on
practitioners to take responsibility in their cases:
“It’s difficult for practitioners when they realise that actually the fact that they spoke
to the person, they saw the person, that decision ultimately although we can have an
MDT, but that decision ultimately lies with them” (Corine, social worker).
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These findings contribute further evidence to the understanding of how managing risk
assessment and management, and the associated emotional impact, is a role expectation in
modern mental health practice (Grotto et al., 2015). The findings also provide evidence of
how organisational contexts and processes create circumstances in which practitioners are
unsupported in this role, leading to burnout (McTiernan and McDonald, 2015; Hanrahan,
2010). The role of the organisation in setting the tone for practitioner experience is explored
more in the next chapter. The next section, however, explores the ways in which
practitioners’ emotional responses to risk assessment and management influence the ways
in which they engage with practice.

11.4: Acting
Acting in this sense relates to the ways in which participants responded to the nature and
stress of their role in practice. In subsequent chapters, the organisational context of practice
experience is explored in more detail. Here, the focus is on the more personal response of
participants.

A finding of this study relates to the experience of participants in relation to risk and
accountability. Some participants observed that organisational risk aversion and
accountability set the tone for their own practice:
“The organisation’s focus is a little bit too much on if someone’s high risk” (Brian,
consultant psychiatrist).
Participants observed that one of the processes by which this occurred was that
organisational structures allowed for responsibilities to be filtered down to individual
practitioners, for example, holding the responsibility for risk:
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“Also, a sense of kind of… you becoming the one who’s holding onto the anxiety, all
the risk” (Sally, psychologist).

“Absolutely and it’s that responsibility, it’s going to come back to me, I’ve made that
decision so sort of best to err on the side of caution” (Freya, social worker).

What was evident from the participants’ reflections was that the relocation of accountability
from the organisational to the individual created tension between positive risk taking and
defensive practice, leading practitioners to adopt a default position of defensive practice:
“Risk assessment causes emotional turmoil within this organisation. So, I'm telling all
my staff, in their clinical notes, always have a risk heading. I said I don't care what
you're doing, just have a plan and a risk. Risk and plan. Anyone going in will say, no
this clinician was…but it becomes that whole thing around sometimes you’re trying
to work around the system that’s supposed to be supporting you in managing risk”
(Nick, OT).
There was acknowledgment that this defensive way of working represented a change in
practice for participants from when they first joined their profession, as one OT manager
with many years’ experience reflected:
“So, I’ve very much changed the way I practice now, and I practice a lot more
defensively really for the sake of my own professional registration. I don't want them
to put that at risk. So, I don't really take those positive risks with clients anymore,
which is a shame and probably they get less of a useful experience perhaps than they
used to. It’s more cautious and less flexible for the client. It’s less recovery focused
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for them because it’s not flexible and it can’t be flexible because we’re covering my
own butt again” (Nick, OT).
Participants observed that they could not risk anything other than a defensive stance, as
they did not necessarily feel the organisation would protect them if there was an untoward
outcome with a service user:
“I mean I would like to think it isn’t the case, but I suppose if I’m brutally honest the
way that I operate quite often is that I make sure I cover my own back. So that’s
about writing my own clinical notes and ensuring that I’m up to date with those
clinical notes and ensuring that I’ve communicated with all the other professionals
that are involved in that case” (Victoria, psychologist).

“The onus was not on the organisation to protect me and prove that I’ve been doing
everything, the expectation was that I’d been wrong in my practice and then it was
on me to prove that I hadn’t. So, I had to go and dredge up notes of meetings and
emails to managers. And if I hadn’t been able to go and find that, I’d be the one that
was burnt. I had to go back and pull out minutes of a meeting that was held a couple
of years ago about this particular client to show that the whole MDT had signed off
on this risk” (Nick, OT).

The sense of positive risk taking that is a central theme in Best Practice in Managing Risk
(DH, 2007b), appeared to generally be absent in the way in which participants
conceptualised the organisational experience. Individually, participants evidenced a personcentred focus on service users but in the context of how they engaged with the
organisation, this was less evident, almost hidden:
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“You see someone who’s newly qualified and they don’t take the positive risks,
probably because they’re still at the stage where they’re thinking, crap, I’m a care
coordinator here and if something goes wrong, they’re going to point the finger. And
we all know of cases where that has happened. It’s unfair that that happens” (Dana,
OT).
Participants in this study suggested that they could not take the risk to take risks:
“So, it doesn’t feel like there’s much understanding of working in a positive risk
environment and I think it leaves staff feeling like they can’t take risks with clients,
there is this sense, as soon as somebody mentions suicide refer to the crisis team
straightaway” (Sally, psychologist).
This did not mean that participants did not reflect on ways in which they could engage with
risk in a different way. Being engaged with positive risk taking meant actively finding ways in
which to contain anxiety:
“I think about what it means. And, I think it’s more sitting with my own feelings
about it, rather than necessarily what the client is saying, I don’t think that
necessarily changes all that much, I think it’s more just…I’m more able to tolerate my
own feelings about it” (Sally, psychologist).
“knowing that you've just got to sit with it sometimes” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).
Again, there was comment about whether this was linked to experience, with this
experienced psychology participant observing:
“I might be wrong, but as you kind of get more experience under your belt, I think
that does, well it seems to me, you feel with the benefit of experience it’s…easier to
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take risks I think, but maybe not everybody thinks like that. I just suppose it depends
what experiences you’ve had really. Maybe I’ve been lucky” (Erica, psychologist).
Less experienced participants often framed their level of risk aversion as part of their
inexperience, this newly-qualified community psychiatric nurse participant reflected:
“I’d probably put myself more towards the cautious end [of a positive risk-risk averse
spectrum] at the moment because I have support from my other colleagues and
things like that but I think I still step cautiously because I personally think it comes
with years of experience of working with people and in a job and knowing your
service users as well to do positive risk taking but I know with a lot of mine I’d
probably be more along the cautious side of things. I think that’s more to do with
being newly qualified. Probably my own anxieties around positive risk taking and how
I feel with that in myself” (Lizzie, nurse).
There was some tacit agreement that gaining experience could allow for practitioners to feel
more able to tolerate the tension and anxiety that comes with managing risk:
“I suppose day-to-day experience, I think there’s that…in the 8 years that I’ve been
working in mental health teams, I probably was more risk averse on Day 1 than I am
now. I suppose if I cast my mind back to being quite green on duty, you get a phone
call from someone saying, ‘aaaagh’, you're like ‘aaaagh’ back and the more
experienced people say take a step back…so experience definitely, the more you do it,
the more that you learn how to assess risk I think” (Jack, social worker).
And some more experienced practitioners saw this as inherently part of their role in
fostering autonomy and independence for service users:
“Yeah so I think I tend to be more respectful of individual's autonomy rather than
paternalistic. I suppose there is risk occasionally with doing that but...I think that's
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probably where I'd see myself yeah, give people the freedom to define how they want
their lives to be and be as unintrusive as possible really” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).

“I think there is still a place for it. It all depends on your client and their risk. If
you’ve got a client who you can take positive risks with, then I think we should be
doing it, because if we don’t, then we’re actually hindering that client’s progress”
(Dana, OT).

Participants in this study highlighted the tension that exists between organisational
imperatives to manage risk and the needs of individual service users. This is a recurring
theme in the literature (Manuel and Crowe, 2014; Southall, 2009). This evidence supports
the findings of Clancy and Happell (2017), who contrasted the views of managers and
practitioners in mental health settings in relation to the emerging risk paradigm and noted a
clear management focus on accountability processes, differentiating these from risk
assessment processes.

Participants have also provided evidence that it is not their role in assessing and managing
risk with service users that causes them most concern, but the organisational demands for
certainty and accountability. Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund (2010, p.429) commented on
practitioners feeling unsupported and under-valued by organisations and the negative effect
of organisational structures on the ability of the practitioner to be person-centred in their
practice. Mullen, Admiraal and Trevena (2008) also found that person-centred approaches
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to practice were diminished by a culture of risk aversion in organisations, as is also
evidenced in this study.

Tickle, Brown and Hayward (2014) found that the organisational imperatives creating
defensive practice did not sit well with recovery-oriented approaches in practice and found
that this often meant that professionals veered in one direction more than the other.
Participants in this study commented on the need for covering one’s own back. Robertson
and Collinson’s (2011, p.147) notion of ‘organisational coherence’ addresses the need for
organisations to balance this tension between individual and organisational level priorities.

11.5 Chapter Summary:
This chapter first considered the ways in which definitions and the language of risk are
generally shared by mental health professionals across disciplines. The findings contribute
to the existing literature in relation to the ways in which mental health professionals
conceptualise risk. Participants in this study generally offered a narrow definition that
focused on risk of suicide or harm to self and risk of harm to others. Some participants
considered risk in a broader context, for example Jack (social worker) commented on risks
related to substance misuse and Jenna (social worker) considered the potential vulnerability
of service users. Corine (social worker) considered safeguarding concerns and risks to staff,
such as working alone. Due to the small sample size, it is difficult to assertively infer
relevance from the fact that it is social work participants making these observations.
However, a potential explanation is that social workers are more likely to be working from a
social or bio-psycho-social model of understanding mental ill health and might, therefore,
be more likely to consider the service user in a broader social context (Tyrer and Steinberg,
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2005). This general focus on a narrow definition is congruent with the findings of Stanford
(2010), Sawyer (2009) and Langan (2008) who all noted that professionals did not generally
consider broader risks posed to service users from others, including treatment regimes, the
attitude of the professional themselves, discrimination or social exclusion. This finding is
surprising given the extent to which the recovery approach and themes of empowerment
and choice underpin contemporary mental health practice.

The second finding that is relevant to the meaning practitioners attribute to risk relates to
the application of the concept. Participants within this study generally noted a shared
understanding and language with immediate colleagues but commented that there might
be a difference in application. This was identified with professionals located outside of
mental health services, such as GPs, as noted by Brian (psychiatrist) but also could be across
disciplines. For example, Kalpana (social worker) noted a different response from
psychologists to risk concerns and Tina (OT) viewed nurses as more risk averse. The findings
of this study do not support the evidence of a discipline-related hierarchy in relation to
professional leadership in risk assessment and management (Hood, 2015). Indeed, a central
finding of this study (explored in more detail in section 12.8) is that care coordinators (a role
that can be held by any discipline) identified that they were more likely to hold the
responsibility for risk than any specific discipline.

Participants’ reflections on how they came to know about risk highlighted that gut instinct
remains a key source of knowledge for practitioners. This is consistent with a broad range of
literature including Grotto et al. (2015), Muir-Cochrane et al. (2011) and Godin (2004). This
study finds that despite the ongoing tension between different approaches to assessing and
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managing risk, professionals do, and most likely will continue to, rely on their own intuition
in the assessment. Risk assessment tools and reflection were identified as techniques that
enabled participants to locate their risk sense within a framework but were not viewed as
an alternative to emotional responses. This study finds that practitioners are able tolerate
different stances in relation to risk assessment, recognising the usefulness of structured
tools to enhance understanding whilst valuing the knowledge gleaned from relationships
with service users. Much of the literature offers this as a binary choice, whereas participants
in this study recognised the contribution of different types of knowledge. Risk assessment
tools were also viewed as a means of documenting risk and demonstrating accountability
(Sawyer, 2009). Participants differentiated between risk assessment, which was about the
service user and accountability, which was about the organisation (Clancy and Happell,
2017).

An important finding is participants’ reports of the significant emotional, physical and
psychological effect of assessing and managing risk. A broad and worrying range of
responses were mentioned including: anxiety, stress, sleep problems, physical illness and,
mental health problems. Participants mentioned either feeling burnt out themselves or
knowing a colleague who suffered burnout or who had left the job due to the stress. This
finding contributes to the understanding of burnout, as it provides evidence of the extent of
the emotional impact specifically related to the assessment and management of risk in
multi-disciplinary mental health practice. Many studies reviewed, with the exception of
Evans et al. (2005), are not considering this specific aspect of mental health practice so this
is a valuable finding in relation to identifying areas of practice likely to lead to burnout
(Onyett, 2011; Curtis, Moriarty and Netten, 2010).
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This chapter has evidenced how variety is more likely to exist in terms of the way
practitioners apply their understanding of risk as concept as opposed to how they define it,
which remained a narrow focus. The range and extent of the emotional impact of riskrelated elements of professional roles is significant and the evidence from this study
demonstrates the detrimental effect that this has on professionals. The chapter concludes
with the argument that organisational contexts have become more restricted and restrictive
resulting in defensive-minded practice. A key thread here is the organisational context in
which participants are located and the effect of this in generating rather than containing the
emotional experience of practitioners, more so than any particular risk located within any
particular service user. The next chapter develops this idea by summarising the participants’
experience of the changing nature of mental health practice more broadly.
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Chapter 12: Changing nature of mental health practice
The third aim of this study was to explore the ways in which the relationships between
practitioners, their colleagues and service users affect the emotional impact of the riskrelated aspects of their roles. Although at the outset of the project I was aware that the
mental health trust within which my research study was located had gone through a process
of reconfiguration, I was not aware of the extent of change, the response of participants to
those changes and how their responses would relate so directly to my study. This chapter
explores how organisational change has dictated the experience of mental health
practitioners.

12.1 Introduction.
The impact of organisational change quickly became evident within the first set of
interviews and what emerged, significantly, was that relationships with service users, whilst
remaining the central concern of all participants in terms of the delivery of good care, were
not their primary focus when reflecting on the emotional impact of dealing with risk.
To provide some context for this chapter, Harrison and Westwood (2009) and Warne and
McAndrew (2006) found that organisational contexts were more likely to foster emotional
reactions in practitioners than their direct work with service users. Southall (2009) and
Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund (2010) also noted that practitioners generally found their
direct work with service users to be emotionally rewarding, but that the lack of
organisational value attached to this role could be demoralising for them. Ruddick (2010)
noted that the value afforded to relationship-based approaches has diminished in
contemporary mental health practice.
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The central and original finding of this study is that the paradigm shift in the nature of
practice with service users applies equally to the relationships that mental health
professionals are able to have with one another. This changing nature of practice has
significance for participants in this study in relation to their experience of their role and the
ways in which they manage its emotional impact.

The next six sections explore this context beginning with a broad look at the ‘Changing
contexts’ of services as a result of new developments in mental health practice. Section 12.3
then considers how this represents a ‘Shifting ethos’ in relation to mental health practice.
The following three sections, ‘Fragmenting teams’, ‘Changing spaces’ and ‘Losing
connections’ explore in more detail, the effect of this change in nature and ethos of
practitioners on the participants in this study. Section 12.7, ‘Shared responsibility versus
working in isolation’ considers the impact in terms of an increasing sense of isolation in
practice and the final section ‘Coordinating care’ draws on the evidence about how this
isolation was particularly felt by those taking on the care coordinator role.

12.2 Changing contexts
An important factor underpinning the organisational experience of participants in this study
is the shifting political ideology in terms of the delivery of health care and the current
financial climate. Economic drivers were also identified by participants in this study as a
contributory factor to organisational change:
“Whether it's the same round the whole of [the country] I've no idea. Whether it's the
same in [other trusts], how much of this is government, how much it's
commissioners, how much it's central Trust, how much it's the local clumsy
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implementation I've no idea but I think it's the marketisation of health...the
managerialisation and the marketisation” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).
Participants also commented on the effect of the marketisation of health care, identifying
moves toward a more business-model approach to service delivery and commenting on how
this has reduced their sense of role autonomy and the scope to be creative in their practice:
“The emphasis has shifted; the emphasis previously was much more bespoke…a bit
more discretion about how they ran things. You had a little bit more freedom to do
things your way. But this specific desire of the reconfiguration was to standardise
that, because one of the big arguments about that was well that's all very well but
there should only be one way to treat something, a good way, the right way, the
evidence-based way. So therefore, wherever you live in X, if you go into the local
mental health service, you should get exactly the same high quality good safe
approach. So, let's identify the right model and do it everywhere. This sort of
Starbucks model. You go into any Starbucks in the world, you get the same coffee.
The same experience, and that's a really good commercial interest, but I suspect it
makes it a lot less enjoyable. So, people are forced to practice differently and what
happens is you start to feel like you're a small cog in a big machine, whereas before
you sort of felt like you were more able to problem solve internally and deal with
things creatively. Whereas now you don't really have that scope,” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).
Extending the conceptualisation of an increasing business-like approach to service delivery,
one participant described the “British Leyland model of mental health” (Patrick, consultant
psychiatrist) whilst others anticipated take over by “Ford” or “Toyota” (Nick, OT) and one
participant commented that services could be “delivered by Virgin Healthcare at some point
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in the future” (Dana, OT). Despite the humour with which such comments were made,
participants genuinely feared for the future of NHS Services. The meaning underpinning
these observations and metaphors is the suggestion that service users have become
components on a conveyor belt moving along their care pathway, receiving fragmented
input from professionals, where connection and relationship is no longer a priority. One
senior staff member commented on attending a conference exploring ideas for further
change within the NHS to improve efficiency and reduce costs. He observed:
“The question we were given to talk about is, what one change would you make to
the NHS to improve it. You had people there from all striations of the organisation so
you had some quite senior executive people and business analysts as well and one
guy who is involved in competitive tendering within different trusts and stuff who
said, ‘well I would make it [the NHS] the NHS, because at the moment you have all
these competing fiefdoms’, he said he was involved in one competitive tender for a
CCG contract and knew that at least three different trusts were competing for it. He
said one trust was spending £1,000 a day basically on someone just pissing about
with a tender. He said, we should just make it [the NHS] a national health service
and say, you're in charge of this bit, no one else is, that’s it, this is yours” (Nick, OT).

The effect of ideological and economic change on participants in this study was evident
when they talked about the range of organisational changes they had experienced including:
changing team and management structures, significantly reduced staffing levels and high
staff turnover, lack of resources and increased caseload.
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Participants in this study generally felt that more was expected of them with fewer
resources. However, within my sample, there was acknowledgement, and, to some extent,
acceptance, that the current economic climate in the UK meant that there was a financial
imperative to make such changes:
“We had to do something. I think because something needed to change it was an
opportunity to look at all these other things. Some of it [practice] is really good, like
you shouldn’t have to wait if you live in X and you get referred and you get seen the
next day…but if you live in Y, you get referred and you can’t get seen for six weeks,
that's obviously clearly wrong. You should be seen wherever you are in X say within
two weeks, or whatever the standard is. There are certain things that are really
important that are standardised. You can't just say, ‘look you do what you want X
and you do what you want Y, it will all be okay,’ there is a certain standard that
everyone needs to meet” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist).
This observation comments on the need for standardisation of practice in relation to
consistency of care provided to service users and not only as a response to economic
pressures. The nature of this standardisation, and how it influences practitioners’ direct
work with service users, is considered in the next section, ‘Shifting ethos’. However, there
was no general agreement that there was a practice-based need for change. Within their
own Trust, participants were not generally of the opinion that the structural change had
been beneficial or successful:
“It's over-centralised, the fragmentation is centralised, it comes from the centre that
you will do it this way. Instead of local teams having a budget and a system. You're
not allowed to make local solutions to local problems. My view would be if you had a
close of 50 houses that you live in, instead of each household responsible for its own
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budget, cars, roof, food and groceries and so on and so forth, you get different
people throughout the close responsible for one thing. One bloke responsible for the
cars and one woman responsible for the roofs and another bloke responsible for
ordering food. See how it suddenly becomes unresponsive...” (Patrick, consultant
psychiatrist).

The impact of marketisation and economic drivers on mental health policy is well
established in the literature (Sawyer, 2009; Warner and Gabe, 2008), as is the fact that the
nature of health services has changed fundamentally to become more function-oriented
and less person-oriented (Muir-Cochrane et al., 2011; Scott, Doughty and Kahi, 2011).

Evidence from participants in this study supports this, as participants noted the impact of
economic changes on direct service delivery. Tickle, Brown and Hayward (2014) suggest that
negotiating this political and economic tension causes the greatest role stress for mental
health practitioners. This is congruent with McTiernan and McDonald (2015) and Simpson
(2005) who also both found that working with service users was not the main source of
practice-related stress for nurses in their studies. The summative comment from this
consultant psychiatrist participant in this study support it thus:
“Service users I'm very happy with, dealing with relatives I'm very happy with.
Dealing with the systems that make us unable to deal with the service users, because
it sets up unreasonable standards for some things and doesn’t support us… And
changing it all around …is enough to drive a sane person to distraction” (Patrick,
consultant psychiatrist).
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This broader organisational context defines the parameters for mental health professionals
in their attempts to deliver good care and to build therapeutic and facilitative relationships
with service users (Southall, 2009). Some of the explicit ways in which marketisation and
managerialism affected participants in this study will now be considered.

12.3 Shifting ethos
As established in the previous section, broader political and economic change has led to a
perceived change in the ethos of mental health services. Participants in this study noted this
shift in the focus of the services that they deliver:
“You follow this managed process, which makes it less... You feel more like you're
being told what to do rather than being asked to use your expertise to solve things”
(Brian, consultant psychiatrist)
The sense gained from participants in this study was that the rationale for organisational
change was not always transparent and did not seem to take into account either the
practice experience of the practitioners themselves or the ongoing needs of the service
users:
“I think if we as an organisation would really stop and think about what we’re
importing...bringing out new systems, new jargon, new words, new diagnoses, new
values, new treatments. But actually, the patients still are the same people with
concerns that need to be thought about” (Arlene, psychologist).
Participants in this study recognised how this had changed the focus in their own practice,
for example, noting a move to the delivery of pathways for service users that created a
target and outcome-driven approach. Participants reflected on what they saw as the
negative impact on their practice:
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“I can’t speak for the rest of the Trust but in community services I rather suspect that
it’s the massive shock that band sixes get when they come into post and realise that
not only have they got to do the job they were trained for, they’ve got to do
personalised budget work, they’ve got to do SAFA investigation work, they’ve got to
keep all their key performance indicators up to date” (Nick, OT).
A specific example of such change evident in this study was offered by psychology
participants who noted that the timeframes in which they were permitted to work with
people had been reduced from two years to two months. In some instances, there was
scope to extend this, but they described pressure to work quickly to move people on,
regardless of their clinical view or the therapeutic benefit of this for service users. A service
focus on targets and outcomes is generally neither satisfactory for practitioners nor
nuanced sufficiently to be beneficial for service users (Acker, 2010).

The tension between target-oriented risk focused and recovery-oriented practice is also
evident in the comments of participants in this study who felt that moving service users
through and out of those services was now the main focus of their practice, as opposed to
the experience of the service user during their recovery journey:
“I think in the post I’m in now, I think I can still do a good job, but in the back of my
head I’m always thinking…what’s this person’s exit strategy? What’s the outcome?
How are you going to move them on and get them to be independent in the
community?” (Dana, OT).

Participants in this study also reflected on the move toward target-driven practice and
commented on the pressure that commissioning and other policy drivers, such as CQUINS
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(NHS England, 2016) create for practitioners. Hawley et al. (2010) estimated that mental
health practitioners spent two per cent of their working hours completing risk assessment
proformas. One participant in this study estimated that up to 50% of practitioners’ time
could be used in completing a much broader range of required paperwork to meet targets
than risk assessments alone, and commented on the consequences of not meeting them:
“You end up with breaching constantly and everything else becoming the normality.
So, it doesn’t carry that same sense of, oh my goodness, we’ve breached on that,
because it’s just normal. Everything is breaching all the time because we don't have
enough staff and that’s a danger, especially for new staff who are new in post,
they’re coming into this culture and they’ll think that’s normal and it’s not. It
shouldn't be normal” (Nick, OT).

Clustering was also mentioned as a way in which practitioners were expected to define the
pathways of service users and demonstrate outcome-driven practice. Clustering refers to
new ways of working in mental health practice: ‘a cluster is a global description of a group of
people with similar characteristics as identified from a holistic assessment and then rated
using the Mental Health Clustering Tool’ (DH, 2013, p.3). The rationale for clustering is to
establish a system by which commissioning funding of mental health services reflects the
changing nature of mental ill health as it manifests in individual service users and groups of
people using services:
“What does clustering stand for? It’s nationally where commissioners want to know
on what care pathways the patients are. It’s to do with funding. So, there’s clusters
from 1 to I think 17. We’re only allowed to take cluster 5 upwards, anything else is
Wellbeing Team or GPs. So, it’s kind of to make sure that the right type of pathology
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goes through the right kind of system pathway really. You can tell, it really doesn’t
interest me on this. It should do. But anyway, so you do the clustering” (Arlene,
psychologist).
The comment above that “the right type of pathology goes through the right kind of system
pathway” clearly implies a lack of recognition of the service user as an individual, despite
political and policy rhetoric to the contrary (DH, 2007a; DH, 2004; DH, 2001; DH, 1998). The
above observation from Arlene demonstrates how labels associated with mental ill health
can dehumanise service users in that they come to be identified in clusters and as
pathologies, not recognised as people. The dissatisfaction with this new way of working is a
key finding of this study. The ways in which target-driven practice approaches can obscure
the person at the centre was vividly illustrated:
“We’re doing some service user artwork at the moment and there is a piece of art I’d
really love to commission, which is just a picture of a service user with all the targets
that we have to do scribbled in front of them and the title underneath saying, can
you see me through these targets” (Nick, OT)
This observation also articulates the feeling of participants that relationship-based practice
with service users is no longer the focus of mental health care:
“I've worked very hard over the years to develop that [relationships with service
users] and I feel...I have to say I feel that's devalued now, I don't mean by my
colleagues, we could walk next door and have a word with whoever's sitting there,
and I think they'd share much the same values. But it does feel that the systems are
over centralised so that gets shredded again. I think that's what's not happening,
we're trying to get back there, but why did we ever leave it? And trying to get back
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there is seen as somehow conservative, retrogressive, I don't know what you call it,
reactionary” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).
Relational value in practice is not easily measured and so becomes increasingly undervalued
(Ruddick, 2010). Outcome-based practice segments individual need and places limits on the
time available to professionals to address the needs of service users holistically (Ruddick,
2010). This study adds evidence to the discussion about the value of relationship-based
practice underpinning mental health practice:
“I mean repeated feedback you get from all your service users is the same thing.
They all want a consistent person. They all want a consistent psychiatrist and so they
all want this consistency which the services are not set up to give” (Dana, OT).

The findings of this study suggest that interpersonal connections between the practitioner
and service user are essential in practice but are often undervalued for new pathway
approaches that see service users move from service to service, team to team and
practitioner to practitioner rather than being able to remain with a more constant set of
relationships. What this study adds to this debate is a critique of a practice model that
creates a dynamic whereby practitioners’ capacity to connect with service users is reduced
and this heightens the emotional impact of the risk assessment and management aspects of
their role. The role of practitioners as being companions on the journey of the service user
in relation to their recovery is lost (Ruddick, 2009; Lunt, 2004).

One participant viewed this change in the ethos of services as a “culture shock” (Saima,
psychologist) for service users who anticipated ongoing support but then, participants felt,
received a fragmented service. One participant provided an example of the potential
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consequences for service users of the move from relationship-based approaches to
clustering and pathways:
“One good example I suppose is a woman I'd been working with for a long time who
took an overdose. Quite a high-risk behaviour, and then subsequent times when she
became suicidal we referred her back to the crisis team. She ended up having lots of
arguments with the different workers because their model was that it was very much
a team-based model, but she would complain that a different stranger would knock
on her door each night to see if she was okay. It just wound her up. So, she said to
me at one stage after we had been doing this for a while. She said, ‘Look if you keep
sending me to the crisis team every time I say I'm going to kill myself, I'm not going to
tell you when I feel suicidal. So, you have to agree not to send me to that team if I say
I'm feeling suicidal, because it doesn't work for me.’ So, I agreed, I said, ‘okay well
this is about managing your risk, and if you think it makes things worse that's fine.’
So, we did that, and I think that's an example of perhaps where you sometimes need
to see the world through their eyes rather than the system's eyes” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).
This is a significant finding in relation to Johnson et al. (2012) and Nelson, Johnson and
Bebbington (2009) who identified that the crisis team model of working actually supported
practitioners’ sense of connection to one another and reduced burnout. Nelson, Johnson
and Bebbington (2009, p.543) define crisis teams as, ‘dedicated to providing short term
intensive home treatment for people presenting in acute psychiatric emergencies’ and note
the evidence that they can reduce the incidences of admission or re-admission to hospital.
They comment on how this model of practice appears to contain the practitioner as much as
the service user (Nelson, Johnson and Bebbington, 2009). This is likely to be because crisis
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teams operate on a wraparound model, where practitioners do not hold cases solely but
work together with colleagues to provide 24/7 support. One team manager in this study
noted that practitioners sometimes preferred this model because at the end of a shift they
could hand responsibility on and not feel that they were left holding it:
“For me a lot nowadays is people saying we would rather work for a team where
there is shared responsibility. So, people leaving CMHTs to go and work in a crisis
team where they do joint home visits, where they hand things over at the end of the
day” (Corine, social worker).

This notion of how practitioners experience team working is explored in later sections of this
chapter, ‘Fragmenting teams’ and ‘Loss of connection’, but it is relevant here, because
although the crisis team model might allow practitioners to feel contained, the comment
above from Patrick about the experience of service users suggests it does not have the same
effect for them. A model therefore that allowed for connection both horizontally and
vertically is needed to create safe conditions of practice for all.

The shifting ethos in mental health practice has seen a move toward process-oriented
practice away from relationship-based approaches in contemporary mental health practice,
noting a fundamental shift towards outcomes (Acker, 2010; Ruddick, 2010; Munro, 2004).
Simpson et al. (2016) found that process-oriented practice was reducing the focus on
person-centred approaches. Simpson et al.’s (2016) primary aim was to establish whether
the bureaucracy of the Care Programme Approach (CPA) diminished therapeutic
relationship-building and impeded recovery. The findings are significant as they are drawn
from a large, cross-national, mixed methods, comparative study exploring the views of
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service users (n=448), care coordinators (n=201), service providers, service users and carers
(n=117), and care plan reviews (n=33). Holley, Chambers and Gillard (2016, p.319) support
this with findings from their small, qualitative study with multi-disciplinary health
professionals (n=8) in concluding that the recovery-approach is ‘contaminated’ by the focus
on risk. Task-focused approaches that prefer processes and procedures to relationshipbased approaches are not new in health care (Menzies Lyth, 1960). Neither is the
conclusion that standardisation creates an environment of distance between practitioners
and service users (Warne and McAndrew, 2006). However, research also demonstrates that
standardisation does not enable practitioners to manage the emotional impact of their work
and systems that aim to reduce connection between professionals and service users only
serve to increase practitioner anxiety (Menzies Lyth, 1960).

Participants in this study provide further evidence of this audit culture (Southall, 2009;
Munro 2004b) and how it undermines creative, responsive practice based on engagement
(Mullen, Admiraal and Trevena, 2008), noting its role in providing a fragmented approach
and increasing the sense of risk, rather than reducing it:
“This is just my opinion, but I know I share this opinion with a lot of my colleagues, is
that we've hated it and we've cracked on with it, but it's felt riskier, it's felt more
stressful, which I think with that brings risk. We were fractured, we were very
fractured as a service. But I think generally speaking it just feels a mess to be honest.
I think that's a shared view as well, that it feels a mess. I think actually that's what's
really dangerous because if we're feeling in a mess, how are the service users
feeling?” (Kalpana, social worker).
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These shifting sands of mental health practice underpinned much of the reported
experience of participants in this study. This was evident in terms of their emotional
responses to dealing with risk and the noticeable move toward defensive practice. A
significant contributor to this, articulated by participants, and explored in the next section is
the fragmentation of the team working experience.

12.4: Fragmenting teams
A central finding of this study is the extent of the impact of recent structural change, within
the Trust for whom the participants work, on their capacity to manage the emotional impact
of the risk assessment and management aspects of their role. Participants commented on
this changing nature of practice as most notably evident in the teams within which they
work. Changes appeared to have taken place at many levels in relation to nature,
geographical locations, team space, relationships and responsibilities.

As mentioned in Chapter 9, I found early in the study, indeed during my first interview, that
my understanding of ‘team’ as a concept did not match the practice reality of the
participants. I learned that ‘team’ in relation to this organisation now referred to large
groups of individuals working across broad geographic areas, as opposed to smaller multidisciplinary groups working around a shared caseload, as had been my own practice
experience. In keeping with grounded theory, in subsequent interviews I adjusted my
questions to include asking participants to define what ‘team meant to them’ in relation to
their own practice. This quote from Brian sums this up:
“What is a team, what does it mean here? I think that we've lost that. Because there
are so many different subsets of teams. I mean basically the reconfiguration was
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merging as many small teams as possible into bigger teams, where you could,
subdividing them when you had to. It’s a bit more piecemeal. I'm only here for three
days, and I work in three teams that are probably all about 40 people each. And
probably of that 120 I only see regularly the same 20 people in and out, but they're
from different teams. A lot of the teams I never see…on a weekly basis you'll meet a
staff member you haven’t met before” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist).
What became evident from participants’ responses to the question about definition of a
team in this study was that their notion of a team as a small group of multi-disciplinary
professionals working together around a shared caseload had been replaced by larger
groups, sharing a geographical area but with more tenuous links in relation to shared
caseloads.
“When we were in the CMHT...it worked so much better because over the years,
everyone kind of knew everyone. Even the clients, even if you weren’t the care
coordinator, people had been round so long that you had a sense of them and you'd
spoken to them on duty when people had been on leave. They'd been under that
same doctor for eight, nine, 10 years. We were a small team, so the doctor within
that team would also have the inpatient responsibility for that locality. So, if one of
our own was admitted to hospital they would be under the same doctor in hospital
that they were under in the community” (Kalpana, social worker).
One consistent response from participants was about their sense that the ‘individual
practitioner’ now had more prominence than ‘team’:
“I know it’s really bad but the way I see it is it’s one massive team with people
working individually” (Chloe, social worker).
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“Whereas we're more individuals who are working within a group of other
professionals” (Corine, social worker).
Feelings in relation to these recent changes were strongly held and expressed by
participants, articulating how they had created a sense of loss. Participants in this study
described teams as having become “diluted” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist), “fragmented”
(Nick, OT), “disjointed” (Arlene, psychologist) and “disconnected” (Jenna, social worker):
“Well it's shredded, the picture that I had being put through the shredder, and then
all the bits of paper are being shoved everywhere and I've got a picture that makes
very little sense. But I'm told it does make sense because somebody from
management says this is the way it makes sense to them” (Patrick, consultant
psychiatrist).
This view of practice as being “shredded” resonates with the view of participants in
Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund, (2010, p.429) study who reflected on their sense of their
practice as being ‘strangled’ by organisational factors. Building on the previous observation
of Brian, and reflecting on this experience of “shredding” teams, revealed the extent of the
effect on participants in this study, as they noted the lost sense of connection with
colleagues that organisational change had wrought:
“Unfortunately, now that we’re in disparate teams and all working across a lot of
different hubs, there’s not that [connection] anymore. You don't really know a lot of
the time the staff that you’re dealing with and if you do, there’s not the level of
relationship there” (Nick, OT).

Section 12.6 ‘Losing connections’ explores the emotional effect of fragmenting teams in
more depth. Here, the participants are commenting on the practical impact of this
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disaggregation of practice. Cohesive systems and connections across teams are fundamental
to effective working practice in health care (Bowles and Jones, 2005). However, participants
in this study are describing organisational structures that are characterised by disconnection
and that reduce the functionality of MDT working. The loss of MDTs means that some of the
ability to manage complexity in a cohesive way is lost (Aggett and Goldberg, 2005). Larkin
and Callaghan (2005) conclude that core structures needed to exist in practice to facilitate
effective multidisciplinary working. These included, ‘operational policy, meetings, same
office space, clarity around roles and responsibilities, common policies and teambuilding
activity’ (Larkin and Callaghan, 2005, p.338).

Gaps in such core structures identified by participants in this study include consideration of
building relationships and clear roles and responsibilities within and across teams:
“You get little silos, little separate bits of the conveyor belt that are done separately.
Whereas it used to be more comprehensive, in one spot” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).

“The communication [with colleagues] is variable, and it just feels very fragmented
and very disjointed” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).

A contributory factor toward the changing feel of teams within the organisation was the
geographic reconfiguration. As previously mentioned, participants reported that smaller
teams with a narrower focus were merged together to form large teams with a wider
geographical remit. Participants described loss in relation to working a ‘patch’, that is, a
small, specifically demarcated territory of practice:
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“I mean this is the thing. I’ve worked in services for 14 years. I remember when you
would work in just one little area and that was your patch, and now you’re expected
to cover double the area, and something’s got to give” (Dana, OT).

An immediate practical implication reported by participants was the physical size of the area
they were now expected to cover in order to interact with service users and to liaise with
other professionals:
“We saw them [colleagues] more often…you were actually all in a building where you
could access each other a lot easier…I think it felt easier to when you weren’t
travelling around for miles and miles on end all day, you spent more time with your
team” (Kalpana, social worker).
This experience contributed to the sense of disconnection for participants and created a
sense of split between types of team or service that reduced cohesion:
“See I used to be the inpatient doctor, the outpatient doctor, the community doctor
for an area…now you've got the inpatient in say X, you've got the day hospital or the
acute day treatment unit in Y, you've got the treatment team in Z. You've got the
support team here, you've got the crisis team elsewhere, and you've got rehab
somewhere else” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).
This disconnection did not only exist across teams but within them, due to the creation of
“über teams” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist), as one participant described:
“It’s partly because of how they’re geographically separated. I don't know if you’re
aware that we just have, the psychiatrists and the psychologists, based at [here] for
our team, and the nurse and social workers and OTs are all based down at X” (Erica,
psychologist).
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“It’s not really a team because half the team sits down there, half the team sits up
there, half the teams there, don’t even know half the team” (Chloe, social worker).
Participants in this study voiced both practice and emotional concerns in relation to the
splits within their team spaces:
“At times I do feel quite isolated in terms of I’m in this room and I can have the door
shut and the only people I talk to are clients” (Victoria, psychologist).
“Yeah and if we were all at X then that helps so much because you nip downstairs to
speak to them [colleagues] and that’s it. Whereas here you get in your car and drive
10 minutes and then …” (Lizzie, nurse).

“Interviewer: So, you might be in an office with people who aren’t co-working the
same service users? Participant: Yeah, absolutely. They might just be geographically
located here. I mean I make sure that when I do my office work – I could just do it in
here [meeting room]–but I actually sit in an office that’s shared by two other women,
an OT assistant and a social worker, but we don’t share cases” (Arlene, psychologist).

One of the possibly unanticipated practical consequences highlighted by participants was
that they were left making logistical decisions about where to base themselves as opposed
to emotional ones. This conflict came about due to the need to travel across the county,
often at rush hour, knowing they would not be able to park and possibly not have access to
the resources they needed on arrival at the ‘team base’ due to the move to hot desking:
“It's been the really small things actually that have had the hugest impact, like hot
desking. Whereas people used to be around and having discussions and accessible,
all of a sudden people are thinking, ‘well I might as well just base myself where I'm
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nearest to because I'm never going to get a desk at X on a Wednesday.’ So, it felt a
lot more like you were carrying it on your own, and especially with it being the bigger
patch” (Kalpana, social worker).

These reflections on their experience of ‘Fragmenting teams’ highlight that geographical
reconfiguration of services and an attempt to streamline practice through larger teams
covering wide geographic areas has had the possibly unintended consequence of increasing
participants’ sense of disconnection. Core structures and systems that allow practitioners to
maintain connection have been lost, and as a consequence so has some functionality of the
team (Larkin and Callaghan, 2005; Bowles and Jones, 2005). The emotional impact of this
disconnection is explored in 12.6 ‘Losing connections’, however, this evidence adds to the
debate regarding co-location.

Robinson and Cottrell (2005) undertook a mixed-methods study including observation of
team meetings, focus groups with professionals and analysis of team-related documents to
explore integrated teams in a range of settings. Five teams were included in the study and
interviews with six professionals from each were then undertaken. Barriers to
multidisciplinary working identified by the study included, ‘models of understanding, about
roles, identities, status and power, about information sharing, and around links with other
agencies’ (Robinson and Cottrell, 2005, p.558). However, the study also found evidence that
teams’ capacity to overcome barriers was based in their ability to build relationships that
fostered collaboration and addressed role-related tension openly.
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In relation to health care practice, Lawn et al. (2014) undertook an ethnographic study of
integrated working with health care professionals (n=250) in a community health care
centre setting in Australia. The focus was the co-location of multiple agencies as opposed to
multiple disciplines within one organisation. However, the main finding of the study is
relevant in that co-location in and of itself did not foster improved collaborative practice. In
order to enable professionals to work together effectively, attention needed to be paid to
the structures underpinning interprofessional practice. This included shared policy and
protocol governing practice and creating small shared working space that fosters proximity
(Robinson and Cottrell, 2005).

Structures and processes that contribute to effective co-location were explored by Wener
and Woodgate (2016). The study recruited primary and mental health care practitioners
(n=40) that included GPs, nurses, psychiatrists and counsellors. The study led to the
development of a four-stage model for collaborative, co-located practice. These stages
included: ‘Looking for help’, which related to the ways in which different disciplines
acknowledged and sought the expertise of others, ‘Initiating co-location’, which described
how managers recognised the value of co-location and established organisational structures
that supported the model, ‘Fitting-in’, which explains how practitioners worked flexibly with
colleagues from different disciplines in order ensure coherent, as opposed to fragmented,
practice and lastly, ‘Growing reciprocity’, which is described as when practitioners recognise
that colleagues are equally committed to value-based, good quality service delivery and
come to value the relationships (Wener and Woodgate, 2016, p.7).
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The studies of Wener and Woodgate (2016), Robinson and Cottrell (2005) and Lawn et al.
(2014) identify that co-location is not effective if attention is paid only to physical space and
not to emotional and psychological experiences that support practitioners in collaborative
practice. A key finding of Wener and Woodgate (2016) was that practitioners needed
organisational structures that created ad hoc space for connection and communication in
order to build relationships as much as formal space that governed the delivery of care. A
lack of attention to co-location can also have the effect of demoralising and deskilling
practitioners (Simpson, 2005). The evidence from this study suggests that the dismantling of
contained practice space for practitioners has reduced the capacity for teams to work
effectively. A sense of connection and containment for professionals in managing the
emotional impact of risk enables them to provide similar containment for service users.
This physical dispersing of participants across broad geographic space in relation to
territories of practice and the consequent loss of security for individual practitioners was
also reflected in the spaces in which teams gathered together. Participants reflected on how
their experience of ‘Fragmenting teams’ had also fundamentally changed how they engaged
with colleagues. This is explored in the next section, ‘Changing spaces’.

12.5 Changing spaces
As explored in the previous section, space can play a significant part in enabling
practitioners to manage the emotional impact of their role, particularly with regard to risk. A
visible and visceral representation of this fragmentation of teams was evident in participant
reports of the changing nature of team meetings:
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“Team meetings… are not always a very useful space to talk about clients in terms of
the emotional impact of working with them, they tend to just become again a bit of a
solution-focused or ‘What are you going to do with this person?’(Sally, psychologist).

Changes in the size, configuration and focus of team meetings, to a more business meeting
model, appears to have created a crowded space in which participants are afforded less
opportunity to raise concerns and are expected to limit contributions to reporting on their
progress:
“They became much more business focused and because there are…so many more
people, there’s just not time because we’ve got to get through people who are under
CPA, people who are in hospital, all the initial assessments” (Sally, psychologist).

A recurrent theme in the literature is that mental health professionals feel that the quality
of the work they do is no longer as relevant as the task being documented as done (Southall,
2009; Simpson, 2005). The evidence from this study suggests that the increasing
preoccupation with identifying and recording risk issues in relation to service users has
overtaken the creation of space for professionals to be in relationships with other
colleagues in a way that allows reflection on the emotional impact of assessing and
managing risk. This is illustrated by participants who reported the need for concerns to be
‘minuted’ rather than explored and addressed:
“There is supposed to be space for clients of concern but that tends to be a kind of
minuting of risk rather than actually exploring risk” (Sally, psychologist).
This erosion of reflective space was felt by most participants, with team space now being
about the busy, solution-focused business of mental health provision and not the
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experience of practitioners or the service users. Some of what participants in this study had
lost was the sense of containment gained through sharing experience:
“I was going to say what space is there to think and ponder over your decision, the
answer to that is none…” (Freya, social worker).

“Discussions are about what they think might be going on, so for example if they
think that person is of high risk, that they might abscond from an inpatient service. If
there’s a high-risk situation…then we’ll raise that in the meeting and it’ll be minuted
to say, to be on guard with this service user” (Saima, psychologist).
Participants here also described the corrosion of time and space for professionals to focus
on the needs of service users:
“I just feel bad because when I was with X [another team], I’d probably be discussing
three or four cases at every meeting. Now, going by the level of what people discuss,
I don’t usually share cases that much, one at most but you feel like if you share more
than one, people are looking at the time because they’ve got other things to do.
They seem a bit pointless sometimes, the team meetings” (Chloe, social worker).

Interprofessional team dynamics can prevent the individual practitioner from feeling valued
or heard in relation to a particular case (Kvarnström, 2008). This Swedish study recruited
health care professionals (n=18) to explore how practitioners managed the tension between
interdisciplinary and discipline specific roles. Kvarnström (2008) is useful here as, although
the participants were not providing mental health care, the teams in which they were
located were constituted similarly to the sample of this study in relation to the multidisciplinary members. Chloe is articulating this lack of value in her comment about the lack
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of space to be heard in relation to concerns about a service user. However, contradicting
Kvarnström (2008), Chloe is suggesting that this is due to a lack of space to focus on such
interactions with colleagues as opposed to the value placed on her as an individual
practitioner. Participants in Kvarnström's (2008) study felt that such disharmony meant that
neither the team nor the individual practitioner could reach their full potential in terms of
meeting the needs of service users. This is an important finding in relation to enabling
practitioners to work together to manage the emotional impact of assessing and managing
risk.

It became evident that team space was something that had been lost due to organisational
change aimed at efficiency savings, which were also described by participants as “cuts”
(Victoria, psychologist). Another, possibly unintended, consequence of the new team
meeting structure, where teams are large, amorphous groups of individuals meeting
together primarily to record potential causes for concern, is that some practitioners will be
listening and contributing to discussions about service users with whom they have no
contact. With regard to the previous point about cuts, changes that appear to have been
implemented to achieve greater efficiency by streamlining practice could have had the
consequence of creating fragmented, impersonal and inefficient systems. Participants
reported that they now might be engaged in team discussions about service users of whom
they have no knowledge and for whom they share no responsibility:
“Yeah, a lot of them [professionals] would never know them yeah. So, you'll sit
through discussions about a lot of patients that you don't know” (Brian, consultant
psychiatrist).
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“The multi-disciplinary team meeting, I could bring it there. But that doesn’t
necessarily mean that then that patient’s doctor or CPN or social worker might be at
the meeting because they might be somewhere else. But at least it’s talked about
and recorded even though that is sort of theoretically rather than with somebody
who knows them” (Arlene, psychologist).
These observations acknowledge the focus on the recording of risk factors but also highlight
how the assessment of risk has become more removed in that it might be undertaken by
practitioners with little connection to, and therefore possibly less understanding of, the
individual service user:
“And a lot of people won’t be contributing. A lot of people are just there to hear
what’s going on in the CMHT, what matters. Names that might come up on duty or
you know the sort of higher risk patients, so that at least you have some familiarity of
who to keep your ears peeled for” (Erica, psychologist).
Participants in this study spoke of lost team spaces following organisational change. The
sense gained from participants was that these new ways of working were the likely shape of
future practice:
“Yeah, and I think we’ve lost the space to reflect in the team meetings. I think we
used to have it. I don’t feel like there’s much space for [practitioners to talk about
how they are feeling], no” (Sally, psychologist).
The effect of losing reflective space was clearly felt and further erosion anticipated:
“there’s not time or the space, and I can almost see it from two sides. On the one
side, unfortunately we do have to keep the accountants happy, and on the other side
…I think we’re so worried about our stats and our figures and seeing enough people
that we probably don’t have a reflective place” (Dana, OT).
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This picture, created by participants’ reflections about changing spaces, is one of significant
change that has had the effect of fragmenting practitioners’ working experience.
Participants communicated a sense of feeling detached from their usual anchors of office,
team, area – both literal and metaphorical spaces and connections – and left adrift in a new
type of practice experience. Molyneux (2001) undertook a small, qualitative study (n=6)
with practitioners working in a mental health interprofessional context. Data was collected
via individual interviews and themes were then discussed with the whole sample. The study
concluded that creating space for teams to come together enables effective working
practices (Molyneux, 2001). In this study, the space lost however, is not only physical team
space but safe, reflective space in which participants could explore their emotional
responses to risk concerns, and in doing so share worry and responsibility.

The changing nature of teams described by the participants recalls Castel’s (1991, p.282)
concept of the ‘epidemiological clinic’. This is the idea that within contemporary mental
health practice, professionals are less engaged with service users than they are with
concepts of risk. This is contradictory to some of the research cited, for example Holley,
Chambers and Gillard (2016) and Pilgrim, Rogers and Bentall (2009) amongst others, who
comment on the continued relevance of therapeutic relationships and a recovery approach
in practice.

However, building on Castel (1991) and Godin (2004) the original evidence added by this
study suggests the existence of an ‘epidemiological team’, that is a virtual team that exists
on paper, surrounding the service user with a comprehensive care plan to meet their needs.
In reality, members of the ‘epidemiological team’ feel very little sense of connection to one
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another and the result of their isolation increases anxiety. This is considered in a later
section ‘Coordinating care’.

This section, ‘Changing spaces’ has built on participants’ experience of ‘Fragmenting teams’
and considered how an aspect of this has diminished professionals’ sense of time and space
to engage reflectively with practice. The next section looks at how these structural changes
have served to reduce practitioners’ time and space with one another and the emotional
impact this has on them.

12.6 Losing connections
The trickle-down consequence of re-structure at the broad organisational level can also be
seen at the personal level for participants, as a recurrent theme throughout the study was
the loss of a sense of connection with colleagues. Comments clearly articulated the
emotional disconnection now underpinning practice for some participants:
“I do miss that. I really do. It feels quite disjointed. It feels quite lonely actually”
(Arlene, psychologist).
I gained a sense from the way participants talked about their work experiences in relation to
one another that they felt adrift from colleagues:
“And I can’t necessarily go and have a corridor chat and say, ‘You never guess what
happened this morning’, because people wouldn’t know who I was talking about.
But then there’d not even be anyone in the corridor anyway, or in the staff room!”
(Arlene, psychologist).
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Although, as mentioned in ‘Changing spaces’, and raised by participants in this study initially
as a practical and logistical frustration, a clear link emerged between the physical loss of
space and time to undertake their role and the loss of emotional anchoring to colleagues
and teams. Without a sense of connection to a team, participants noted an increased sense
of detachment and feeling alone in their practice. The impact of this loss is evident in the
observation below from one psychology participant who reflected on how organisational
change had created a sense of existential threat for practitioners:
“No, I think it’s [the role of the organisation in providing containment] really
important and the more you can think about the sort of basic Bowlby stuff of a safe
place” (Erica, psychologist).
The link made by this participant to established theoretical concepts of attachment and
security suggests two things. Firstly, the need for a fundamental sense of attachment to
both place and people and secondly, that practitioners require more than tools to feel safe
in their practice.

This lack of security was also evident in the observations of participants in this study in
relation to ‘Fragmenting teams’ and ‘Changing spaces’:
“I feel less secure because of the lead nurse, the lead social worker and the team
leader being down at X, who I almost never speak to nowadays, which is a big loss
from when we were all on one site and then you’d just be seeing each other all the
time. After nine months we got used to it a bit now, but definitely there’s less of a
sense of cohesion and anything that interrupts communication obviously creates
some sort of risk when you’re trying to do multidisciplinary management” (Erica,
psychologist).
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This reduction in the sense of cohesion and security that working in a team provides was
noted generally in relation to practice but also specifically in relation to assessing and
managing risk:
“A lot of our issues are when it's harder to get hold of doctors and harder to have
conversations, because they're based in different places. I think fundamentally in
terms of managing the risk as effectively as we can, we probably need to go back
more to localities. Because the bigger teams cause a lot of issues. So, if we talk
about someone in the team meeting, because we're concerned about them, we may
not have the doctor that looks after them at present. Then what happens in their
team meetings, do the doctors get these things flagged up or not, and how do they
get them flagged up. It's those kinds of things” (Lisa, nurse).

“My perception is that the nurses and social workers struggle more because of the
doctors being up here (different location)…and when there’s an acute risk, you nearly
always need some sort of medication. Well, it’s fine for us and the doctors, but for
the nurses and social workers to access the doctors, it’s definitely reduced” (Erica,
psychologist).

This study has demonstrated that participants value and rely on the connections provided
by physical and emotional space with their colleagues. Working contexts contribute to the
sense of safety and security felt by practitioners and can reduce the experience of burnout
(Hanrahan et al., 2010; Larkin and Callaghan, 2005). Kvarnström (2008, p.196) concludes,
‘the consequences [of organisational change that decreased contact between professionals]
were greater insecurity, silence, and an inconsistent sense of belonging’. When organisations
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do not pay attention to the working context for professionals the emotional impact on
practitioners can be significant. Nurse participants in Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund’s
(2010, p.432), study identified how structures that lack cohesion left them feeling
‘abandoned’ within their organisation.

In this study, Erica commented on the need for a “secure base” from which to practice.
Practitioners are more likely to work effectively when they are afforded autonomy in their
role as long as this autonomy is located within clear support structures (Johnson et al.,
2012). What is important in the findings of this study is that practitioners are identifying the
need for connections with colleagues in order to manage the emotional impact of assessing
and managing risk, as distinct from the need for relationship-based approaches with service
users.

A relevant finding from Trenoweth (2003) identified that nurses were more likely to assess a
person’s risk as lower when they felt anchored within a team of skilled professionals.
Trenoweth’s (2003) finding was contradicted by those of Holley, Chambers and Gillard
(2016) who noted how some participants felt under pressure to adhere to a team view of
the risk posed by a specific service user, rather than making their own decision. Balancing
the safety of service users with their rights can represent an ethical dilemma for mental
health professionals between the care and control elements of their role. Risk assessment
and management practices can become driven more by the fear of the professionals about
making wrong decisions than by the actual risk posed by the service user (Hardy 2017;
Raven and Rix, 1999).
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Participants in this study identified the central theme of emotional connection and its
relocation from formal to informal spaces. Participants generally talked positively about
supervision in relation to its availability and frequency. However, they identified that the
primary focus of supervision was case accountability and not reflective practice. Participants
also noted differences in supervision between disciplines, such as nursing and social work,
and psychology, which is addressed as a separate issue in Chapter 13. Participants in this
study reassert the research that structured supervision can assist in providing a safe space
for reflection (Gardner, McCutcheon and Fedoruk, 2010) by noting the impact of its
absence. However, participants identified that formal, case-oriented or reflective
supervision was not sufficient to meet their needs with regard to emotional impact on a
daily basis and that they sought this containment from colleagues. Consequently, as this
type of support diminished with the dismantling of close-knit team structures, participants
reported that they had to seek support in an informal and ad hoc way:
“There are certain opportunities during the week...They're not formal meetings some
of them either, but you're with a group of other workers and you can raise
concerns…we don't have a risk discussion meeting or a ward round” (Brian,
consultant psychiatrist).
This did not appear to be a passive process but a response to the realisation of a sea-change
in practice and a personal response from participants to manage their emotional needs.
Practitioners often described the need to actively seek out reflective support:
“I will seek out the people that I want to see. And I suppose it comes down to time.
People are so stretched all the time” (Victoria, psychologist).
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The picture created by participants is one of disconnected individuals seeking connection
with others in an atomised space where organisational structures no longer function to
support this:
“So, the sense of team is basically people I happen to share offices with or my
attempt of seeking people out because they happen to care coordinate my patients.
So, it’s a very active seeking out. And everyone is always very helpful, but it doesn’t
feel as embedded as it used to” (Arlene, psychologist).

“Because there's usually someone around that you can bounce something off if
you've got to the point where you think, ‘wow that's overwhelming and I can't think
it through,’ then I would tend to find some way of talking it through” (Lisa, nurse).

Participants reflected on the value of relationship-based practice in terms of relationships
with their colleagues and the sense of security, cohesion and mastery these connections can
provide:
“It’s massive, it's not just professional designation, it’s about the individuals too, so
just parachuting in a group of people with a particular set of expertise doesn’t mean
that they can then integrate with who's here and actually work together to provide
something that's meaningful” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).

“Ideally it would be good if I could just work for one team and got to know those
individuals more. I mean I forget people’s name constantly! I just don’t see them
often enough and you’re not working with people to build up that sense of
professional relationship with them over time” (Arlene, psychologist).
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More than just being about the practitioners’ working experience and their ability to
manage the emotional demands of the day-to-day role, participants explicitly and implicitly
acknowledged that a sense of connection with colleagues enabled them to manage and
contain the emotional effect of assessing and managing risk:
“The better rapport you [with colleagues] have, the less anxiety you might feel about
an individual, yes definitely” (Jenna, social worker).
This observation is directly relevant to the aims of this study in terms of the emotional
impact of assessing and managing risk and the ways in which relationships with colleagues
mitigate or exacerbate this impact.

Person-centred approaches in working with service users are an often-quoted aspect of
mental health practice and it is a concept that is embedded in much of the policy and
guidance underpinning the field (DH, 2008; DH, 2007a). However, less attention is paid to
the value of relationship-based practice when the relationships in question are between
practitioners. Matziou et al. (2014) conducted a large-scale quantitative study in two
hospitals in Greece. Although the focus of the study is not mental health practice,
participants included nurses (n=197) and doctors (n=93) and the study asked them to reflect
on communication and collaboration between the disciplines. The study concluded that
good interpersonal relationships between practitioners facilitate collaborative practice
(Matziou et al., 2014).

In support of Matziou et al. (2014) the evidence from this study suggests that working
relationships are essential to practitioners, but it also demonstrates that they require space
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and time in order to establish a secure context for multi-disciplinary working that, in turn,
facilitates the safe and supportive management of risk with service users.

This section has explored how one of the consequences of ‘Fragmented teams’ and the
consequent loss of connection relates to how participants manage the emotional impact of
risk assessment and risk management specifically, with participants reporting supportive
formal relationships with supervisors and supportive informal relationships with colleagues.
The next section turns its attention to the ways in which new structural limitations in
relation to team-working left participants feeling that they alone hold the responsibility for
managing risk and the associated anxiety that this brings with it.

12.7 Sharing responsibility versus working in isolation
The organisational changes highlighted by participants in this study meant that they were
now required to take on both their own remit and that of others, without the security of a
team around the service user to provide a strategic and therefore secure context for
practice:
“If somebody needs a depot [injection] they don't necessarily need the social worker
and the doctor. So, it's very fragmented now and one person, one professional can
perform all those roles on their own until they need another professional involved. So,
there's no shared responsibility at all” (Corine, social worker).
This reality that practitioners could take on many roles in relation to a service user meant
that a sense of shared working was reduced:
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“There is a feeling ‘I hold responsibility for 30 people on my caseload, and whatever
decisions that are made by the team are based on my judgement’ and that's too
much for them, that's too much to ask people to take on” (Corine social worker).

“On paper, there’s a shared responsibility and if it comes to fault being found then
you better be able to prove that there’s a shared responsibility. But in the gut feeling
of people, I think people feel that it’s their responsibility” (Nick, OT).

This sense of shared responsibility that comes with a team around the service user model no
longer reflected participants’ experience in this study. Teams were now constructed more in
order to share information about service users rather than to share responsibility for them:
“It’s like sort of all pressures all at once and so I’ve got all these roles going on and all
these things that absolutely have to happen during the week, and then there’s this
individual…he’s now due to be homeless next week and that’s all on my shoulders.
There’s who do I go to, to ask some help with that? No-one. It’s all on you. And so, if
he goes out there alone, something happens. There’s always this thought of who is it
standing up in the coroner’s court” (Jenna, social worker).

“And we do share a lot of information. You know if I know something that other
people don't know, we bring it together as a team, we share things out. That's more
the sense of a team that we have is we're sharing information, we're not sharing
responsibility” (Corine, social worker).
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Opportunities to communicate are essential in enabling practitioners to manage the
emotional impact of assessing and managing risk (Manuel and Crowe, 2014). In the absence
of structures that facilitate interpersonal communication between colleagues, practitioners
can become more defensive in their practice, for example, by recording information in
written format when unable to handover verbally or endeavouring to hand responsibility on
to perceived more senior staff (Manuel and Crowe, 2014). The evidence from participants in
this study demonstrates that practitioners are not seeking protection but connection. They
reported their sense of holding all the responsibility for service users as, “a bit isolating”
(Arlene, psychologist). This isolation is the focus of the next section, ‘Coordinating care’.
However, here participants acknowledged that these feelings had come about as a result of
structural change:
“Yeah I think initially when I came into social work we shared responsibility. If
somebody needed benefits or housing and the nurse was working with them they
would ask the social worker to step in. So, you would discuss things if the social
worker found things out, they would let the nurse know and then you'd probably all
go and see the doctor together and say, ‘This is what's going on’, Yeah it was the
relaxed way of social working when I first came into social work and that's gone”
(Corine, social worker).
One of the results of this sense of practitioners holding all the responsibility is that there is a
lack of shared knowledge about the care plan and needs of service users. As mentioned
earlier, participants commented that knowledge was shared even when responsibility was
not but that this could lead to gaps in essential practice knowledge:
“You know without actually digging for that information I wouldn't know. And no
one else in the team would know, even the doctor may say, ‘Well I last prescribed
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three months ago, so I don't know what's going on.’ And that just shows you that
people are working individually” (Corine, social worker).

Participants in this study noted tension in terms of different professional groups seeing
responsibility for service users as shared and the consequent difficulty of creating a joinedup approach for the service user that stemmed from this mind-set:
“I like to think that we do have that rapport, but he says, ‘it’s a very complex case,
good luck with it’ and I said, ‘all right but I need your help’, like sort of jestingly.
You’re the responsible clinician in the community, come on over. I said, ‘please come
over, I need you like over there’” (Jenna, social worker).
Most participants in this study concluded that they no longer felt anchored in a team where
they could share responsibility:
“I think if that's the attitude from the middle and the senior managers in the team,
they won't help me find another member of the team to work with these people...So
I'm working on my own with a team structure around me that isn’t” (Patrick,
consultant psychiatrist).

“Well I think for a lot of the people that we see that they're only involved with one
clinician anyway. So, it would be the responsibility stops with that clinician” (Brian,
consultant psychiatrist).

“I would say that also we’re more on one level working on our own with those cases.
I mean there are the teams and we can get help, but I think if you’re used to that it
works, but you have to be proactive in getting the help” (Arlene, psychologist).
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The impact of this on cohesive practice is summed up in the comment below from a
consultant psychiatrist about the challenge of accessing wraparound support for a service
user:
“You're phoning around everybody who can do what…I bump into people I know and
say, ‘Fred look I'm really stuck here, do you think you could help me out?’ So, there's
a lot of interpersonal relationship things you say, ‘Look I need this, and I can't get it
from the team, they won't do this, and I can't get the crisis team to see them or the
day hospital to look after them’. And we try and sort something out on an
interpersonal level to get the service for the patient. But it feels like you're having to
break the rules to get what you need. It’s like a black market, would you mind doing
a section assessment with me…Now, it's always for the patient, it's not for our own
convenience” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).
Participants noted that situations with service users sometimes had to reach a crisis point
before it was possible to engage other practitioners in their care:
“It had to get to that point until the doctor says ‘okay, let’s bring her in, let’s have a
chat’. I’d been seeing her for five or six weeks saying, ‘her memory’s really bad’, I’d
popped in a few times to the doctor and say, ‘her memory’s really not great’, it’s
been a bit of a struggle, I don’t know really what it is but I’m worried about her’”
(Jenna, social worker).
Sometimes, this included escalating risk concern in recognition that there was no other
mechanism of support available to the service user in the absence of their care coordinator:
“I got this guy committed on a section…the knife carrying guy because, I knew I was
going to be out of the country for four weeks and I thought I am not going to be
worrying for the next four weeks that this guy is going to knife someone and how’s it
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going to look on me. So, I went absolutely hell for leather with the poor AMHPs over
a couple of weeks periods to get them to do an AMHP assessment and eventually got
one done for him” (Nick, OT).

The key theme in this section is the impact of ‘Changing spaces’, ‘Fragmenting teams’ and
‘Losing connections’ on the practice reality for practitioners. One observation coming from
the findings is the increasing expectations on professionals to cover a range of roles beyond
their own specialism. This cross-over has been viewed as a consequence of multidisciplinary
working (Simpson, 2005).

Hood (2015, p.149) identified two different approaches to multi-disciplinary working, a
‘tactical approach’ and a ‘strategic approach’. A tactical approach involved professionals
retaining responsibility for their specific tasks in relation to a broader team remit whereas a
strategic approach involved a cohesive team approach in which the team becomes greater
than the sum of its parts and where professionals are willing to operate outside of their
specific discipline role for the greater benefit of the team and, therefore, the service user.
This does not seem to explain the experience of participants in this study, however, as they
are not advocating such a binary position. Participants are reporting the desire for increased
connection located within a cohesive team where roles can be more fluid, as they see that
this will facilitate shared responsibility.

Participants in this study are highlighting how the changes to the structure of practice
contexts have increased the tension between multi-disciplinary colleagues as to where
responsibility lies. Doctors are often viewed has holding the legal responsibility for risk
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decisions in relation to service users and so can be viewed as holding the responsibility
(Hood, 2015; Muir-Cochrane et al., 2011). Participants in this study, however, are seeking
support from a range of professionals, including doctors, for areas of practice traditionally
associated with specific disciplines.

This observation seems to contradict Bowles and Jones (2005) who suggested that risk
assessment was a shared responsibility within teams whereas risk management remained
the responsibility of the psychiatrist. With participants in this study, it seems that the risk
management role is retained by the care coordinator. The findings suggest that cohesive
structures and collaborative practice between multi-disciplinary professionals that foster
shared accountability supports effective assessment of risk and positive risk taking with
service users in the management of this risk (Clancy and Happell, 2017; Muir-Cochrane et
al., 2011).

This section has reported findings about participants’ experiences of feeling increasingly
individually responsible for the care of service users as a result of the ‘Fragmenting team’
experience. One of the areas in which this appeared to be most evident was the role of the
care coordinator, which is explored in more depth in the next section.

12.8: Coordinating care
All the participants were currently undertaking the care coordinator role, regardless of
discipline, but reported different experiences in relation to it. To provide some context, the
care coordination role is located within the Care Programme Approach (CPA). Refocusing
the Care Programme Approach (DH, 2008, p.11) defines CPA as ‘the approach used in
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secondary mental health care to assess, plan, review and co-ordinate the range of
treatment, care and support needs for people in contact with secondary mental health
services who have complex characteristics’. The role of the care coordinator is ‘to have the
authority to co-ordinate the delivery of the care plan and ensure that this is respected by all
those involved in delivering it’ (DH, 2008, p.36).

My own experience of coordinating care was of taking on the role whilst sharing
responsibility for the service user within a team context. This had led me to make some
assumptions about the role for participants that I soon realised were flawed:
“No because probably then you had the social worker doing their bits, a nurse coming
in and doing their bit, the doctor reviewing and doing their bit, psychology doing their
bit. Whereas now if somebody only needs psychology they don't need a social
worker, a nurse a doctor” (Corine, social worker).
This observation suggests that there is less clarity of role in relation to care coordination
amongst participants. Simpson (2005) identified that organisational structures led to
perceived changes in professional role identity for care coordinators. Linking to the
experiences of participants in ‘Sharing responsibility versus working in isolation’, it was
evident that being the care coordinator meant feeling responsible. Participants noted that
this often felt like an additional and significant responsibility. One participant endeavoured
to explain this feeling:
“So that’s an interesting one. I’ve only met her the once but yet now I’m down as care
coordinator for her and the secretary who spoke to her late Friday has now asked me
to call. So that’s an interesting dilemma for me because I’m thinking well actually I’ve
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only had one hour’s contact with her and yet now I am responsible for her (Victoria,
psychologist).

Contradictory to the point made by Simpson, Miller and Bowers (2013) that the practitioner
role in the context of CPA is likely to be more effective if located within a team, participants
in this study reported feeling as though they bore the main responsibility for making
decisions in relation to the care of service users as their care coordinators:
“Yes, I’d probably say I have more of it than anyone else, it would probably be about
75% as a care coordinator” (Chloe, social worker).

“The managers say, ‘Well we don't think they should have a team response, you're
the care coordinator you do it’” (Patrick, consultant psychiatrist).
Jenna (social worker) went further and described their experience of care coordination as
being a “dumping ground”:
“That’s what it feels like anyway. I mean like for example in team meeting the other
day, there was an individual who I’d been struggling to engage with, who has quite a
severe PTSD and wasn’t engaging with me for whatever reason, turned up for one
appointment with the psychiatrist, the psychiatrist didn’t feel that they needed to see
him anymore and said ‘oh I’ve told him that this is what the plan is, he needs to
engage with you’, and so that’s the outcome. So now I’ve seen him once and again
he’s not engaging, so he’s been discharged from psychiatry, but just because he’s
been told to engage with me and now it’s well you can make the referral to
psychology” (Jenna, social worker).
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Participants identified that this care coordination responsibility also included being
responsible for linking in to other practitioners, for example, when working with a service
user who was not allocated to a psychiatrist but whom she felt needed a medication review,
one participant reported that it was her responsibility to locate a doctor willing to pick up
the referral:
“You do that with them but even from when I was training 2010-2013, there were
service users that would have a CPN and a social worker to deal with, they were
really complex. Whereas it wouldn’t be the case now, it would just be that you would
have a care coordinator and they would be able to cover everything” (Lizzie, nurse).
This was supported by other participants’ stories of seeking assistance from professional
colleagues to develop a care plan:
“I know that they need to see a doctor. I know more about the individual to go to the
duty manager or the team leader to say, ‘can you arrange for a doctor to see them’
because they’ll say, ‘well you know the individual better’. It’s up to me as the care
coordinator” (Jenna, social worker).
This is a relevant finding in relation to Carpenter et al. (2004) whose participants, service
users subject to CPA, indicated a preference for an integrated model of health and social
care with cohesive input from multi-disciplinary practitioners. This was a reasonably large
study, including 262 participants. The benefits of this model for service users were better
involvement and choice in their care (Carpenter et al., 2004). A finding from this study that
builds on Carpenter et al. (2004) is that there is also a better sense of containment for
practitioners using an integrated model of working. For example, one of the difficulties
faced by participants, as care coordinators, was that they sometimes felt as though they
lacked professional relationships with the practitioners whom they wish to draw into the
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care plan. This means care coordinators are being expected to contact professionals without
any sense of connection or team working and ask them to assist with the care plan of a
service user. Participants identified that the way in which care coordination now seemed to
be structured left them feelings as though engaging psychology, psychiatry and OT was
almost like engaging external organisations:
“Obviously, it’s good to communicate and I like to think I try to communicate as best
as possible with other people and other organisations. It just feels like it’s another
organisation that you have to gain contact with and gain rapport with” (Jenna, social
worker).

“Yes, because you’re referring to them as well. You refer for care coordination. You
refer for occupational therapy assessment. You refer for psychology. So, it’s very
disjointed in the sense that you can’t just say ‘this guy, can we come along and have
a joint meeting, joint assessment’, sort of thing. We have to refer it. It has to be
accepted or not accepted” (Kalpana, social worker).

A consequence of this, and one of the significant findings to come from this study, was the
sense of disconnection and isolation that care coordinators felt in relation to this role. Very
little of the current research on the care coordination role focuses on the practitioner
experience. A sense of isolation had become quite marked for some care coordinators:
“Again, it's only care coordinators that are going to ward rounds and CPA meetings,
no one else is coming along to them, it's only us. Or that are even visiting and
keeping track of what's going on there” (Kalpana, social worker).
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“I suppose as the care coordinator I think we hold that more than anybody else does,
so more than the managers or the doctors or whoever because you’re the one seeing
them all the time and you’re experiencing it so yeah” (Lizzie, nurse).

“I feel like this is all on my shoulders” (Jenna, social worker).
One social worker articulated this sense of isolation in compelling terms:
“I remember saying that the way it felt initially in the Trust was you almost felt selfemployed I think was the only way I could describe it. Like you were kind of going
along doing your thing and no one knew what you were doing or what was going on.
It was only when you had something formal like a CPA, or something like that, that
actually it all came together” (Kalpana, social worker).

Describing oneself as self-employed in a secondary service underpinned by policy directives
that are primarily concerned with joint and joined-up working offers a stark image of how
practice reality does not always match abstract guidance (DH, 2008; DH, 1990; NHS and
Community Care Act, 1990). This image is supported by other participants:
“You’re talking about people who don’t necessarily feel part of the team or they feel
like they’re almost independent workers who just say ‘hello’ to everybody else in the
office” (Dana, OT).
The responsibility on care coordinators and the potential isolation this caused was noted by
participants across disciplines:
“I'm sure it's harder on them yeah, because they're in the same boat. They might
have patients in X, they might have patients here, they've you know got a doctor
here, a doctor in X. They're just all over the place. So, it's really up to the individual to
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raise the case with someone and go out of their way to do it. And, definitely, yeah, I
think that's more work stress around that” (Brian, consultant psychiatrist).

“I would feel for that person that you’ve just spoken about because I wouldn’t argue
that [a climate of isolation] is what we should be operating in” (Victoria,
psychologist).
“But I do think that staff do feel very put upon about care coordination” (Nick, OT).

As Raven and Rix (1999) found, although their participants highlighted a multi-disciplinary
approach as key to effective risk assessment and management, and indeed team working as
the preferred way of working, most participants’ actual experience was more of feeling
isolated with risk decisions on a day-to-day basis. Feeling isolated and left holding
responsibility for service users also created concern amongst participants in this study,
particularly about the potential impact of carrying risk:
“For example a service user that’s maybe disengaging…you can’t just pop down and
say ‘look, shall we try and go together and try and see them with the doctor’ if we’re
particularly worried about them…and actually been carrying them a lot longer on the
caseload when actually they might not really benefit from me, but because I can’t
communicate with the doctor about it and what they perceive the risk to be and
whether they feel that they need me any longer, so now again with the service user
not really doing a lot, but carrying the risk for them” (Jenna, social worker).
There was a general dissatisfaction amongst participants at the way in which the care of a
service users became the role of the care coordinator, as opposed to a team, and what
became evident through these discussions was that this model of working did not
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wraparound the service user; it required individual practitioners to create links with other
practitioners:
“Well, the care coordinator will liaise with the other professionals that they feel that
they need to, for example, if they feel that that psychiatrist needs to be involved,
(Saima, psychologist).

“So, we build a team around the care coordinator rather than shifting the patient”
(Brian, consultant psychiatrist).
This idea of building the team around the care coordinator led me to explore the notion of
the care coordinator at the centre of the care plan as opposed to the service user, as is
dictated by Refocusing the Care Programme Approach (DH, 2008). Participants agreed that
the notion of the service user ‘in the round’ (DH, 2008, p.7) was often not the practice
reality:
“I think I’d like to think that the service user would always be in the middle but
pressures of cases coming through and staff and turnover, things like that, are
always going to be really difficult to then manage your own cases” (Lizzie, nurse).
The new model described by participants conjured an image of the care coordinator as the
hub of a wheel and both service user and other practitioners as spokes.
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Figure 12.1 Service user ‘in the round’ (DH, 2008, p.7).
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Figure 12.2. Care coordinator as hub
In keeping with the grounded theory methodology of the study, I was able to put this
conceptual model of contemporary care coordination to new participants to get their view,
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“I’d agree with that. Ideally it would be the first sense, the client in the middle and
then the team around the client, but no it’s definitely, I would say definitely the other
way around, care coordination will be doing this, care coordination will be doing
that” (Jenna social worker).

“That’s right, so rather than the patient being there with the people orbiting around
them, the care coordinator’s there and everybody orbits around the care coordinator,
including the patient” (Corine, social worker).

“I kind of liked some of the stuff you brought in from what other people had said.
Like you said, they feel like they’re in the middle and everybody else is kind of
revolving around them. It’s almost relieving to hear you say things like other people
have commented on that, because again, we are all our own worst critics, and you do
kind of think to yourself, am I doing a good job? Is my service user happy? Is the
service happy? Is everybody happy?” (Dana, OT).
Participants also communicated a sense that it was the care coordinator’s responsibility to
ensure the service user was placed at the centre, which further supports the notion of care
coordinators holding the responsibility:
“I feel it should be the service user at the centre, but I was talking to a colleague
about a care coordination role and they were saying that in a previous trust they’d
worked for, the care coordination role was used differently… if you were just working
with one person and they would be your named worker…but you would only have a
care coordinator if you did have lots of multiple needs and multiple pressures
involved and then their role would be to coordinate the care, but you wouldn’t
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automatically become a care coordinator just because you were the person working
with them” (Sally, psychologist).

Participants queried the relevance of CPA both for service users and for their own practice,
concluding that service users, similarly to professionals, were more concerned with
consistent relationships. Simpson et al. (2016, p.15), significantly, found a correlation
between therapeutic relationship and recovery-oriented approaches, concluding, ‘People
using services value the relationships they have with workers and our research interviews
reaffirmed this. The relationship with the worker was seen as one of the few constants in an
ever-changing landscape of health and social care provision’.

Findings from this study suggest that if attention is paid to the context of relationships
between practitioners and creating the conditions for therapeutic, recovery-oriented
practice, this benefit will be passed on to service users. Participants did not feel strongly
that CPA provided this and wondered whether the current nature of CPA actually created a
disjointed experience in terms of service delivery for service users, due to the lack of team
approach:
“But yeah I can’t imagine for a service user to come in and say ‘well they’ve seen you
and now they’re in service, they want to see psychologist or they would benefit from
seeing a psychiatrist’, oh we’ll have to refer to them and then we’ll have a chat and
we’ll have an opt-in letter, and then you have to respond to the opt-in letter whether
you’re interested in psychology, and then if you are they’ll offer you an assessment,
and then if they offer you an assessment then they decide whether or not it’s
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appropriate for you. So, they’ve come into the service and now they’ve got to go
through all of that” (Jenna, social worker).
Coordinating care has considered how participants’ feelings of isolation and holding all the
responsibility for service users is most evident in their care coordinator role. Participants
speculated that their own experience of fragmented and isolated practice likely mirrors a
fragmented service delivery to service users. The concern here for participants is that these
processes that leave them feeling isolated reduces their ability to manage the emotional
impact of risk assessment and management on them and that the experience for service
users also becomes one of lack of containment and isolation.

12.9 Summary
What emerges through the findings in this chapter is the effect of the changing nature of
mental health practice on relationship-based practice, both with service users and with
professional colleagues. This summary highlights the main findings from this study in this
regard.

One of the most significant findings of this chapter is the evidence that when reflecting on
what causes the most concern to mental health professionals in relation to managing the
emotional impact of assessing and managing risk, they do not identify specific engagement
with or risk posed by service users. Rather, participants in this study identify that it is the
organisational context in which they work that is most detrimental emotionally. This adds to
the findings of Kristiansen, Hellzén and Asplund (2010), and Harrison and Westwood (2009),
who found that practitioners continued to find engagement with service users as the most
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valued aspect of their role but noted that organisational contexts did not always support
this.

Part of the reason for the detrimental effect of the organisational context was participants’
sense of a shifting ethos in practice that has led to more of a business model approach to
service delivery that, participants felt, had reduced creativity and brought constraint.
Several participants offered analogies with conveyor belt production lines to articulate how
they felt their role with service users had changed. This is an important finding as previous
research, for example Muir-Cochrane et al. (2011) and Sawyer (2008), has identified the
impact of marketisation in mental health care, but this study adds tangible evidence of the
experience of multidisciplinary practitioners tasked with delivering new target-driven,
functional models of care. Pathology driven pathways like clustering (DH, 2013) were
mentioned as contributing to the dissatisfaction. Participants reflected on the loss of
opportunity to work in in-depth, therapeutic ways with service users and their concern
about the impact of an outcomes-focus approach on them, supporting Acker (2010) in
recognising that such approaches were unsatisfactory for both professionals and service
users.

A key contribution of this study is the finding relating to ‘Fragmenting teams’ outlined in this
chapter. Loss operated across many levels, including personal, professional and
geographical connection to others that led to practitioners feeling dislocated as members of
virtual teams. Participants no longer felt that they were afforded either the physical or
reflective space to enable them to manage the emotional impact of their risk related work.
Organisational structures exist to meet targets not emotional need. Language used by
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participants to describe their new practice reality included “lonely”, “disjointed”, “shredded”
and “less secure”.

The disconnection outlined above was most evident in relation to the care coordination role
and the evidence from this study in relation to this aspect of mental health service delivery
is important. One participant likened the experience to being “self-employed”, which
characterises the detachment now felt by practitioners within services. This study has found
that rather than placing the service user at the centre of the care plan, as required by policy
directives (DH, 2008), participants felt that they built a “team around the care coordinator”.

This is an important contribution as much of the literature about care coordination
considers efficacy without speaking to the experience of the professional taking on the role.
Fragmentation of service delivery is the downstream effect of structural change driven by
economic and outcome imperatives. For professionals, this has led to atomised team
working experiences, that leaves them feeling adrift. What participants want are structures
that facilitate connection, that enable reflection with and about risk, shared responsibility
and reduce isolation. A minority of voices in this study described an experience of practice
that reflected this preference for cohesive practice. Chapter 13 explores these ‘Divergent
voices’.
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Chapter 13: Divergent voices
Chapters 11 and 12 have offered an analysis of the evidence from this study of: the ways in
which practitioners understand and experience the risk assessment and management
aspect of their roles, the ways in which changes in the nature of organisations have
influenced their practice experience, and the sense of isolation that stems from these
changes. However, there were quiet yet significantly different voices within this study that
identified an alternative experience. This chapter reflects on these voices, explores their
origin and context and offers an analysis of how they contribute to the overall thesis.

13.1 Introduction
An important contribution of the methodological approach used for this study was that it
ensured that the evidence presented is grounded in the data. Two groups of divergent
voices were evident in the data analysis. The first were a group of three practitioners who
reported retaining a strong sense of team in their work environment. The second, as
outlined earlier, were psychology participants who were sought using theoretical sampling
when it was evident that their voice had not yet been heard in the study. These divergent
voices are explored here and their contribution toward the broader thesis explored.

13.2 Feeling anchored
The first group of divergent voices in this study came from participants who reported,
contrary to the participants in section 12.4 ‘Fragmenting teams’, that they do feel anchored
within their team context. This voice is important to this study, as it provides insight into the
conditions that can and do counter the practice reality outlined in previous chapters. The
following sections consider these conditions:
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“I have a very strong feeling of a team and feeling of being anchored. I think part of
that is because this part of the county is a smaller area. We kept a lot of pre-existing
staff, we are quite well staffed with permanent staff, although we've got some
agency, it's not horrendous. We have very regular management meetings. The group
of us, so that's eight of us, meet regularly to problem solve. Whether it goes as far to
make a clear difference on the decisions that are made I don't know, it makes a clear
difference on how people feel about risk, and how they manage their anxieties” (Lisa,
nurse).
Lisa also comments on the size of the team and the practice area, which is interesting as it
indicates that teams can function more efficiently when its territory and scope is
manageable, in terms of the number of individuals to whom a single practitioner can relate
and the area it has to cover. This relates to the earlier observations from Dana and Kalpana
about the loss of a practice territory or “patch”, when a smaller geographic area of practice
led to a better sense of connection with both service users and colleagues. This is also
supported by the following quote from Patrick (consultant psychiatrist), who earlier
described their team experience as “shredded”:
“But individual workers are working hard for the ones they see, but the team is never
the same two weeks running. Whereas I had decades before where the team
remained almost consistent. We're very good at working with four or five people
closely, 10 or even 20, when it gets much above it just doesn’t function” (Patrick,
consultant psychiatrist).

What became evident was sometimes teams were able to foster different cultures and that
new staff assimilated to this culture, as opposed to bringing toxicity evident elsewhere. This
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provides evidence that interprofessional team dynamics could enhance or reduce the
individual practitioner’s sense of connection (Kvarnström, 2008):
“If you have somebody who’s very standoffish, that comes to the team, I have
noticed that when people are like that, they seem to blend into the way that we
work. So, it’s not like they come standoffish and they stay standoffish…they realise
that actually it’s in their best interest and the team’s best interest to be able to blend
in. I supervise some people and they have said that this is probably the better place
to work when they’ve worked elsewhere. So, I think it just…the proof is in the
pudding really” (Saima, psychologist).

The conditions that exist in these teams serve to both challenge and strengthen the findings
and analysis within the ‘Fragmenting teams’ section. It does this because, in describing the
conditions of practice that foster cohesion, it starkly illuminates the reflections of other
participants for whom this is not the practice reality.

One of the conditions repeatedly mentioned was that of leadership. The comment from the
first participant below demonstrates what is important to professionals in terms of
containment, whilst the second illustrates the impact of its absence:
“Yeah, the management I think because we’ve got quite a few, we’ve got about four
managers here, four or five managers that are always here, so we always have a
duty worker, a duty manager every single day. It rotates…so if I saw a client and I
was really concerned about somebody then I would speak to the duty manager to see
if they can support” (Saima, psychologist).
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“I think what doesn’t help here is that we don’t have a team leader here. We have an
overall manager, but he oversees lots of different places, so he can’t be here all that
often, and we don’t have a team leader on the ground here all the time, so I think
that leaves staff feeling like they’re not sure who to go to for advice on a daily basis”
(Sally, psychologist).
Transformational leadership includes: being available, forward thinking and fostering
autonomy (Madathil, Heck and Schuldberg, 2014). Observations from participants in this
study highlight the need for leadership in mental health practice. A participant with
management responsibility was able to provide further insight into leadership in this Trust:
“This particular building we’re in, this has a pretty tight knit team in it. They're quite
clear about where they are and what they're doing. Partly that’s because they’ve
had a team leader in post, although they’ve just lost them. If we go down the road to
X, I don't get that feeling with the team there as much. The team is much more
fragmented and there has been no team leader there for ages. If you go over into Y
where I’ve been this afternoon, again very tight knit team, clear team manager in
place” (Nick, OT).
Participants quoted in this section have indicated some of the factors that have contributed
to their sense of connection within teams, which include working relationships, clear
territories and good leadership. The implication here is that participants reporting strong
leadership and anchoring in teams are also reporting less negative emotional impact of
assessing and managing risk in practice. The next section looks in more detail about the
connections that practitioners want with one another.
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13.3 Seeking proximity
As noted in the previous section, a condition of practice highlighted as important to
participants, was the sense of physical proximity to the professionals with whom they work.
This could relate to shared office space or being located within the same building, but a
sense of co-located proximity was essential:
“So, for example if you had a X patient, you'd have to talk to one of the doctors at X
about them. Now here if someone walks into my office and asks me a question and it
would help if we had a doctor involved, I will often stand up with them and will
wander next door and see who's next door. If the right doctor is around we would
grab the doctor and have more of a three-way conversation” (Lisa, nurse).

“I think here we’re really lucky that we have a really good team and that we often…
especially now that we’re in one big office there” (Lizzie, nurse).

As noted previously, one of the most significant contributors to a sense of team working
was shared working space (Larkin and Callaghan, 2003). Participants here strengthen the
earlier conclusion about ‘Fragmenting teams’ by noticing the effect of the presence of
connection within a team. Although, there was some sense that this cohesion was mainly
due to luck of the draw in relation to people and personalities within teams:
“I think generally speaking we all get along really well, which is a huge thing actually.
We're in this area very supportive of one another, and I think that is luck” (Saima,
psychologist).
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“Yes. I don't know whether it’s luck or whether it is just that if personalities tend to
blend into what we need here” (Lisa, nurse).
There is little literature on the role of luck in fostering interprofessional working in mental
health practice, but from the external perspective of the researcher, it was evident that
participants were describing conditions that relate as much to structural issues as they do to
the personal attributes of practitioners. The effect of this sense of cohesion is also
significant in that it supports the study’s emerging theory about the need for more focus on
the working context for practitioners. It builds on the thoughts of participants in
Kvarnström’s (2008) study who commented that team disharmony meant that neither the
team nor the individual practitioner could reach their full potential in terms of meeting the
needs of service users. This is required in relation both to physical and emotional
connection:
“That’s a really good thing about working in an open plan office…we’re not
segregated...it’s literally next to me or in front of me could be a care coordinator, so
we will talk about clients if there are any risk issues that we feel that are happening,
so it’s almost as though the cohesiveness of the team is the thing that keeps us safe.
I think we’re quite unusual here. We do get feedback as to how cohesive and how, if
I had a risk issue with a client, opposite me is a nurse, to the right of her is a social
worker, behind me is a manager, downstairs is the psychiatrist, and literally…I don’t
need to just email people, I can directly go and speak to them” (Saima, psychologist).

“Our team is really good. I think we definitely support each other and it’s good when
you have a team that you get on well with and you know you can vent those things
and you can say, ‘I just don’t know what to do’ and you know that somebody may be
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able to give you advice and things like that…I know with my line manager that I can
always go to her and say, ‘I’m worried. What do you think?’ And we can then discuss
that and talk about it or even if I wasn’t here I can always ring her. We’re quite a
close-knit team I think” (Lizzie nurse).
Saima and Lizzie above are commenting on the effect of team cohesion in relation to
facilitating the work they are required to do. Both observations mention risk assessment
and management roles explicitly. One of the observations made earlier in section 12.7 by
Corine was that team work was now more about sharing information about risk than it was
about sharing responsibility for risk. However, an interesting and significant finding in this
study relates to a different divergent voice, namely psychologists, in relation to their sense
of sharing responsibility in practice; this is explored in the next section.

13.4 Sharing responsibility
Another area in which divergent voices emerged was in relation to care coordination and
came exclusively from the psychology participants; a position that, from the commentary of
the participants, seems to be a function of extant professional norms in this discipline.

Contrary to the findings of Simpson et al. (2016), whose participants observed that care
coordinators were assigned randomly based on who had space, participants in this study
noted that care coordination seemed to be allocated on the basis of the level of presenting
need of a service user and the nature of those needs. Simpson et al. (2016) represents a
much larger multidisciplinary sample than this study, but nonetheless, the different
experience is relevant. For example, for service users with more complex and risk-related
needs, social workers and nurses reported that they were more likely to be allocated as care
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coordinator. This was supported by psychology participants who acknowledged that they
were only likely to be the allocated care coordinator when psychology was the only service
being accessed by the person, and this meant that often they were allocated the least riskcomplex cases to coordinate:
“Oh well, I’m quite happy with it, it just depends how chaotic the patient is, most of
the patients that I would care coordinate…well sometimes they’re a little bit
unsteady to start with, but well, nowadays I wouldn’t care coordinate everybody
who’s going into hospital regularly, or you know had sort of unpredictable needs.
Nowadays the care coordination that I do is really for people who are really quite
predictable…” (Erica, psychologist).

“I think it’s slightly different for psychology. The reason why I say that is because I
don’t think if they were enormously high risk I don’t think it would just be psychology
that sees them” (Victoria, psychologist).
This second observation however, does appear to be congruent with Simpson et al. (2016)
who concluded that CPA generally, and care coordination specifically, were primarily about
the assessment and management of risk of service users as opposed to the assessment and
meeting of need.

The role of the care coordinator was discussed in detail in section 12.8 and it emerged again
as a relevant issue for psychologists in relation to their experience of their working context.
They acknowledged that if a person with whom they were working as the only allocated
professional, and therefore care coordinator, became more complex due to changing
circumstances, that they would not remain as the care coordinator:
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“But then if I’m worried about someone I can step it back up, so I can go back to the
team and say this person needs another care coordinator, I can’t do crisis
intervention, I’m a therapist. Quite often – touch wood – the team is receptive”
(Arlene, psychologist).

“the idea with psychology really is that you’d only really get involved if you were,
maybe helping…One of the cases that I’ve done recently is helping with a very
complex assessment, so that was over a few months, and that patient was difficult to
manage, and really did need a separate care coordinator involving various
components, but…Where I’m care coordinating, I don’t feel that at all. I just feel that
my focus is really on the patient and the therapy that we’re doing” (Erica,
psychologist).

There was acknowledgement from psychology participants in this study that the nature of
the care coordinator’s role for other disciplines was more challenging and to some extent,
de-skilling:
“I think there’s a sense that people’s profession gets lost a bit, that if you’re a care
coordinator you have to do everything. You have to be a social worker, a nurse, a
therapist sometimes and you know, and I think there is sometimes a bit of a sense, if
you’re the care coordinator what actually is your role, are you doing a nursing role,
are you doing a social work role, or are you just getting all these different
professionals involved” (Sally, psychologist).
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This is relevant here, because of the impact of the experience of these different disciplines
in relation to care coordination. Contradicting the commentary of social work and nursing
care coordinators from section 12.8, psychologists reported less isolation and a greater
sense of shared responsibility in relation to risk posed by service users:
“I don’t necessarily think that any care coordinator feels alone when…having to make
decisions about risk…I think if somebody has been care coordinated, there is often
more than one person working with them, so it’s always a shared responsibility.
Yeah, if I felt the risk was there, if there were risk issues I would feel comfortable with
being able to speak to colleagues and bringing them into the plan…” (Saima,
psychologist).
It is possibly relevant that this observation is from Saima, who also reported a sense of
feeling anchored in her team. The observations of psychology participants in this study also
suggest that although risk assessment is a shared responsibility, this does not always apply
to risk management. Bowles and Jones (2005) note that risk management was often seen to
be the province of the psychiatrist, however, the contribution of this study is that nurses
and social workers are more likely to take risk management roles as part of care
coordination when risk escalates. A fragmented approach to risk assessment and/or
management, where specific professional groups are held as more responsible than the
collective whole system does not foster containment for the individual practitioners (Bowles
and Jones, 2005). The psychology participants in this study reported a greater sense of
professional autonomy in their role than other professional groups, adding to the findings of
Johnson et al. (2012).
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The relevance of this different voice for this thesis is two-fold. In the first instance, it
strengthens the analysis of the findings from other participants of the complex nature of
care coordination leading to a sense of feeling responsible and isolated. Secondly, it also
provides a direction for mental health services in recognising that care coordinators need to
feel connected and anchored to teams, and therefore supported, in order to manage the
significant emotional impact of risk highlighted in Chapter 11.

13.5 Differing role identities
Noticing this different experience of some participants, particularly psychologists, in relation
to their sense of connection led me to reflect on the idea of differing role identities within
mental health practice.

Two-thirds of the way through the data collection I was aware that I had only interviewed
one psychologist and so made a methodological decision, in line with grounded theory’s
theoretical sampling, to seek out more. This was because multidisciplinary teams in
contemporary mental health practice include occupational therapists, psychologists,
psychiatrists, nurses and social workers and I thought it was important, therefore, to include
all these voices in this study. This decision led to a series of interviews with psychologists
during which I noticed a qualitatively different interviewing experience. Psychologists
seemed more contained with their experience of practice in general and care coordination
specifically, and I wondered why this was.

Psychology participants’ sense of containment was significant as it ran alongside a
perception of mastery over the emotional impact of the role. This seemed to be related to
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having both the space and time to explore and manage this emotional response as an
inherent part of their practice. Research has indicated that psychology participants
acknowledge individual control over their work (Johnson, 2012). Psychology participants in
this study also commented on how much more autonomy they had within their work than,
for example, nurse and social work participants. They reported that they could decide
whether a service user was ready for therapy or to end contact if the person was not
engaging, or if they felt that the usefulness of their input had come to an end. This view
supports the observations of participants earlier in the study, for example from Jenna (social
worker), that the relationship with psychology was almost like that with an external agency
to which you needed to refer service users. Psychologists acknowledged that the role that
nurses and social workers undertake with service users meant that this autonomy of
decision making was less available:
“There are criteria. One of them is that obviously I wouldn’t necessarily want to see
people who are in the middle of a crisis, because sometimes those issues need to be
resolved first before someone actually has the thinking space to think about other
issues really. The other criteria would be that someone actually wants to engage in a
process where they will be expected to reflect on their problems. Some insight would
help” (Arlene, psychologist).

Psychology participants noted that, although the people with whom they worked might be
psychologically complex, they were less likely to also need additional input such as
medication or support with social circumstances. As a result, they viewed their role as less
complex:
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“No but I would argue that’s probably the privilege that we have because I think
really I’m only care coordinator for people that are only being seen by psychology”
(Victoria, psychologist).

“I think when I’m the care coordinator it’s a bit simpler because there’s usually only
me involved and it then tends to be just about my care plan and what I’m doing with
them” (Sally, psychologist).
This autonomy appears to provide a sense of containment in relation to the assessment
and, particularly, management of risk, for the psychology participants in this study. Another
important difference that contributed to this sense of containment was access to reflective
space. Aggett and Goldberg (2005, p.88) noted that creating the space in which workers
could practice was essential to meeting the need of service users; they concluded that 'The
culture and ethos of the supervision structure between manager and staff member reflected
the work done between worker and client, with workers needing space at the end of the day
just to be listened to'. Psychologists talked about reflective space as an inherent part of their
job in a way that other disciplines did not. There was a sense that reflective practice was
most associated with psychology and that working practices mirrored this. There was also
agreement that despite changes in service delivery and the shrinking of team space due to
reorganisation, that reflective space for psychologists was reduced but not as compromised.

Psychologists were generally in agreement that the centrality of reflective clinical
supervision within their discipline was protective of them as practitioners and ensured that
emotional space was available for them to manage feelings associated with the work. They
highlighted multiple spaces in which they met in order to manage their role:
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“We have the psychology meetings, and also we have several supervision meetings,
so for example psychosis, for EMDR supervision…” (Saima, psychologist).

Psychology participants viewed other disciplines as having a more case management
focused supervisory structure than an emotional support oriented supervisory structure:
“This could be completely wrong, but my sense is that other disciplines aren’t
necessarily given as much space to acknowledge how things feel. My sense is that the
supervision they get is much more case management. I might be mistaken but that’s
my feeling, that it’s all about what they’re doing with people and can they move this
person on, so they can take somebody else on. There’s a lot of pressure” (Sally,
psychologist).
Psychology participants acknowledged that reflective space in supervision was less available
to other disciplines, despite them being psychologically-minded in their approaches:
“As far as I know, I don’t think they have a lot of space, because they’ve got so many
cases that they need to discuss during that supervision period… They have like 20
people or so on their caseload, so it’s hard to be reflective about each individual, but I
think they are” (Saima, psychologist).
“But I do observe that the nurses and the social workers regret how they don’t have
that time to think about their… professional practice, and…And the impact of the
experiences on them” (Erica, psychologist).

These findings are important in acknowledging the need for formal, clinical supervision for
professionals other than psychology in order to enable practitioners to develop and
maintain therapeutic relationships with service users whilst also managing the emotional
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demands of managing risk. The observation from Erica above particularly supports this
finding.

The psychology participants also referred to the theoretical underpinning of their profession
as the context in which reflective practice took place. It seems that this theoretical
standpoint enabled them to provide reflective support to colleagues, positioning them both
within and without the team structures:
“I think because we are known to be the reflective profession…that other colleagues,
nurses, social workers, you know, OTs, they are hopefully, and from experience, they
feel that they can come to us…about some of the clients that…they’re a bit unsure
of…So, we are available to support others as well, and get them to think about the
reflections as well” (Saima, psychologist).

“What we’ve tried to do is recruit kind of the team members, so nurses and social
workers into psychological ways of working, so offering them training in working
with [different client groups], but then they’re not given the time to actually use
those skills” (Sally, psychologist).
Although dated as a study, Lightfoot and Orford (1986) offer some explanatory direction in
relation to the issue of factors that, when present, allow the development of therapeutic
relationship. They hypothesised that workers' engagement with service users related as
much to their own 'situational determinants' as it did to their attitude toward the person
(Lightfoot and Orford, 1986, p.750). Lightfoot and Orford (1986, p.750) define 'situational
determinants' as, 'such factors as time resources, case priorities, departmental policy,
opportunities for involvement' and suggest that a combination of these factors can either
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add to or detract from the practitioner's ability to be in relationship with service users. They
named these factors ‘situational constraints’ and devised their study in order to test this
idea with a questionnaire-based study with community psychiatric nurses and social
workers (Lightfoot and Orford, 1986, p.751). Although the practitioners in Lightfoot and
Orford’s (1986) study were working with service users with alcohol-related issues, the
findings can be said to have relevance for practitioners working in other settings in which
engagement with service users is key, such as mental health services. Lightfoot and Orford
(1986) found that an increased sense of situational constraint led to a decreased sense of
therapeutic connection. Social workers in Lightfoot and Orford’s (1986) study reported
greater situational constraints than community psychiatric nurses in relation to policy and
other directives that limited the time that they could direct toward engaging with individual
service users. Lightfoot and Orford (1986, p.754) concluded 'Here are the basic ingredients
for the development of positive therapeutic attitudes—availability of time, conducive
departmental policy and backup'.

What seems to be emerging from the data, therefore, is a sense that the inherent structures
within psychology, particularly the autonomy over work load, the access to consistent
reflective space and support, and allowing for the differences in the needs of the service
users, reduces their sense of ‘situational constraint’ (Lightfoot and Orford, p.751) in
comparison to other discipline groups contributing to the multi-disciplinary team and
provides a more contained and therefore containing environment.
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Chapter 13 Summary
This chapter has dealt with the divergent voices that emerged during this study. These
findings are important because they both support and strengthen the emerging model for
practice that will be outlined in Chapter 14.

Significantly, a small group of participants reported a positive and cohesive team
experience, at odds with others in the study. This chapter explored the context for this
different experience. Central to this was a sense of connection to a small group of
practitioners who were able to use their relationships to work together as a team. This was
aided by being geographically located together and also having a smaller geographic area to
manage. Participants identified that these structures fostered a cohesive working
environment in which they felt contained and supported in relation to coping with the risk
related aspects of their role. This supports the findings of Kvarnström (2008) with regard to
factors that enhance interprofessional dynamics.

The chapter has also explored the different practice experience of psychologists compared
with other contributors to the research and has considered Lightfoot and Orford’s (1986,
p.751) theory of ‘situational constraint’ as a possible explanation for this difference.
Psychologists in the study described greater role autonomy, access to reflective space, time
to engage in reflective practice and, a sense of connection to colleagues that meant they did
not describe the risk assessment and management aspects of their role as having a
detrimental effect in the way that other participants from other disciplines did. The
relevance of this is developed in Chapter 14 in relation to how ‘situational constraints’ can
become situational connection (Lightfoot and Orford, 1986, p.751).
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This chapter has summarised the main findings yielded from the ‘Divergent voices’ chapter,
which is their potential explanatory power in considering safe and containing conditions of
practice for mental health professionals. The next chapter will draw together the evidence
from this study to consider the ways in conditions for practice can be created and outline a
proposed model for practice.
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Chapter 14: An emerging model for situational connection
This chapter draws together the analysis of the previous three findings and discussion
chapters to distil the theoretical model emerging from this study.

14.1 Introduction
This study provides an original contribution to our understanding of the emotional impact of
risk assessment and management on mental health professionals; in doing so, it establishes
a conceptual model of ‘situational connection’. Situational connection centralises the
importance of mutually constructive and sustaining relationships between mental health
colleagues. Such relationships are essential to the creation of working conditions that
enable practitioners to feel contained and manage the emotional impact of assessing and
managing risk. What is also clear from this study is that attention to organisational
structures and processes is required in order to locate practitioners within cohesive teams
where their relationships with one another are viewed as having positive value.

The next three sections highlight the theoretical connections presented in the findings that
create this suggested model for mental health practice. It considers how valuing
relationships, creating teams and anchoring organisational structures are interlinked and
how they are located in broader political and social constructs. In highlighting the links and
their place in wider structures, it outlines the model of situational connection.

14.2 Valuing relationships
Central to this study’s findings is how little value is placed on the quality of relationships
between mental health colleagues. In many current practice contexts, relationship-based
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practice refers to the relationships that practitioners are able to develop with service users;
it does not address the collegiate relationship-based contexts in which practitioners
themselves are working. Significantly, this study demonstrates that collegiate,
interprofessional relationships were not only undervalued, but that structural organisational
changes had served to undermine working relationships further by jeopardising
professionals’ sense of belonging with one another as members of a coherent service. The
evidence cited in Chapter 12, relating to fragmenting teams, losing connections and sharing
responsibility versus working in isolation, supports this conclusion. Teams were reconfigured
in order to deliver greater financial efficacy, but a consequence was that practitioners felt
unanchored in large groups, nominally named ‘teams’. Usual support structures, such as
team meetings, that might foster professional connection were configured so as to reduce
rather than promote connection between practitioners. The role of team meetings
therefore becomes audit and accountability not collegiate relationship-based working.
Other organisational mechanisms aimed at offering emotional support, such as supervision
or generic risk discussion forums, are insufficient to meet the emotional needs of
practitioners working on a daily basis with the impact of assessing and managing risk when a
context of meaningful interprofessional working is absent.

Such structural organisational change has led to practitioners experiencing detrimental
emotional, physical and psychological effects in their working environment. The symptoms
and responses to the emotional impact of assessing and managing risk reported in this study
appeared consistent with the notion of ‘burnout’ as identified in the literature.
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This study highlights how a consequence of the erosion of collegiate relationship-based
practice is that practitioners, both personally and structurally, feel less empowered to
connect emotionally with service users. The lack of connection and containment between
practitioners was also evident in practitioners’ attempts to work in partnership with service
users. This study demonstrates that a continued focus on risk, a preoccupation with targets
and outcomes, and a sense of working in isolation as a practitioner, had reinforced
restrictive and defensive practice. This implies an increased focus on risk at the expense of
focusing on need; service users became objects of concern rather than subjects of care.
Therefore, a key conclusion of this study is that if practitioners do not feel emotionally
contained in practice they are more likely to perceive and assess service users as high risk.

14.3 Creating teams
Having identified the central role of collegiate relationship-based practice in facilitating the
emotional management of the professionals’ role in the assessment and management of
risk, this study also identifies the need for structures that facilitate communication and
tangible experiences of team working between multi-disciplinary professionals. The results
show that a ‘team’ on paper is not necessarily a ‘team’ of close and dynamic relationships
that can counteract a sense of isolation. New practice realities for participants meant that
they operated as disconnected individuals in a virtual team.

This experience of isolation by professionals was particularly evident in the way in which the
care coordination role operated. When an assessment identified that the input of specific
disciplines to a care plan was not needed, this not only reduced the number of professionals
working directly with the service user but also reduced indirect professional input to the
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team dynamic; input which adds value in that it serves to assist, support and contain those
practitioners undertaking the direct work. Consequently, a single professional could be the
only practitioner working directly with a service user, leaving that person feeling that they
held sole responsibility for risk in this instance and the associated emotional burden. This
lack of connection to colleagues and experience of isolation related directly to professionals’
sense of becoming restrictive in their practice; they felt compelled to adopt a defensive
stance as lone individuals in the absence of team or organisational structures that provided
them with containing connections.

14.4 Anchoring organisational structures
This study shows that a solution to arrest the sense of fragmenting teams, loss of
connection and working in isolation may lie in the re-establishment of structures that
provide professionals space and place for connection with colleagues.

The study further highlights how the combined pressures of marketisation, austerity and
blame culture impacts on organisational culture. Varied responses to such external threats
are possible at an organisational level. The response evident in this study is the re-direction
of this external threat toward the individual practitioner. Rather than creating a containing
perimeter around the organisation to absorb or repel such external threat and to create a
safe space within which professionals are empowered to focus on the needs of services
users, the organisation’s external barrier becomes permeable; allowing the burden of audit,
austerity and blame to reach practitioners on an individual level. By reducing or removing
structures that allow connections between professionals, organisations are complicit in
isolating professionals in their practice. This creates an unmanageable burden of
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responsibility for managing risk and leads to defensive and restrictive practice, whilst at the
same time requiring professionals to facilitate services users’ movement through services in
a conveyor belt manner. This study shows, through the narratives of practitioners, that the
demarcation of meaningful space to be in relationship with other practitioners provided
anchors for them as they sought to meet the needs of service users with whom they work
and in recognising and managing the emotional impact of their role. Space operates at both
literal and metaphorical levels. Space means a team place in which professionals come
together with colleagues working with the same service users to deliver care in a connected
way. However, it also means space from processes that reduce relationship-based work to
the documentation of contact with service users and decisions about them. The current
focus in mental health services is on outcome-oriented practice and outcomes undeniably
need to be evidenced. However, the quantitative ‘evidence’ currently produced to illustrate
met targets does not account for the qualitative experience or benefit for service users of
situationally connected practitioners.

The evidence contained in Chapter 13 supports the conclusion that professionals want to
feel anchored in a cohesive team approach; that is, shared space, accessible and supportive
relationships with colleagues, and clear, containing, leadership. Additional evidence to
support these conclusions came from the psychology participants for whom relationship,
connection and reflective space was an integral part of their discipline philosophy. This was
maintained to a greater extent than for other disciplines, despite organisational changes.
This suggests that opportunities for connection and reflection can act as a protective factor
for professionals in their endeavours to manage the emotional impact of assessing and
managing risk. This point is strengthened by the evidence from this study that participants
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from disciplines such as social work and nursing did not have the same access to team and
emotional support and reported greater emotional impact of the work.

A sense of isolation and, at times, overwhelming burden of risk stemmed from a lack of
organisational support, via cohesive team structures, for professionals to work in a
relationship-based way with colleagues and service users. Organisational structures can
mitigate these challenges by pro-actively creating a containing environment for effective
practice. This study identifies the structures that foster collegiate relationship-based
practice, such as team space and autonomy, which act to reduce isolation, foster a sense of
shared responsibility and, consequently, refocus attention from risk to recovery.

14.5 Model for relationship-based mental health practice: situational connection
The conceptual model of situational connection that emerges from this study locates
practitioners within multi-disciplinary mental health teams that are structured to facilitate
relationship-based practice between professional members. The model recognises
practitioners as the conduit via which professionals meet the care needs of services users.
The team and other organisational structures, which facilitate such horizontal and vertical
connection, allow the practitioner, team and organisation to be situationally connected.

The model of situational connections develops Lightfoot and Orford’s (1986, p.751) concept
of ‘situational constraints’ that noted that some disciplines are more situationally
constrained by their role than others. Similar to the findings of this study, Lightfoot and
Orford (1986, p.751) found that social workers and nurses experienced greater ‘situational
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constraint’ that reduced the extent to which they could focus on relationship-building with
service users in a way that did not apply to their psychology participants.

Situational connection describes a working context in which practitioners, regardless of
discipline, are enabled to work in an autonomous, connected and creative way with
professionals from other disciplines (see Figure 14.1). Facilitating situational connection at
practitioner and team level has the dual benefit of creating a context for professionals in
which they feel emotionally supported and contained and, therefore, better able to meet
the needs of service users. The highlighted central section in Figure 14.1, illustrates how
situationally connected practitioners work together to re-locate the service user at the
centre of their practice. A potential consequence of creating structures that facilitate
collegiate, relationship-based practice, and service user relationship-based practice, is a
relocating of the core focus of mental health services to recovery and away from risk alone.
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Figure 14.1 Model of situational connection
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The next section considers the implications of the study’s findings and emergent conceptual
model.

14.6 Implications for mental health practice
Much of the current focus in practice on efficiency of pathways for service users actually
serves to create fragmented services; services characterised by disconnected practitioners
who experience the delivery of mental health services as akin to a conveyor belt. Lack of
connection between practitioners has also reduced their sense of being able to be in
relationship with service users, despite the evidence that this is what service users most
value.

Another outcome of conveyor belt practice is that it has the potential to leave isolated and
anxious practitioners over-stating risk factors in order to manage the emotional impact of
their role to the exclusion of more recovery-focused approaches.

A model, therefore, that focuses only on service user pathways and efficiency, and not on
the experience of the practitioners providing the care, negatively affects their ability to work
in a connected relationship-based way with colleagues and service users; such a model,
therefore, is a counter-productive. The situational connection model asks organisations to
consider the creation of supportive, reflective, connected space for practitioners in order to
deliver a streamlined, efficient and safe experience for service users. Feeling connected to
one’s own team creates the conditions for practitioners to build better quality, therapeutic
relationships with service users. If a consequence of this is improved, actual and perceived,
outcomes for service users, then there is an argument that this is a potentially cost-effective
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model. It could lead to a reduction in crisis-oriented care, the use of legally underpinned
hospital admission and an increased focus on recovery as the core business of mental health
practice.

14.7 Summary
This chapter has presented the model of situational connection, which is the original
contribution of this study. Constant change in the configuration of mental health services
has been driven by financial imperatives and the increased managerialist trend in health
care. This has created an audit culture, leaving professionals feeling unanchored in their
practice. It has become more important for targets to be met than connecting with service
users to provide support and enable change. In the desire to ensure that services are
meeting needs, service users have been compartmentalised, moving along pathways and
receiving ‘services’ based on pathology. The ability of mental health practitioners to interact
with the service user in an holistic way is being diminished by the constraints of practice
that also fragments their experience as practitioners.

The chapter concludes that valuing relationships between professionals, creating teams in
which these relationships can develop and flourish, and anchoring these in broader
organisational contexts that support and protect the professional, creates a model for
situationally connected mental health practice. The next chapter will summarise and
conclude the thesis; it addresses its strengths and limitations, as well as identifying areas for
further research indicated by the findings.
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Chapter 15 Conclusion
In this concluding chapter I consider the strengths and limitations of the study and its
potential research impact.

15.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 introduced the thesis and outlined the planned structure. Chapters 2-6 located
the study within current practice and empirical research. Chapters 7 and 8 outlined the
methodological approach and methods used and Chapter 9 offered reflection on the
research process. Integrated findings and discussion were presented in Chapters 10-13 and
Chapter 14 outlines the theory emerging from the data.

This study has answered the research question, ‘How do mental health practitioners
working in adult community mental health settings respond emotionally to the assessment
and management of risk in practice?’ The aims of the project were, firstly, to investigate the
meaning(s) practitioners attribute to the word risk, then to explore practitioners’
experiences of assessing risk in their daily mental health practice and to identify the
consequent emotional responses. The third aim was to identify ways in which practitioners
manage emotional responses to the risk assessment and management aspect of their role
and finally to consider the ways in which practitioners’ relationships with each other and
with service users affect this emotional response.

The study used grounded theory to address the research question and aims. Semistructured interviews were undertaken with 18 participants representing the range of
disciplines present in multi-disciplinary teams in current mental health practice. Interview
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data was analysed using the coding methods associated with grounded theory and
combined line-by-line codes to create focused codes which, when analysed together, led to
the three theoretical categories reported in Chapters 11, 12 and 13. This analysis supports
the emerging theory for situational connection outlined in Chapter 14.

In relation to the aim of exploring the meaning that mental health professionals ascribe to
the concept of risk, the findings of this study contribute to the existing research knowledge
base in confirming: the continued centrality of risk as the main focus of mental health
services and the narrow definition applied to risk, the continued reliance on instinct to
recognise and understand risk in relation to specific service users and, the belief that formal
risk assessment is a process of documenting risk that serves to reassure at organisational
level, rather than providing a meaningful assessment of risk in relation to a specific service
users.

Evidence generated by this study relates to the noticeable move toward defensive practice
as a result of organisational preoccupation with risk. Participants’ contributions add to the
existing knowledge base in noting that a reduction in focus on the needs of service users is
correlated with an increase in the demand for accountability to the organisation.

The central finding in relation to the emotional impact of the assessment and management
of risk on mental health professionals arising from this study is that it is not the individual
interactions with services users or the risks that they pose to self or others per se that
generates emotional unrest in practitioners; rather it is the structures within the
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organisational context that increases emotional burden rather than contains it. The
evidence from participants in this study is that the emotional impact is significant.
The experience of practitioners in this study in relation to fragmenting teams and losing
connection with colleagues is an important finding, as much of the debate regarding
relationship-based practice focuses on the relationship between the professional and the
service user. An effect of change in the nature of mental health practice is an increase in
individual practitioners feeling they hold responsibility for risk in relation to service users.
This study suggests that the relationships that professionals can develop with one another,
if supported by organisational structures that facilitate them, are essential in enabling
practitioners to manage the emotional impact of risk assessment and management. The
study also finds that, where there is evidence of relationship-based practice between
colleagues, the ability of practitioners to work together effectively with service users is
increased.

15.2 Limitations
One of the limitations of the study is that, due to my approach to participant recruitment, I
only interviewed participants who were interested in the study and had, possibly,
considered some of the wider issues under discussion prior to their participation. This could
mean that I was not able to recruit participants who held a different view about their
experience, although the participants in Chapter 13 ‘Divergent voices’, do express an
alternative experience of practice to other participants.

A second limitation is that data collection took place over a three-year period against a
backdrop of organisational change. This could have influenced the findings of this study in
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relation to the participants’ experience of that change and whether negative experiences
inspired them to participate in the research in order to feel their voice was being heard.
That participants toward the end of the study were agreeing with analytical categories that
emerged at the outset implies that this is not the case, but one cannot be sure.

Another limitation of the study is that there is no service user voice. Minteh, Davis and
Jeffreys (2014) highlight the importance of collaboration with services users in the coproduction of knowledge. At the outset of the study, I planned to include both service users
and practitioners in order to seek both sets of views with regards to the importance of
relationships in relation to the emotional impact of assessing and managing risk. As
previously indicated (Appendix B), I gained ethics approval for this aspect of the study. My
aim was to recruit practitioners via the process outlined in Chapter 8.7, and to ask them to
refer people with whom they were working to the project. Recruitment was problematic, as
practitioners interested in the study were not forthcoming in referring service users. As
mentioned earlier, the University have a review stage for doctoral candidates, by which
point I had commenced interviews with practitioners but had only had one service user
referred and had been unable to successfully interview this person. The academics
reviewing my study advised that including both professionals and service users equated to
two separate studies and suggested that I continue with practitioners, as I had already
commenced data collection in this regard. At this stage, I had to make a pragmatic decision
about how to continue and I decided to heed this advice and interview only practitioners.
Section 15.4 considers areas for further research that would focus on the experience of
service users.
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15.3 Strengths
A strength of this study is that it addresses an under-researched area, that is the emotional
impact of the risk assessment and management aspects of mental health practice on the
practitioner. As suggested, much of the research in relation to risk assessment and
management pays attention to the technical and structural issues and not relationshipbased emotional processes that have relevance. This study has been able to highlight and
validate the experience of practitioner participants and, from this, develop a model for
mental health practice that can support practitioners in their role and, by doing so, improve
the experience of mental health service users. This is the original contribution of this study.

Another strength of this study is the rigour of the grounded theory approach and the
proximity of the core analytical categories to the data. Although generating 1600 line-byline codes in the initial coding phase was somewhat naïve and meant that this phase of the
research was time-consuming and laborious, it also allowed me to feel confident that the
categories identified in the findings and discussion section are grounded in the data.
Additionally, due to the theoretical sampling approach undertaken, the voices in the study
are those that you would expect to hear in a multi-disciplinary context in mental health
practice. This takes on particular significance in relation to the ‘Divergent voices’ chapter, as
ensuring that all MDT voices were present strengthened the overall thesis.

15.4 Areas for further research
As noted above, this study has reported the experience of mental health practitioners only.
One of the issues raised by participants in the study is how their own experience of
fragmenting teams might impact service delivery to service users. Clustering (DH, 2013) and
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CQUINS (NHS England, 2016) were particularly mentioned as mechanisms creating conveyor
belt services. Research with service users about their experience of commissioning and
clustering would add a valuable contribution to this debate.

A further area of research with service users could be their experience of risk assessment
and management processes and the effect of these on their recovery.

Finally, additional research could explore the different professional experiences in managing
the emotional impact of practice generally, and risk assessment and management
specifically, identified in the ‘Divergent voices’ chapter.

15.5 Research impact
This study has highlighted how the impact on professionals of structural change in
organisations delivering adult community mental health care is driven by restructure based
on policy and financial imperatives. In this drive to ensure accountability of services in the
meeting needs of service users, they have been compartmentalised into items on a
conveyor belt, moving along mental health service pathways and receiving ‘services’,
identified as necessary based on their cluster (DH, 2013). The ability of mental health
practitioners to interact with the service user as a whole is being diminished by the
constraints of practice that also fragments their experience as practitioners.

The research impact of this study is that it provides evidence of the impact of organisational
change on practitioners and offers a new model of practice that can be developed and used
to underpin future service commissioning.
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Thesis summary
This thesis presents a grounded theory study that has answered the research question,
‘How do mental health practitioners working in adult community mental health settings
respond emotionally to the assessment and management of risk in practice?’. The
contributions of 18 multi-disciplinary participants led to the conceptual model of situational
connection, which proposes that mental health organisations pay greater attention to
creating situationally connected working structures that allow practitioners to develop
meaningful, relationship-based, working contexts with each other. The benefit for
practitioners is that such working contexts will serve to support and contain the emotional
impact of the assessment and management of risk. The benefit for service users could be
the delivery of cohesive, empathic, supportive, creative and empowering relationship-based
services.
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